Farm, Garden and Household,
Effects of Frost.

county. Pa.,writes
Country Gentleman : "Many of my

•■'I'. ,1. E.” ol Chester
to the

readers have no doubt noted the unequal
effects of late spring or early fall frosts.
In some rases the crop in one field suffers
A few hills here
more than in another.
and there in a corn field are killed to the
stalk in a
ground, or in some eases one
Hoar
hill is killed and others escape.
or white frost is essentially frozen dew,
:uid any cause which would increase the
increase the
deposit of dew. would also
We
amount of frost, and hence of damage,
know tkul l?it‘ deposit ot de>\ is ioiluoncod
Two
l,\
variety of local circumstances.
-imilar soils, one compact and the other
I,\ mechanical means, will
made
-how :l very material difference in the
The greater the differamount ol dew
I,, t, mperature between the soil and
;|„. air, the greater will be the deposit ot
i'-italic, low and moist situations
,l,.w
; aercusc tin amount of dew. Spots, which
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the

The

Apple Crop.

Orchardists tor a long series ol years
have had cause to deplore the scarcity ol
many loading varieties of apples in some
seasons, and a too bountiful crop in othAs this usually happens in alternate
ers.
years, that is, the one extreme following
the other in regular succession, provided
no annual vicissitude of temperature interferes, it has become a study of no small
importance, and one which, " hen solved,
will prove an incalculable blessing to
those who have a large capital invested
in their business,
dom ; ,-al causes may be protected from
the wind, wdl receive the most dew, and
The idea that grails taken trout fruiting
an
equal trees during the bearing season will exert
all tin -• causes have probably
hence
a favorable effect
ll'oot upon the amount ol frost, and
upon young trees is cer-

mi

the extent ot damage.
Ii i-equally true that plants of the same

kmd show very different results after exAlter we candidly exam-ure to li'i -t.
:
these effects. 1 think we will conclude
ihal they
'wing, mostly, not to any
different degree of frost or of constitutional vigor in the. plant, but to the manfrom the
lier in w hich the lrost is removed

good sense, no reasonaadopting it us a lundaprinciple. The most plausible the-

tainly opposed

to
ble fruit grower

nieiital
ory and the only

...

l; two tomato

ml

plants

are

exposed

and if be,.,pi;,, degf-es of white frost,
them is protected by
ward on the south and east
are that it will not sut,. clianc
ai,, or at least not in the same deAny
as I lie one not so protected.
can lie removed
Iqan :.\ which the lrost
without producing too great an increase
ih, temperature ot the plant will he
•lie,dual. Hashing with cold water, thawlog in the shade!" or covet ing with earth,
ail produce similar results in similar w a\ s.
also er blent that local causes have
It
much to do in influencing the effect ol sere cold upon plants. Half hardy plants.
ntlieastern expi>sle \y orsc during winters of
often
;ual severity. than plants of the same
em or northwestern exThis is prof ably due to the laet
ease tin plant has no pro,•
to,dim, from the rising sun, whose rays
strike the plant and produce that sudden
which proves so iuchange of temperature
In the second ease, the safety is
onThe
,Ui.- t< the reverse state of affairs.
by its
j.i int i- in some measure protected
temt ..ii in,in tlii- sudden change ol
1 does not attain the same de
have
no-, oi ytaruithuni 11 its surroundings

one

in (act that has

a

practical bearing upon the subject, is the
tliinning out ol t-he young fruit, ami I take
this opportunity once more to impress up-

■

;

u the minds of orchardists, both professional and amateurs, the dire necessity
that exists for having this properly aliendot to every season, and especially when
1 here can he
the trees are overleaded.
no doubt that the main governing cause
in producing this alternate extremes is
tiiii overburdened condition of the tree
dicing the fruitful year, causing it to remitt inactive tor a whole season. Hut
I j id, here comes in a curious fact.
‘lie theory in regard to the production
| of ilossont buds is that it is caused childly
bvui arrest ol vegetation. Various agenj t ie.may effect this, but the prime moving
I he moment a
one is
lack ot vitality.
t oi becomes diseased or stunted, in nine
e:isf out of ten it egyers itsell with lloivc sor fruit ol some kind.
Now, alter nti
mutually heavy crop ol limit we should

|

Old

and

the

New.

Clasp the hands of those who are going,
Kiss the lips that are raised to he kissed,
For the life of the Old Year is flowing
And

melting away

in the mist.

Greet the Xew Year with music and
Let the Old pass away with a tear,
For we shall remember, hereafter,
The many who die with the Year.

laughter.

And the songs of the children of Sorrow,
Shall unite with the echoes of mirth,
lire the sweet, glad sun of to-morrow
Smiles down on the night-smitten earth.
And the meek, stricken daughters of Anguish.
Shall lilt their sharp burthens of pain.
And long, as they linger and languish.
For Christ’s blessed presence again.
For Time has struck down the heart's idols—
f lic fairest, the dearest have died—
And death hath gone grimly to bridals
And claimed the first kiss of the bride.
Hut the glory of noon and gray-light
Are gathered and mingled in one.
And tlic darkness of dawn and the daylight,
Precede the approach ul the sun.
A poor mother-bird is oft lifted
From the storm-shaken bough

where she

clung,

And cruelly driven and drilled
Far away from her nest-full of young.
But the wild storm that bullets and hurries
This lone bird about in the West
Lifts up its bosom and carries
Ani'ihrr bird safe to her nest.
Ah! the span of the heaven is spacious—
Clear sight is vouchsafed to the blind—
The bitterest griefs are made gracious—
The cruellest tale rendered kind.

lasp the hands of those who are going.
Kiss the lips that are raised to lie kissed.
For the life oi the Old Year is flowing
And melting away in the mist.
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were
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Chorister.

very naturally reason mai me tree nan
From Harper’s .Monthly.
parjtl willi a considerable amount <d ils
“It is the case,” said Jane, “of the
\iiaity in perfecting its fruit, am! in con- sheep that tumbled over the precipice,
science in Die succeedingyear we should and the whole Hock rushed
after
limlanolher line show of blossoms at it. Ot course our little ewe pell-mell
lamb couldn't
case
as a general
the
is
not
but
this
leas;
be expected to escape the ridiculous inruleibr in the alternate year the tree will fection.”
llowerless.
u-mlv lie almost
At this obscure hyperbole Mrs. Fairfield
hints been surmised, and on good
wide her eyes and looked at her
opened
grands, too, tliat: as the liner breeds ol eldest daughter in bewilderment.
a: oals are brought up to a certain high
“it’s plain to lie seen,” pursued Jane,
starard “I excellence by the most eare- “that Dora’s head over ears
in love with
lu: r'stem of reproduction, so too the vaMiles Van Dorn, like al! the other fools in
assume
be
made,
to
of
fruit
wanned.
riety
been
tilmight
the parish!’’
ot de-iid
forms, embracing ipialities that
],.:-l winter was iiMia'lv productive
Mrs. Fairfield quite blushed at this bold
and
grape- wr isli them to possess, and regulating
r killed" raspberries
assertion.
tile
to
;
been
>
and this lias
charged
this/ery question of equalization with
“I'm ashamed ot you, Jane." she said,
emperalure which several times pre- otiin of similar importance. When we severely. “Dora's a mere child, and has
or
d.
see ie tlerist perloriuing his work suet
Kaspbern plants with an inch
with ec-silp we have excellent reason lor be- no more idea of that kind than a babe in
two ot < arth on tiietn came out sale,
1 should think you’d have more
arms.
so protected) died.
clow
others
by (not
lievig tin t the politologist may at no disthan to accuse your sister ol givh slight covering of earth pre- tant lav H'complish the same in his de- delicacy
her love unsought.”
ing
is
It
a
probable pmlicnt. all that is needed being
vent the iow temperature?
“That’s all balderdash, mother,” said
that in this ease these plants had to witli- I kmnledg' ol plant lile and the system of
the practical Jane. “1 don’t profess to
ol
cold as I vegiableprodueiion.
-1 a id
[Josiah 1 loupes in know much about the tender passion, but
jiiite as great a degree
Is it not very likelv I N W Tri uue.
those not protected.
the little attention I've bestowed upon it
that the damage known as ■■winter killproves to me that it holds itselt quite be.‘ten proceeds trom evaporation
iid*
Blasting Bocks.
the volition of its victims, Her failyond
low
a
trom
Ilian
temperature?
rather
to gain the approbation of this piping
id
eonRichmond,
ing
is
aeon,
moisture
\\'n.
.Mass.,
whole
winter,
During the
shepherd is the only thing that gives me
evaporated nr given oil by the stalks and trbu'.eso the Berkshire County Eagle, a hope of quenching her
love for him.”
branches, but if trom any cause this evap- tit follving account of a successful ex-1
"
Xonseuce, Jane,’’.said her mother.
oration or loss exceeds the supply, the
in
and
rocks
blasting
remoying
“Of course she respects him—we all do;
I hiring jwi'irac
plant dries up and death ensues
so hards to det.v ail kinds ol steel tools:
but as for love—”
mu. a ot last winter a high wind increased
Whocr has travelled through ltieh“As for love,” repeated Jane, “1 never
the evaporation or loss, while a hard froz- m tml ust. have noticed a stream, or desaw a more decided case of infatuation in
a
I
think
the
diminished
en >uil
supply.
posit, 0'>ck, ditl'ering materially from the my life. The way >he hung upon every
lew wars of observation will convince my forma'ii ol that
valley and its surround- note of his at the singing-school to-night
accomwhen
readers that windy weather,
d extending from tlie summit ol was
ings,
simply distracting.”
panied by a frozen soil, is .pule as produe- tli Tiieonie range in a southeasterly di“She's fond ol music,” pleaded the
live of winter killing as low temperature. reetioact'oss the town and over Lenox
mother.
The weight of lliese strange
mounii“Yes, and for that reason,” said June,
roekswlinse origin is traced into tlie “she should have listened with any tiling
Feeding Hens tor Eggs.
Stat*l New York, varies trom a few but delight. His voice is passable, mereA him may lie regarded as a machine Kunei jiounds to a hundred tons. They ly passable: in the high notes it fails igof eggs. 11 only enough are i>osiied in some instances in masses,
Art!
pi duet ion
nomiuiously. lint high or low, true or
,! •,*jven t>> keep her alive—to just them others they are scattered at vary- lalse, upon every note Dora hung enrapcan
have
ol
In
fields
course,
stances.
they
ing
many
tured. 1 felt a chill creep down my verteni:i the maehine—lie eggs,
no
is
lorpeen considered a nuisance too great bra; as 1 looked at her.”
1„. expected; but usually there
not
do
t
hardness
defies
ton
heir
overcome,
Jane Fairfield was the eldest of the two
tiMiil.le in this direction. I’eoplo
In one instance a
id' the village school-master,
open err in not giving their hens enough; tl jower ol steel.
daughters
ease that they
etriet was made with a party to ro- and
T i-. more Irequeatly the
had, years since, left the paternal
oi\, them too much, and of the wrong ne a number, and the result el the first roof and gone up to the city in search of
too ( ol liard labor was a hole driven into
kind of food lfa machine is fed with
fortune. Steadily eschewing more esthetlias ca- I rock nine inches and with a supply of
much raw material, more than it
ic hut less profitable employment, she had
in
hammers
on
Iken
drills
and
defaced
becomes
it
clogged
served a long apprenticeship to the dresspacity to utilize,
il the Id and, without funds in the pocket,
its action and fails in its work. Or,
making business, and having graduated
the
be
supplied,
ljob was abandoned.
with an artist in that line at the metropowrong kind of material
out.
few days since, Isaac J. Worden, of lis, she counted her future safe in her own
desired product " ill not be turned
she IsfielU,
travelling agent ot the Atlantic hands. Devoting herself, to her needle
For n lien to produce an egg daily
raw matefit i’owde.r Co., issued a notice that on and
must be well supplied with the
shears, the world dwindled down to
must
;al out ot which to make it. '1 here
'.lay of last week, he would give a deni- a small compass with Jane, and time tied
as are
such
in
Richon
his
lather's
substances,
tration,
farm,
be albuminous
speedily by. Once a fortnight she ran
found in meat and grain, out of which to :id, of how these reeks could be brought down home, and heartily enjoyed whatdoor
and
commenced
oily
subjection. Mr. Worden
form the white oi the egg,
liiestic amusement she could glean there
lime to
a rock of two or three tons weight,
cut', matters to form the yelk, and
advised and harangued her mother,
kinds of
produce the shell. Variousin differentgrain oly imbedded in tlie earth. The ex- scolded and drilled her little sister, acpto- act gazers had the pleasure of seeing
i,dam these substances
cepted reluctantly the benign patronage
rock thrown on to the snrlace, over- of her
ortions, and this fact renders some kinds
father, and, looking around upon
ied and shattered so it could he easily the
! ,citer adapted for the food of fowls than
village folks, devoutly thanked Heavoats,
and
to
Another
heaver
more
wheat
Wheat,
middlings,
ullierpieces.
en that she was not as other people are.
bariev. Indian corn and buckwheat are ■>ly imbedded rock was then chosen
In all dispositions like Jane’s there
are
it
Mr. W.’s labor. In go minutes this must be one element
they
..f articles of food tor hens,
predominating; her
to
were
was laid on the surface with the
used alternately. It Indian corn
nature was too strong to be diffusive.
It
diet of liens, they ns open ready for disintegration, was
eompo-e the whole
necessary there should be a concenwould he rendered too lat. tor laying pur- '..s were selected by the bystanders,
With her it was ambition.
diet it is very val- i tour or live were annihilated. The trating point.
Not for herself—that was given tip long
poses, but as a regular
About, three times per week tuo lrock was estimated by experts to
uable
ago with a bitterness that pirtook of
to
\h semi Ion* and was so thoroughly scorn.
hens will need some bits ol meat,
Nothing could be done without a
albumintlic
men
that
two
could
it
sred
ready reasonable
1 urnisli more abundantly
get
capital, and poor Jane had a
Hunted
t
J ully satisic team m a short tune.
ol the egg.’
oyster
ous clement
a harsh voice and a genscrawny
ligtire,
or
filiat this is the way to take rocks out eral tout-) nacmhlc that
-bolls pounded, old mortar, bone-meal
possessed more
them o-tl and shiver them lor convenient
-omoiliing similar .-lioultl be kept by
character than grace.
That portion ot
There hill", Mr. Worden was asked to show
at all times as material lor shells.
Jane’s life which the French gracefully
should also be a constant supply of fresh, bower as a .stump extractor. This term the
beauty ol youth had been fritbo
never
should
vlone
to
the
lull
satisfaction
of
ileus
perwitwater,
of an
tered away in the struggle for independis
water
a
Snow
lie
even
dismasted
snow.
highly in.
mitted to cat
huge apple ence, so that Jane had ceased to hope for
leed tur liie amusement id' the party.
injurious to them. Many persons
any personal joy; but it had become a de:
their liens.til they will eat. and keep grain
simple process by which these huge light to her to ianey that something might
by them all the time. This is a bad prac- n are torn lrom their beds and split come ol Dora.
tice. More hens are injured by overfeed- ironvenient sizes was, lirst, with a
When her sister was but a child it
cats leiron rod lie drove a hole under Hie
ing than in any other way, it a man
chanced that she
a simple little balall that he can he becomes, to some extent, runtil under its centre. In this hole lad within hearingsang
of a professional friend
and if he con- tlirtridges were placed until a nuntfor
exertion,
incapacitated
of Jane’s, who fell into raptures over the
j
tinues the practice bis system will oecome il proportion to size ami weight, were
clear notes, anil declared there was
bewhen
overfed,
iruced. The luse was attached to the pure
deranged. So the ben,
the germ of a fine, of perhaps an extrabul
come- too fat, and is good for nothing
lsrtridgc or nearest the surface. 'The ordinary, voice. Jane cherished this sembias then filled with water and the blance of
to 1m: marketed.
promise, and as soon as Dora
A simple rule in feeding hens is to give gl at the surface made to exclude was old
enough she was brought to the
them as much as they will eat eagerly, but tl" and the match fired. The explocity twice a week and placed in the proAs soon as they cease to eat sidlowed in due time attended by a fessor’s
no more.
hands, as docile a little pupil as
for
the
food,
run
of
will
not
into
the
air
dirt
and
with avidity,and
leg
fragments that ardent lover of music could desire.
be
should
Fowls
rock
itself
from
while
the
removed.
ots,
it should be
jumps
And the child grew lovable as the years
led in this way three times a day—viz.: it'.asy bed. and lies on tile neighhor- went
by—lovable and, above all, lovely;
J
he
morning’s ir lace, with scars and open seams in above all with Jane, as it was the
morning, noon and night.
one
of
soft
food
auctions.
meal should consist o; some
tiling she held altogether without apsome kind, for during the night the crop
proach. She had been known in one of
Jf
kino in tiif, IjAIin. “i\'o smoking”
and stomach have become empty.
her audacious flights to declare the result
whole grain is fed. the fowl is obliged to isd ill most factories—it ought to bo of
genius could he attained by applicagrind it before she gets any nourishment, P'in every barn. There is not much tion, hut nothing had ever been found that
is
the
in
and delay
injurious; diieo between having a horse-thief quite took the
morning
place of beauty. So the
therefore it is best to have scalded meal ai the stables, and a man cleaning
energetic
spinster
gloated on Dora’s fresh
and bran with mashed potatoes prepared. otses with a pipe in his mouth; and
loveliness,
young
upon the lithe pliant
be
th no hired man much meaner than
At noon, a dinner of grain or meal may
form, the shifting lights in her hair, the
fed so tbi who, when his
be
should
At
comes
grain
night,
given.
employer
wonderful color that was never the same
that the hens will have something sub- rc slips his pipe into his pocket or from one minute to another—now faint
stantial in tbeir crops to last them through hiis hand over it as if il were a little and
fading rapidly, now bright, vivid, inIn winter, Indian corn is good bi\ll such fellows should lie paid oil,
the night.
creasing in intensity, until it glowed like
wheat
in
oats,
oil'.
summer,
and
As
feed
at
oled oil',
for the a
to
night;
kept
flame, then fleeting again like the gorWheat middlings fahimself going into the barn with a
or barley may be used.
tints of an evening sky.
geous
of
because
are an excellent summer food,
pi his mouth, no complaint can be
The music lessons went on, the profesin
the tlesh-lorming elements contained
mbut if his establishment burns up sor became more and more
encouraging,
them, the requisites for producing eggs. in should cry unless it be the wife and
poor Jane reveled in a tool's paradise.
Soft food should be mixed rather dry, so aiildren.
and
ineendiaLightning
Heaven knows what lofty aspirations took
that when thrown upon the ground it will ril spontaneous combustion combinshape in her mind. When her establishfall in pieces. When sott it sticks to the ecnot cause as many barns to be ment was
closed, and Jane, who could
of
the
and
t,he
to
fowls,
beaks,
bias the pipe; and generally at least well afford
annoyance
it, took a hack to the stylish
their
to
is also liable
derange
digestion. olid horse goes also. It would be
house where her nights were
boarding
of
a
also
Fowls require
dailyvsupply green niietter it the smoker could go up spent, she allowed her
busy hands a restor fresh vegetables, both summer and
w; smoke, and have smoke enough
ing spell; they lay idly in the folds of her
winter.
Chopped turnips, cabbages or fo.
well-fitting robe, while her imagination
apples are suitable for winter, in sumwove many a tancitul dream ot the fubest
mer access to green grass is the
ture.
Agricultural Items.
The dream generally culminated in
means of gratifying their wants. In order
a spacious hall crowded from
pit to dome
has
National
decided
that
thenfowls
in
Grange
be
successful
to
keeping
with a lull-dress audiance, each man and
has
too
become
much
of
a
same
the
to
with
he
attended
thency
should
wants
woman of them all breathlessly intent
uppCipiestion to come within the scope on
care and regularity that is bestowed upon
of
catching every note that fell from the
cation.
of
number
other animals; the increase in
a
lips of marvelously lovely creature bendeggs will then lie perceptible. [11. II.,
eight million salmon eg<rs were ing and swaying upon the great stage beAuburn, Me.
sh from the United States salmon fore them, shaking out from her
pretty
br establishment on the McCloud throat trill after trill, each one more wonthe
season.
derful
than
the
are
to
rivlilornia,
beets
said
past
driven
to
enand
last,
until,
Mangolds
sugar
be only equalled by skim milk as a winSt. Louis fair an experiment was thusiasm by this witchery, they rise from
their seats and fling llowers and jewels at
ter feed tor swine. Beets boiled and mashed nuich indicated that _'U.8b
pounds of the feet of this beautiful
with a little milk added, will be found an mien set in
magician.
cans
will
make
as
deep
Jane was in the full tide of these visionexcellent feed by most ot our farmers.
nutter as 22.02 pounds set in shalary delights when, in that summer holilot.
It is said that some counties in New
day at home, she went with her young
Jersey, which have been accustomed to
'ig cholera has been more iatal, sister to the choir meeting. No other
export several thousand bushels of pota- am.vages have been more extended gathering could have tempted her from
toes, are now obliged to purchase that anJVestern liogs, the past season, the paternal hearth ; but there was a sort
important esculent, so great were the tha beforo. Eastern pork will be of malicious sipping from the cup of
nectar in hearing Dora sing in the village
ravages of the potato bug last season.
suiing a good price.
------—
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Equalizing

Jane fancied these

entertaining

an

simple villagers
angel unawares, and

unconsciously doing homage

to a

melody

that would one day enchant the world.
But suddenly the exquisite notes were
hushed, and looking over at Dora, Jane
found her, with clasped hands and lapt
eyes, listening to a strain from Miles Van
Dorn. And even when the strain was finished, Dora’s eyes still rested upon him
with an expression that caused that chill
to run down the vertebra’ of her sister
.J une.

The next day .lane carried her young
sister off with her to the city. She was a
reluctant traveler, and drooped perceptibly every mile farther irom home.
Although Jane persisted in drives and
promenades, concerts and receptions, although she procured for Dora all the
amusement that money and a respectable
share of inlluenee could obtain, Dora remained obstinately docile, but wearied.
“A decided case of ennui,” said one of
“I've never seen that
Jane’s friends.
bored expression so perfect belore. J’m
afraid. Miss Fairfield, it’s genuine; your
Held daisy won’t bear transplanting.”
Jane winced at this, but bore it doggedly. until, three weeks later, the professor
himself declared that the child must go
home.
“Do you not see, my friend of friends,”
cried the professor, “that even her video
It is thin—thin to
is dwindling away?
attenuation; there is no longer power nor
compass. Sec, now, she must go back to
II.
green fields and tins daisies. It is a
terrible sickness, this mtil dn pays. In
the years that are gone, .flees l-’airlield, 1
To long
was near dy ing with it myself.
for one’s native sky, for the air that nourished the young life, you see.”
“I don’t sec,” said Jane, testily, looking at the poor old man with an air of
“You needn’t tell me it's
stern contempt.
all homesickness.”
“livery bit of it, Mees Fairfield. Tell
her now this night that she shall go home
to-morrow, and let us mark the result.”
ISo Jane dropped into Dora’s listless ear
a few magical words, of which one was
“home,” and forthwith that treacherous
color leaped to Dora’s check, her lips
trembled.
“(*h, Jane!” she murmured,
and two big tears of joy loll out of her
■

trembling eyes.

One little hour after, she sang

divinely

professor’s accompaniment. That
good man clasped his hands and looked
upward with devout enthusiasm.
to the

“.!/■// S'dtnu !" he said, “/oi/in/fvs'r/em/”

and the exclamation was a volume in ilself. It prophesied success and glory, the
fullillment of all their dreams.
“1 suppose it utij/il be homesickness,”
whispered Jane to herself, consolingly,
“there’s so much of maudlin sentimentality in some natures, if this old idiot ol a
professor babbles thus of green fields and
daisies, why shouldn't it lie lor Dora?”
All the way home, however, a moody
upon the soul ol Jane,
and it was not until Dora had partaken
with spirit ot the delicacies provided for
the evening meal, and nestled close to
her mother's side in the evening twilight,
singing softly but joyously a little hymn
they all loved, that Jane was allowed to
fully rest upon the thought that it was
only homesickness, alter all, that ailed

skepticism weighed

Dora.

15ut oven as they sat there, hemmed in
with ropes ol'tangled shrubs, the Iragrant
scent of a hop vine slyly steeping the practical soul ot Jane to a semi-intoxieatton,
Dora’s sweet voice seemingly a part ol the
dew and the twilight, and all of if wonilrously resting to the poor tired mniii.'lc
from town—even then a big shallow loomed ui) before them, and rather a harsh
rasping voice said, "I’ve < nine to hid you

good-by.”

Jane cast one look at Dora. The rosy
of the child were still parted with (he
last note ot the song, her little white
hands stretched forth unconsciously to the
new-comer, and a laint echo of the word
“good-by” reached Jane.

lips

"Why,

dear me!” said Mrs. fairfield;

“1 never thought to tell you that Mr. Van
Dorn is going away. Kalph Teyton has
coaxed him oil'to his church in the city to

be chorister there; and our lolks don't
like it a hit, either. Hut 1 suppose it’s
best for Mr. Van Dorn; there ain’t much
chance for getting ahead here.
What
with fagging at the village store all day,
and teaching school at night, I can’t see
when lie gets a chance to read law ; but 1
believe he does it, somehow or other.”
"That is one reason I can’t stop and
talk with my friends like other lolks,”
said Mr. Van Dorn, “but can only find
time to say good-by. 1 shall miss Miss
Dora’s voice in my new choir. It is always full and rich; Inrt 1 never noticed
till to-night the haunting sweetness about
it, that gets by the senses into the soul,
and stays there when the music is tied."
“Hum !” said Jane; “you'll never make
much of a lawyer if you din such stull' as
that into people’s ears.”
“I don’t give way to it olten.” said Vail
Dorn, laughingly, and made his way over
to Mrs. i'airlield and Dora.
Suddenly
Jane saw the slender figure ot her sister
•stagger a few steps toward the door, then
sink forward
Jane sprang to catch the
lulling form, but Van Dorn already held
her in his arms, and lifting her into the
sitting-room, placed her gently on the old
chintz-covered lounge near the window.
“It is the heat, 1 think,” said Van Dorn,
with a Hush ot surprise and alarm in his
lace.

“Yes,” said Jane, bitterly, “it is the
heat, and you'd better get away ; the fewer people we have here devouring the air

the better.”
Van Dorn cast one more lingering, puzzled, pitying look upon Dora’s prostrate
form, then went away.
Dora soon recovered consciousness, and
said no word ot complaint; only asked
that she might go to her room at once.
“I wonder what ailed Dora ? ” said Mrs
Fairlield. when they had put the child to
bed, and descended again to the sittingroom.

“Oh, mother,” said poor .Jane, “get
away, and leave me to myselt a while!
Whatever ailed her, it couldn’t have been
homesickness, could it i1 ” Then she laughed sardonically. And Mrs. Fairfield declared, as she got out of her eldest daughter’s presence, that if there was one thing
more than another she hated, it was that
nasty scoffing way Jane had.
Taking the early train in the morning,
Jane resolved she would remain in the
city till affairs had settled into the pleasant shape Van Dorn's absence would naturally bring about.
Months passed away, however, anil
there was no word ot cheer from home. A
tew lines scrawled upon an expanse of
paper at length told her that Dora was
unable to write, and that even the music
lessons must be discontinued. A kind of
debility had seized upon Dora, Mrs. Fairfield wrote, that took away her strength
and appetite.
Jane turned and fretted over this bulletin, and the forewoman of her establishment declared there was no pleasing Miss
Fairfield nohow. Miss Slopkins’s evening
silk fitted her to that perfection that she
looked as if she was melted and poured
into it; but there was no pleasing Miss
Fairfield nohow.
As the weeks went by, the messages
from home became more and more lugubrious, and at last there was a hint that
some of Dora’s ancestors had been affected similarly at Dora’s age, and that Jane
knew consumption was in the family.
At this dire word the letter fell from
Jane’s trembling hand. Like many healthy
vigorous organizations, she shuddered
when the knowledge was forced in upon
her that somewhere there was lurking a
fell destroyer capable of swooping down
upon any prey, foul or fair, that might
seize his fancy. She became enraged, of
course, with what she called her mother’s
imbecility, and wrote back to her never to

dare mention that word again, that it it from Her eyes. Slowly and ploddingly she
ever had been m the family, it was tiie old
went on with her toilet, n look of despair
fashioned kind that people throve upon shaping itself in her' face. For the first
and lived with to a ridiculous old age.
time in years a prayer forced itself from
Jane said ■•it" all through the letter, her lips. "Let this cup pass from me!”
then became so terrified w ith this little cried poor Jane. "Don't let Dora die!"
And at that moment a servant knocked
monosyllable that she tore the paper into
fragments, sent a telegram to her forewo- at the door, and put a card into her hand.
Jane started and turned pale as she read
man, and started in the afternoon train
tor home.
‘‘Miles Van Dorn.” She went down stairs,
Dora looked so beautiful to Jane that firmly persuaded the whole thing was a
she could not pursunde herself she was at dream.
all out of health,
her eyes shone like
Miles got upon his feet when she came
sapphires, and her cheeks wore so bril- in. with the awkward conviction that his
liant a glow that Jane took courage, and presence there was an intrusion, and his
began to believe that all would yet lie errand an impertinence. ‘‘1 am sent here
well.
by Mr. Peyton,” he said, briefly, "to ask
For a week or two Dora seemed to gain if you will accompany him down to your
strength again. Jane’s sharp yet genial house in (lie country this morning, lie
company was like a tonic lo the lulling proposes starting as eariy as possible.”
health of the child, and she was even able
“As a minister?” cried Jane.
"Does
to go to church once more,
lint her step he dare to think of hastening the poor
was faltering and slow, and the powerful,
child’s doom by tolling her she is going
imperious notes that had once filled the to die? (ircat Heaven!" said Jane, bechurch with rare rich melody were lost in coming more and more escited, "lie can
a taint sweet
shadow of their former do her no possible good. There is only
selves. Tremblingly and low they fell one person in the world that can—” Jane
upon Jane’s listening ear, and smote upon paused abruptly.
her heart till it was like to burst. Then
J lie
Slumbering heat. Ill the eyes ol .Miles
the pitying glances of the good country Van Dorn leaped into a blaze. “And that
folks, the dainties showered in upon her person is not, then, Ralph?” lie asked,
day by day for her tainting appetite,
*.y
above ail, the unearthly beauty that
“Why, the monstrous egotism of the
seemed to b.ipe itself about Dora before fellow!” said Jane,
laughing with the aiv
Jane's terrified eyes—all these drove the of one I
whom laughing is unfamiliar.
poor woman to desperation, and site “Of course it isn’t. IIow could he dream
found herself praying for relief in any ot such a thing ?”
“it is natural sometimes to fall into
shape. Site wished from, the bottom of
her heart that this man Van Dorn loved error,” said Miles, a gradual agitation beDora, as tile poor child was foolish enough traying itself in his ordinarily cold and
to become, a pray to a hereditary malady measured tones.
“1 have myself been
simply because this one strong clement ol driven to think, oi this subject; il lias,
tier me was thwarted.
entirely against my judgment, absorbed
But .lane could timl no prool of this much of my time. .Since that night Mi-s
either in the past or the present, lie had Dora tainted 1 have found it impossible to
simply been civil, perhaps kinder to Dora keep her from my thoughts. You will
at times than to others, because nobody pardon my determination to discover this
could help being kind to her.
party who can be of benefit to your young
But how to inveigle ties lellow to Dora’s sister if I confess to you, Miss i'airfield—”
leetIt was a most unpromising and Miles paused; a sudden impulse of pashateful task.
tVliat an aggravation lo sion swept away all his rhetoric, lie went
misery to plot and plan for a result that over to Jane. “I love Dora,” he cried;
will only he hearable as a means ol sav- “I lovelier with my whole heart and soul.
ing life ! As far as all those bright dreams Mow tell me, who is this party of whom
of .lane's went, it would smith them out you speak?”
like the extinguisher <d' a candle. But
“Why, then, (bid bless you, Miles Van
lilc, sweet lile, must be saved from the Dorn!” said Jane, (lie tears bursting ! -ni1i
wreck, it'that were over-past for Dora, her burning eves; “that parlv is \ urthen would it bo worse than worthless to solf!”
These tears, seemingly wrung from an
June.
Ol course the instrument must be mon- unwilling source, mulled urn heart oi
This was the lever that moved the ■Miles Van Dorn. “Mis- Fairlield—Jane,”
ey.
world. .Miles Van Dorn was ambitious; he said, “it has not been my Dmlt that
he was also poor, struggling, hemmed in Dora has sull'uretl. I have not dared to
with dilliculties on all sides. Jane could think of love; it has not been apart ot
utl'ord to pay well lor the overthrow of her my plan of lilt*, it did not seem possible
1 did not know—”
own ambition, and thus foster that of
.Miles Van Dorn.
“lintyou know now." said Jane. “11a-tShe went to town, and trom thence en back to Ralph, tell him the little misdrove out to the parsonage ot Ralph Rey- take he has made, and meet me at the
ton. which was but a short distance from train.”
Meedless to tell ol the interview bethe suburbs ot the metropolis.
tween Miles and Ralph, or strive to paint
it
the
litlle
i’.ntering
study, gave the
snug
rapture of Jane when she was able to
her a singular shock to see the shapely
into her darling's hands the elixir ol
form ol Miles Van Dorn bent over a huge give
life in the old shape ol love.
volume of legal lore.
She expected to
Jane had the felicity afterward to see
see him, and really chose the evening for
dressed in a marvelous mixture ol
her visit to favor this presumption; hut, Dora,
lace and illusion, singing to thousands ot
her
to
thus
before
this
have
nevertheless,
who
entranced upon her
lleshly agent the fates had chosen for her people Rut it hung
she
was not as a • nululri'
discomfiture gave her a shock ot dismay. voice.
nor altogether to further the delight
Calm and cold, always seemingly well sang,
and ambition of her good si.-ler Jane; it
dressed, whatever the material or cut of was at a
charity concert, as the wife of
his apparel, Jane vaguely, approved of
the eminent judge and juri-1 Miles Van
his personal appearance.
It was creditaDorn.
ble—amazingly so—for a Van Dorn ! He
seemed politely desirous of news Irom Ins
The Christmas Present Si Didn't
late abiding-place, but kept his long trout
Want.
linger on the page ot his hook, and glanc( .msliluti.,11n;i-1.
from
tinAlliuitu
i
ed longingly thither lrom time to time.
At Iasi Ralph's step was heard in the hall,
Yesterday Si came up tin: -.trout in hi
and Immediately upon the young minister’s shambling way, am! -p\ing his ii inmi
entrance he turned again to legal study. young master stamling in his store <)■•<'r,
He bowed politely when Jane left, but approached and made a prolouml how
looked to Ralph to do the honors o! her
Well, Si. what is il ?”
1
\
Marse John. I s’pose yer i.no’
departure.
.lane paused at the outer door.
only is ( hrismus ?”
^ es, that’s so.”
“Ralph,” she said, “1 came hero with a
“Well, yer ain't gwino to hirait de oilpurpose, hut my heart tailed me. The
man, is yer.”
tact is, this is a terrible blow to me.”
“Oh! no, Si, L never do Hint, you know,
“What is a terrible blow, Jane?”
what do you want this time?”
“Why,this loolish madness of Dora's. 1
Mos’ anything. Marse John, that's
don't believe, mark you, she's dying for
said Si, brightening up.
love, but she’s naturally delicate, and has good,”
'i'imes are pretty hard now. Si
been spoiled all her life. Whatever it is.
1 hits’ a lack!” interposed Si, with a
she's wasting away, Ralph, and 1 run'l
bear it; it kills me. You know, don’t you, depreciating shake of his head.
And we Southern bn\s can’t he ilRalph,” said Jane, with her foot on the liberal as before the war.
steji of the carriage, “that all I have will
“I kilo’s dat, sail ; dal’s true, too ?'
be hors sometime ? and it's no paltry trille
“Suppose 1 give you a nice copy of the
1 can tell you.”
Then she drove away, leaving Ralph Declaration ol independence ?”
“Sail! Ah, go ’way Marse John, yer
gazing alter her with almost a ludicrous ain’t talkin’ bi-mess
now !” perplexedly
air ot bewilderment. He walked with a
said Si.
slow, halting step to the study, and sank
“Why. it says that you and I were both
into a chair with a heavy sigh.
made tree and eipial !”
Miles looked over inquiringly.
‘•Well, dat ain’t so! You kno" it ain’t!
“Have you heard any thing to disturb
1 wus horn a slave an’ you wus horn free—
”
he said.
you ?
I'm a nigger an’yoii'so a white man ! Now,
•Yes, Miles,” replied Ralph, impatientwhat for do yer want to fool a poor nigger
ly. “Do put up that plodding ot yours, vvid dat tor, Marse
John ?” argued Si,with
and give me some advice. You know I
boarded in the school-master's family when great unction
‘•Then, say 1 shall given constitution ot
I preached out there.”
the United States with the Fifteenth
Miles nodded.
“Well you know what an impulsive fel- Amendment included ?”
“Dar now ! Marse John, you know dat
low i am. Oh, Miles, i! 1 only had your
fifteen!’ commemuent is jist another name
coldness and reserve ! I'm afraid I've tin
fur nigger ! I’m seekiti’ alter somelin solconsciously gained the affection ot the id, Marse
John, like a par o’ shoes or an
school-master’s daughter
like it
“Miss Fairfield—the lady that was here obereoat— somelin oh dat sort
wus tore de war !’’ pleaded Si.
just now ”?” inquired Miles.
“Now, wait a minute Si1 How ww.'.d
“No !
roared Ralph.
“How could
like a genuine Civil Ilights hill ?”
you
such
a
1
?
mean
you suppose
Dora,
thing
“Hats jis’ ’bout tie mos’ windless ting’
iittie iiora—-dear, gentle, sweet little
Dora. To think ot it Miles! She was ycr could piek out, Sail!”
"Then, a cheek on the Freedman's Hank
a mere child that one couldn’t help petell!”
ting and caressing. You certainly must
AYuss an wuss!” lugiihrioiisiy mourned
remember her well. She sang, didn’t she,
Si.
in your choir? ”
"You are hard to please Si! Now 1
Miles looked at his friend, and a heat
know what you want—one of those elegant
in
his
in
his
gradually gathered
eyes,
voice; even the forefinger that rested in emancipation proclamations!’’
“Kleplunt nuthiij’ Marse John ! 1 diil’nt
the huge book of legal lore trembled.
“Ho on,” he said, calmly. “Of course tink dat you’d fool wid your old nigger
she sang in my choir. 1 do remember her dis way, 1 wants soeieliu eomfortin an'
’stantiai, somelin like feed and kiverin’
well. Ho on.”
“‘Ho on !’” repeated Ralph.
“It's all ease dis old darky like all de rest is left
out inilcVold -put toonuieli’pendenee ’pou
very well to say ‘do on,’ but what am 1
dat manserfashun prockymashuu what
to do ? Her sister has just told me that
she’s delicate any way, Miles, and she can’t put de nigger in de wrong pew—too high
in de church—and lie had to come out !
bear my departure from there.
Dear, up
Dill’s what’s ailin’ us now !’’ and Si moved
dear little Dora ! ”
“Do you mean to say that Dora Fair- off mournfully, muttering and complainfield is actually ill in—in your behalf?” ingsaid Miles.
“Her sister told me so just now, and
A HINT ABOUT LOOKIN'!!-<iI.ASSKS. 1 L is
she ought to know. What was she to do ? a lacl worth knowing, but which docs not
'I'llis confidence is excusable on her part. seem to be generally understood, that the
Miles; she idolizes Dora. How can she amalgam ot tin-foil with mercury, which
help it? Dear little rose of the wild wood is spread on glass plates to make looking—to think I should haw unwittingly won glasses. is very readily crystalized by acher love! ”
tinic solar rays. A mirror hung where the
Milos grew visibly paler.
sun can shine on it is usually spoiled; it
"It seems to me l can remember now,” takes a granulated appearance familiar to
lie said, closing the book, and leaning his housekeepers,though they may not be achead upon his hand, “that when she taint- quainted with tlic cause ot the change. In
ed in my arms that night it was after the such a state the article is nearly worthsudden mention of your name.”
less, tlie continuity ot tin; surface is de“Fainted!” cried Ralph; “I never stroyed, and it will not rellect outlines
Care
with any approach to decision.
heard of that. Why didn’t you tell me ?
“I never talk of those
said must therefore lie exercised m hanging.
—

■

__

'•

—

things,”

Miles, coldly; “but as corroborative
timony it is, of course, valuable.”
”

tes-

“What am i to do ? exclaimed Ralph.
“She mustn’t perish. Miles; that would
be terrible.
Wouldn’t you go to her at
”
once if you were in my place ?
A smile of an icy bitterness touched the
lips of Miles Van Dorn. “Yes,” lie said,
coldly, “if 1 were in your place, 1 should
go to her.”
Ralph started to his feet. “Will you
go over, Miles,” he said, “the first thing
in the morning, and ask Jane—Miss Fairfield—to go down with me ? I’m afraid
the shock might bo injurious to Dora.
Jane can tell her, you know. You’ll go,
won't you, Miles ?”
It was a matter of wonderment to Miles
afterward how he was induced to do such
a thing; but certainly he did find himself,
after a sleepless night, at the door of Jane’s
boarding-house, and actually sent up his
card by the servant.
Jane arose early that morning because
of anxious thoughts that also drove sleep

liWith all the hue and cry about the ill
ienltli of American women, the statement
s made by the president ot a lite-insurance company that it is a fact that women
live longer in this country than in any
other. They are less robust and muscular than the women of other nations, but
their tenacity of life is strong, and their
constitutions are sufficiently enduring to

keep

them

alive considerably longer

their appearance,
would warrant.

first home, Pitcairn Island; and two families,
numbering seventeen persons, made the voyage in that year. The women generally showed more oi‘ the qualities of their original Otnheitaii mothers than ot ii,. ir English fathers,
especially a passionate fondness for im; i<- and
i dancing; and were with some difficultv imbued
with English notions of thrift, a (plication, and
mental exercise.
Another official visit, in
led to tin* following report: ‘*On the whole, I am clearly of
opinion that as large a measure of .-ueecssduis
attended the removal of the Pitcairn islanders to
Norfolk Island as could well have been expected. Tin* people tire not much given to -leady
and continuous labor; but, on the other hand*,
it must be recollected that the climate indisposes to exertion, and tln*y have not th stimulus of want to prompt them to toil. The peoTho “Bounty” Mutineers.
ple live in security and abundance, attend divine worship regularly, and arc free from all
[ From Chapiter's .Journal.]
those foul practices and baneful supercilious
A brief notice of the Pitcairn Islanders in
which
render the occupants of too in nv ol the
Diike's ( treat Britain" reminds 11s that there
lovely islands of the Pacific licentious."
arc. still in existence two remnants of the once
Occasional notices in later year- sii«>w that
famous mutineers of lie- Bounty,—one in Pitcairn I<land. in the vast South seas, the other there is a little interfusion of in \v blood among
in Norfolk Island, in the Australian seas. The them, by marriage with English per-on- from
readers of this journal may perhaps remember Australia and New Zealand. Sonic, moreover,
the main incidents of this singularh interesting have gone back to their own tiny island. When
history, down in about the year 1SV). We then Sir C. \V. I>ilke was collecting materials fur
recounted how Captain Bligli, in If. M. S. iiis “Great Britain,” in made a brief -lay a:
Bounty, set out on a voyage of discovery to the Pitcairn Island. The union-jack was e-pied on
South soa*< in 17*7; that in 17*0 many of his shore; canoes pulled off to the -hip, laden \v iih
oranges and bananas; three men ninthly cam-*
crew, headed hv Lieutenant Christian, mutinied. forced him and eighteen of the crew into on board, and one of them, without an\ «mbarras-inent in manner or spceeh, gra-pcil i’h.
an open boat and cast them adrift; that after
much suffering he and some of his companions captain's hand, and -aid: “llow do \.-u do,
readied England in 1700; and that in 1701 the captain?—How*- Victoria?” Tin* (>n<*.-ti of the
British empire lived in their le an-. Itlmugh
government sent off Captain Kdwards in the
Pandora to seek out the mutineers and bring they had never seen her. It appeared that
of the Pitcairners had found tie 1
tifty-two
them home for trial. There came to light facts,
wav back from Norfolk 1-land, bir that -om
one l>\ one, showing how Lieutenant ChrNtain
and his companions, after much quarrelling difficult) liad arisen about owner-hip of bit- of
and lighting, settled down, some at Otaheite land, tic* late comers interfering somewhat
(Tahiti), and some at Toobonal, with Otahcitan with the early comers. The handful of people
traded occasionally with passing -hip-, exwomen as wives.
Captain Kdwards captured
tin party at Otaheite, hut did not know that changing fruit and poiiltn lb" cloth and tobacco.
Wine and spirits tin y knew nothing about.
the others were at Toobonal. ('liri-tain navigate'! the “Bounty" to Pitcairn island, burnt The old familiar names of Adams and Young
were prevalent.
>01110 lady passenger- in the
1 In* ship, and settled down kindly at that island.
to a .Mr-.
Happily, there was a steadv religious man, John ship sent a blue -ilk dr«*s- to Mr-. Adams,
and
a red and brown tartan
a
Young.
Adam.-, among them, and he. al’t< r Cliristain's
was ul-o tin* name of tin- magi-tr-ate, a
Young
death, trained up rising gi neration of mix* dbrecds in habits >f peaceful industry. Imw sort of small viceroy to ivptv-cnr tie* Ipiern.
these Pitcairners inercasrd and multiplied to a One of the most interesting points connected
,ew or
(none of th
community <>f a hundred ami liny souls.—sim- vVitli the brief interview
appear to have landed on thi -land
ple. well-principied, and loyal to the English passengersthe
three i-lander- inijmred are, -: A
sovereign,—and how the came to have inter- was, that
\iews occasionally with \ i-itors from the outer for any recent English periodica!-! ii
•*!
a
the
old
Saxon
\oice speaking out a_
world, our two former artieh
show* d.
Let
4r..
speck of laud timid the \ a
is now briefly touch on tin- incidents of the
f th
Thus it i-, then.
The imitin.
last quarter of a century.
“Bounty,” or such of them a- c-eaj ! viol.-m
i lie v-ar is-*! marked he hcymmny of a -•*death,-, intermarried with iMniicitau v, om< n
ri
nf |irtieei dinys d. sti14. d to mak- a!) impor- t nd their
dc-cei,,pints, morally p.n: :o a molanl chany* in th condition of the i-lander—
unusual extent. He*W inhabit two widely ■'
more than .-l\t\
vears alt*
the mutiny. A
A
tinct bits of land—Norfolk 1 1 1 i in t
plan wa- formed t> iviiidvi them t .mother tralian -cas, and Pitcairn 1-land i;i !!• >oip:
under
the diynilied lit! of a colony, al- -ea*—belli alik- r ;oi«*ing to call : h< m- i»
spot,
though -mall in d-mensions. The colonial -oe- the -ub;*.* t> of Ouceii Y ietoria.
rdary in I li ir I •»? < I. ^ i; I o I m I’akinyton. wrote
dispatcher on the s 11!>i**<*t; and -o did his -uer
«e--or; Iml the-*' ministers dillercd out from
Wine and Water.
anotli* r <one.-ruiny what it was best to «1*».
A In; y i- told of two well-known merchant
Norfolk 1-land, n ar Australia, had for some
lime lx eu ii- *i as a sort of pri-ou or penal set- of thi> city, one of \\ lioin lias quite a r pu: at ion
tlement for the more desperate ainony the con- a< a connoisseur in matter- of taste. 1 >h• ii»•:
victs; it had not turned out satisfactorily, and at the other's table. He* latter was parti u an
i,i
the yovernmcnt conceived the idea of transfer
requested to taste (.f a very eheiec win
1
iny th-' I'iit airner- to that place as their future the host sent him. and "i\«- hi- opnd«»e
man
of
"la
taste
from
hihome. Aeeordinyly Sir William 1 >enison. yovsipped
<
and resumed conversation w mIi hi- nr\
enmr "I New Soul'.i Wales, took the subject
into eim-idt ration, ami decided that tin* re- hor at the hoard. 'I'he ho-:. ot*-i-r\ ::i«
•.
1
:■
h
h n._:
moval miylii possibly be ■.■Hcrted in lsll. The took the lirst opportunity ot
Pilcairner-. now increased by tin* addition of yne-t for an opiniim. with a -ly ionk
ii
yrandehildren and yreat yrandehildren to a friends as if h<was hound to -ia a ie-w
total '*1 a hundred and seventy persons, e\- cions were iudirment- in wine ta-H;
“Say, mv dear Bee-winy, v<m «I i:
pr< --'d pleasure am1 thankfulncss when they
lieard of the plan. The end was not vet. how- what you think of the win* I
Bee-winy looked at the yla-- \
move
more
-lowly
than
ever; yovcrmuculs
the
it. and quietly -aid. No."
simple Pitcairners c\peete<l.
“Well, now," -aid the ho-:. -i w i-!•
A pleasant pietur* of this deeply intcresliny
would really yive me your lio:n -' ooiuion
people was pre-ented in ls.V*. when < aptain that wine,
Beeswin--.”
Fremantle, in ii. M. s. •Juno,” touched at the
laXeuse me." -aid lie- o' her. d -pi e
he. I
island, to ase< rtain ln»w tar unity of opinion
I'll rather not."
and wi-h prevailed ainony the islanders. The
to
laid
this
time
tiewin/
attention
of
By
K v. Mr. Noi)h.-, their pastor and
lioolma-ti r
I iu-i-t.
was dir cted to the dialoyue.
*»’ s
(a few ••outsid. rs” had reached them hv tlii.s
uryed the host; “for you haw -inn a n puialimei, assembled them toyether. and read to tion
for taste f want \ our opinion m-w. and o-;
them :: d' -Tiption of Norfolk 1-land, and the
this wine.”
A la rye majority
terms of the Queen's oiler.
It
will hardly he courteous,** said 1f.
at once a>-enied to the proposal; hut some
wi•::.
ail honest opinion oi' the wile
could not liml heart to «[uit the only home they “to yive
of the hospitalities of the le>-l.”
had ever known, albeit harelv a mile in lenyth. partakiny
it.
Bee-winy:
riainly it will; out wiili
<h o rye Adam-, a son of .lolm Adams the mutiwe are all friends here.
Splendid art a !-—• 11:
I hey were seii-iblc of
neer. was amomr these.
w ine may he yood. hut it i- w it« red."
“The
the <.hieen'- kindm -s; they well knew that any
••What," said the lio-t, reddeniny to the root
further subdividei, of tie* land ot the ir tiny
hair at this unexpected reply. **\\ ae :
i-hmd would r'duu the por ion lor each of his
You'er mistaken: taste i! ayain.''
ed?
hoii-ehold or family to a mere patch scarcely
••Yes. watered.*' said Beeswiny. takii. a:*-*
worth eullivatiny: hut still tln*T wen* loath to
er sip and settiny his yla-- down on tie- tub;
’leave ••home.” and make a perilous voyaye
“Well, now, look her*. Bee-win., my
At lenyth,
over lhoii-aml- of mile-of ocean.
for once in your life you are mi-iaken. i n- my
one hundred and lifty-tlme out of a total ol a
two ea'-ks of t h at win*- abroad:
hundred and eiyhtv -eveu .-ouls deeded on father bouyht
il came home in the same ship with him:
Norlblk 1-laml.
('aptain Fremantle found was Ullloai ed
opposite the W are||o||se oil Illdf
them to In -o ail* etioiiatelv alia-lied one to
Wharf un« r his eye: and led- d up odo
another, that he believed they would all a.in
loft oyer his own eooniiny room, w lea o .-it i*
when the time of departure arrived. IP* deend
lew months'ripeniny lie ha I a man
scribed them a- a pi-m-, un-ophistii-ated,-inIn- tlu-n
hi- < r**w hot tie it under hi- own supervi-ion :
yle-mindod. cheerful, docile peoph
h
which
-im-e
to
his
own
sent
it
cellar,
up
were ti-ver fired of r u*i* rim them little ku dcome into liiv posse--i-m, and inu*
which tiie i-,ainler> returned in their d» cease lias
on the hott e is that which t
broken
"W.i
Whi-tlmr at Piteairi, I-land wax seal
r:le-< wav.
to-niyht. So aeknow ledye, my .!. ;.r B ‘e-win.-’,
or Norfolk I -land. Ih**v vvre deliylitcd at the
tied
are mistaken about it brine
von
id'-a >*l Ic. illy r* eoyiii/* *1 sub; ** l- of Hit■••‘U \i*
wine.'’
toria.
a n* t aeknow ledye anythin.:'of hr- !. ni.
In I-it* Sir William Imni-on charier***! th**
-aid the oh-tinate Bee-winy .d'for L r-memo
-hip Mora>-Idle," to <*ouvey the dese.*udants
of th i! win-- v« t
of I lie muiiueers to Norfolk i-laml.
Lieuten- your father'' importation
well. Charles \ an Blau •. .John .M anum. an
ant (ir*y.»rie, P. N.. managed the eni*-rpri-e.
that ; ;n
vonr latlier's clerk- a!
Il<- a s ri v * d a! I ; t < a i n «>n :!-! April, and found myself were
we had a yood many
s.invp;.' am- ,m.
that tie* i-l md- r- had provided t hem-el ves and
ea-k- while the iiqiior W as 'l iio
out
of
tho-e
with yo-.d store of -heel and paekiny- a-e-, in
iny’in the loft, and always took ear-- w Inn
Ail. tliouyh
ivadine-- for the yiand Hi11in
bank tie- -a.u
we drew out anv to turn
>me of them unwilhnyly. ha*, dcaded to yo.
of water,-o that the m a-usv in’.;,' nThey packed up every!lii’uy likely to be useful, tity
'■
<e- I |veo«yni/e all oid
Yoll
fall
short.
V' *ih a
-lock of -will*.*, fowl- and Pv-h veyelaam-e, if he is in reduced einmni-dain- •-.
l»l*-; e-aviny a f**w Imad of live-stock to multiply as t!i*■ v miyht.
-ei in* without
it \\-i-.
parallel when, on Jd
Tho New System cf (Lure.
<•! M ;V. til. i-lander- <!• parted from Pitcairn;
without parallel, for though tin* number wa>
The popular ami <u.*i*r—t'ul agent of 1'i*' !•
small, n s community had ever before been of Frc*d<>tu Life In>ur.im* » umpany Li
retired iuid« r such remarkable circumstances. leceiv e*l troll) hi- 1 »i:*t■■•Lor- .1
I!
t of C"!!I
Si\t\ —5\ year- after the mutineer.- ot the tiarv resolutions.
duly < ngr-'—e*i and .fraui i.
“Bounty” first landed <>n tlie island, their de- and a valuable silver service, in
n
seendants (piitted it. The -imple-heartcd peo- what th" Hiivetur- are
pl> a- <1 to ea 1 !bple were troubled with some of the miseries of votion. sagacity and courage." 1: appears La long ocean voyage; but they kept lip « heerabout two years ago a gentleman living
a
fully, tint men and bov- helping the sailors in Wahpanseh avenue insured If wit.
I
u-eful, the women and •S-o.Onn. Some thr,,e month- a .*" -h" !'•
anv way that might I»•
girl- engaging in m edio work and domestic, du- from had -he went to vvor-e, the Fm
ties. An Liliani was born tim ing this remark- her
*
\
up, and it looked very much i- if
able \oyace. ami the little stranger received
couple of days she would l>" lit lor
tlie iia’.m-s of Keiib-n Denison Christian (the The
-i
Company vv a.- naturally di-- u•
tittle eouimunity bail onl\ a dim knowledge of the
prospect of -o much pay m< :i' »r
the fact that Lieutenant < hrislain. grandfather
tie
premium. F>y ehanee ii ".im>
or great-grandfather of thi- ehihl, had been a
the popular and sueec—ful ageu: .ilrea.ly m n
lawless mutineer).
They only sighted one tinned ill at tin* fatal terminal inn of In n-k
island during the voyage; it caused great ex;i
might be avoided if
citement among the Pitcairners, being the lirst complaint
ta-t. n v r n.*:
he induced to make an elfort
of
them
had
the
ever
greater part
strange land
I la
ir
upon some object and Iiv* lor i
beheld. WJill the crew they were on excellent who was a married man. ne nlaliy
p.a k* «i
terms throughout, and harmony \\a> m-ver
■••ut.
d
ion
and
hi- ears at this informal
pp
Oliee di-turbed.
inquiries further, lie found that t!c lady vv
After a voyage extending over -ixiy-three verv
tliat she had va ry good an-" I
jealous,
degree- of longitude, the “.Moray shin arrived being jealous, for her lui.-l and vva sun
a! its place of destimiiion. Wlial the Piteairnii.i
huttefily ill an Lister oveivoai. r-aiii,, "la;
ern.s felt at >ueh an exciting time we can hardly
tied-back (lower to (lower, ami that c-p
eoneei\ein our present Lnglish mod*, of lite; had there been warmth ami coldm
I" ••
hopes, fears, wonderment, regret-, billowed in them heeau-e of :i .Miss Humph: -. 11
;
rapid sueeession as the simresof Norfo.k Island ascertained al! the-evi’al fact-.
u
:i:a el
and tie people speculated
came into view:
dueed one of the family phy-ieian- to intro.1
whether oueeit Victoria thought of Turin as him to the bed-id" of the dying woman a- a,.
anxiously as they thought of her. Dm1 hun- eminent practitioner from Fan-, if
■!: la.
dred ami idiietx-Iburi including the “little stranj pulse, looked at her tollgUe. shook lil- lea.
ger” landed on the sth ot dune. The govern- and, bending forward, inquired:
1 ><>
ment had sot a.-ide such buildings and storeknow Laura Humphrey—tall girl, tha' di.i
siieds a- might, b- immediately needed, leaving she‘s
got small !"■ ‘t r** The dying woman
iin* people to provide beii.er at lei.-ure. Dr.
pareiitlv raided for a moment, and leu *
Selwyn, bishop of New Zealand, paid them sparkled as -he faintly vvhi-per- -d :
V
three or four friendly visits, taking su«*h seeds what—of—her?" "Oh, nothing, nothing,” reami plants a> might he useful to them; and
lh«* agent; "onlv 1 met leu-and y*»ur
Mrs. Solwyn stopped with them many weeks, sponded
hit-band nil Slate street to-day, and tie y w. e
ingratiating her-< .1 wi;h them by kindnesses into a jeweller's, and 1 ather think he b.nr_I.
w'hieh ea.-ily won their heart-. Norfolk 1-land, her a
ring, and said—hut it'- of ie> e*<n-"small as it i-, was raised b> the dignity of a disqiieiiee." "Yes, yes, go on," murmur. 1 lie
tinct colony, but, under the charge of the govdy ing woman, with an inten-e eagerm--- i'.iv
ernor-general of Now South Wales. In Octo- it was painful to witness.
U ell, lie -aid i!t *:
ber of the same year ( apt. Premantle paid before the violets eame
perhaps he'd buy her
them a \i-it m the “duno,” and wa- pleased to another one. though it vvould'nt be
quit*' a- *>riiml them progressing favorably. There were, liameiital. Then
they went to a re-taurani—Sm:
however, many perplexities in the thoughts of
r-.iin
their
eouv
no
intcre.-t
feel
perhaps you
the islanders. The long voyage and the change ti*m.” The
dy ing woman rai-- d her-*-If «*n her
1
of scone had somewhat unsettled their liabiis. ! elbow ami said: "What did the hald-li* a.I l
I They marvelled at the contrast between the viper say'/” "Oh, he didn't say much, \* "p
pa-t and The present ; at the vast size, as they that you couldn't last long, and she-aid that
deemed it, of the really small Norfolk I-lami: when
they eame back from Fumpe -he'd ha\
at. the largem-vs of the buildings; ami at the
all the old furniture out and make the h«>uamount of property made over to them.
They look as if a woman with some taste, wlm had
were like children, almost bewildered with a
moved in good society, was at the le a.! of i!.
sense of magnitude in all around them; and
There! there!" he added, kindly, "1 Oar I
of
of
t
imid
distrust
their
own
a
kind
displayed
have excited you umlulv. You mu-t really
pow ers of appreciating w hat they saw.
take some rest," and lie retired softly■, with a
in the following year Sir William Denison sympathizing wink. When the dying vv email's
went over to see iiow the little colony prosperhusband eame home that night he vv a- surpri- 1
ed.
lie found their simple code of laws inap- and delighted to find her sitting up. with a In
and
substitie Hush on her cheek ami her exes -parklm
plicable to their present position,
tuted a new code,—a constitution, in fact, ii with an unnatural brilliancy. Wlu u he -aid.
almost excites a smile to hear of so formal an “Why, my love, 1 thought you wviv worse!’'
instrument a- a constitution for a colony of she said, “Oh. yes, I suppose
only two hundred persons, with provisions re- N'ext afternoon* when Miss Humphreys called
lating to magistrates, councillor-, doctors, chap- to inquire alter the dying woman's health. Unlain, commissioners, a great seal, oaths of alle- dying woman's maid brought lu-r word, vv u h
giance, public meetings, public works, public the dying woman's eompliineurs, that -he v\areceipt ami expenditure, judges. Juries, legis'a- not at home, and as Miss Humphrey- vv n
tini). punishments, tines, schools and school- down the front steps she saw the dy ing woman
There was a little dark spot, how- standing at the parlor window, regarding h r
masters.
ever.—the people had become somew hat indo- with a glance that almost warped the iron raillent. and improvident. The government had ing. The husband say s it is a most remarkable
provided them amply with live stock, seeds, eure, and that physician from Fari- 1- uu*p.
plants, tools, agricultural implements, boats tionably a very talented man. but when he li,:d
and fishing apparatus; and, as their wants placed so complete reliance in the >krl <>i 11•«•
were simple and easily sati-lied. the islanders
family doctor, it seemed to him somewhat irfelt no need for doing much work nor “saving regular to introduce another praet it ion* ;-. 1 lovv
Ami
lie saw evidence' that they ever, he is delighted—perfectly delight* *1.
for a rainy day.”
would he benefited by the instructions of a that is how the popular and successful A_-nt
millw right and smith, a shoemaker, a mason of the Bird of Freedom Life Insurance Comand plasterer, and a gardener or farmer; and pany came to get from hi- Hireetor- a set of
he planned the means for supplydug these aids complimentary resolutions ami a solid silver
after a time. One great advantage was, that service as a testimonial to his devotion, sagacthe moral conduct of the people remained as ity and courage. [Chicago Tribune.
exemplary as ever; the lessons taught by old
John Adams had sunk ik\p and taken linn
The medical (acuity of Augusta, (la., is
The whole adult population assembled
root.
to meet Sir William; and he was struck with engaged in amputating a negro of forty
their general good looks. “There were none
years from a mass of tumors. One of
who could he called strikingly handsome, but these is
twenty-seven indies by twenty
all had good features, well-developed foreheads,
of circumstance.” live, and so heavy that the owner had to
and

as

a

than

general thing

1 beg pardon, sir; I’m attached to you !
she exclaimed, pettishly, in the street-ear
struggling at the same time to free her
clinking chain, which had got hooked
upon his button. He lilted his hat, bowed and stammered: The attachment is
mutual I assure you. The chain was
loosed and the lady got off, blushing, and
the young man sat down complacently. It
wouldn’t happen that way once in a thousand times.
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an

intelligent expression

Mr. Lower could have added a new chapter to
the “History ot Surnames,” by a study of those
which prevailed among the islanders. A census of the population revealed the names of the
original mutineers of the “Bounty" over and
over again: Christian. Adams. Young, Quintal
and McCoy, were one or other of them in almost every house. There were two hundred
and twelve souls altogether, forming thirtyfour families. Only one bachelor, Samuel McCoy, lived by himself; and there was an old
Spinster of sixty-four, Mary Christian. One
family comprised Charles and Charlotte Christian Iiml eleven sons and daughters. Matrimony was evidently in high favor, for there
were only seven spinsters of marriageable age.
some of the older people
By the year
began to have a yearning to return to their

carry it in a sling; besides this, there are
some three hundred other ones of smaller
dimensions, varying in si/.e Irom that of a
pigeon's to a hen's egg.

The whole story ol human life is compressed into this dainty little poem by
Jean Ingelow :
Sweet is childhood—childhood’s o\er
Kiss and part.
Sweet is youth; but youth’s a rover—
So’s my heart.
Sweet is rest; hut bv all showing
Toil is nigh.
We must go. Alas ! the going.

Say ‘‘Good bye.”

Grant

and

the

Third Term.

The

Matters

Washington correspondent
Dubuque Herald lias some interesting suggestions and predictions in regard to Gen.
Grant and the coming lhcsidential canvas,
which

of the

we

copy below—

at

[Special Despatch (Dec.

Washington.
;>0; to the N. V.

Tribune. |

It the

send

Appropriations Committee should
Secretary Robeson’s estimates back

to him, with instructions to make them
ont in detail, as the British estimates are

both it and the House would
“Render unto ‘..'asar the things which are prepared,
<
even il
it Ik* Ciesarism. Such vou then have the data on which to act intellimay depend upon it is Grant’s motto, opecialgently. Not only is such action required
!\
.-iui e he < \perienees the
refreshing and by considerations of honesty and economy
-irengLhening grace sent down in answer to in the
public service, but by a proper reIh'hop <*il Haven's exhortation to the brethfor political fair play in future,
'l'lic
ren to pray for him.
I>eny it as you may, uoth- gard
ing b surer than the fact that Grant wants a present House has it in its power to prethird t<-rm, and will get it if he can. And an- vent the
Secretary ot the Navy from packother tiling is just as sure that there will be the
Navy Yards of the country full ol untrouble if lie docs not get it.
necessary workmen, in order to carry the
OKANT J.MT.CTS A NOMINATION*.
districts in which they are situated in the
H <-an he stated as a principle, broad as the
Presidential election next Fall: and it will
everlasting ones laid down in “When in the be false to the
interests of the party which
eonr>c of human events,” Ac., that from the
the majority represents, as well as derelict
day> of Washington down to the present time,
in
its duty to the
scheming for the succession has given color and
country, if it fails to do
aim to fully one-half of the acts and purposes it.
Let Secretary Robeson
say just how
of the incumbent administration.
much money tie expects to need in
every
In the present administration it is seen in the
Navy Yard for next year, and just what
oxi rriding of civil service, in the school issue
he
wants
dollar
of
it
lor.'
Let him
every
prefigured in the lies Moines speech and reiterated in the message, in the appointment of state to Congress the number of black('handler and Robeson, in the war-cry raised smiths and
and
machinists and
joiners,
bv Haven and Newman, and in the silent but
shipcarpenters that lie desires to employ
eileetive determination of the otlice-holders.
in each yard, and designate the
particular
IIOW HE WILL (IKT IT.
work lie wislies them to do, and the wages
Hut ih** president lias something much betlie will have to pay them. Let him, in
U-v and more tangible than this.
He depends
to Congress the same detailed
upon three elements of strength to secure the short, give
information that the House of Commons
nomination:
1. The otliceholdors.
lias, before it votes appropriations for the
Tin* Methodist-.
British navy, not orally before the Comb. Tin- negroes of the south.
mittee. but in such a form that it can bo
rii*‘*)tlieehold«*rs are a mighty army, tireless.
i- epless and ever vigilant.
Tlie democrats got examined and studied by every member
taste of what they could do in INK), when
of Congress, and by every citizen who dethese gentlemen so effectually and so surely
sires to do so. Then let Congress make
killed oil' the man Mr. Jiue.hanun did not want.
its appropriations in the same form, and
I he Methodists are marshaling the anti-(’atholi<* and religious elements that are expected to require the navy Department to be govplay a conspicuous part in the coming year's erned by them. We shall then hear no
programme. The school issue is included un- more about saving enough out of current
der tiie same head. Tim negroes, who constiappropriations to build new ships that the
tute the republican party of the smith, are a
country does not need and Congress lias
unit tor (irant.
The Methodist influence is
'■trong with them, and seconding their own never authorized to be constructed.
p-cierenees will give the southern delegations
1TNANV1.M..
a
a body to him.
1>. C. .Jan.
I'lie speak
Washington,
mu i;i.i: itiexotes «>r any otiiku man.
er's private list of members who propose
With these three elements (irant is almost
to address the house on the eurreney ques■am to control the republican nominating
ution. II** will have double the number tion has been considerably increased dur\*>i*
on til** first ballot that any other eandiing the recess, and it is evident that the
will iv ive. 11* i' almost sure to have debate which Mr. lilaiue will
begin in the
iv;.rl> ever) delegation from states where the house,
probably next week, on Mr. Halo's
ibii in party is in a minority, for the party
resolution, will be a protracted one.
iu 'licit states i' almost wholly controlled by
fed la 1 otli.-eliolders. And bythc same help Among the members who have already
he will secure more or l<" strength in slates
signilied a desire to speak are Messrs.
where his party i> in a majority, (irant, thercLUaine, Hale, Chittenden of Mew York,
for-*. is to-day reasonably sure of the lepubli« an
nomination. He will obtain it by means Starkweather of Connecticut. Landres ol
Indiana and several others. This debate
«*i his otlb ial patronage, by the negroes of the
will lead to a very general expression of
-'»utli, an*l by tin* Methodist strength of tIn*
a
'i'll. Kacli of these elements of course has views on the
part ol members lrom variramilieations, it' sinuosities, its de.j enden- ous
sections of the country ; but it is not
!f'. and its side-chutes, blit they are the main
pillars in the Third-term Temple, and it is likely to result in any action on the part of
the house. The Democratic leaders do not
upon these the President places his main reliance.
The impression here among the thinkintend to allow any immediate or hasty
m
u
«>1
both
i'
sides
that
will
not
fail
ing
they
It is expected
legislation on finances.
him in his hour of need.
that on the first “suspension” day, which
II
n* >
nominated he will heat the m an
will probably be a week from to-morrow,
W IIO IS.
a resolution will be ollered
by some west“Hut \on know,’* says some one. “that the ern member in favor ol
repealing the rerank and lile of the republican party is a unit
sumption act which was passed by llepub'-ain't the third term, so that it would seem
mipos'ihle lor (irant to secure a renomination. lieaus last winter, fur. Kelley of Pennsyli I > w can you explain that?*’
The easiest vania and other inflationists aie confident
tiling >n tin* world. When there lias been a that such resolution can pass the house, It
contest between public opinion on one side for
is not the intention of the Democratic
a
is -munition and a powerful federal
patronage
wielded, a' ill tlii' case, by a strong military leaders, to allow it to be p issed, or perarm on tin* other, the result has almost
always mit the passage of any measure which
ii uiiiiorin: public, opinion has gone down,
does not come to the house lrom ore <>j
and the ollieeholders have triumphed.
1 >ut
its committees.
It is tiio purpose of Mr.
* ven
ii (.cm (irant should fail of his mark,
Morison and the other Democrats oil tin
should he defeated notwithstanding the imand Means Committee to have all
mense strength he wields by bis
patronage, by Ways
the negro vote, and by the kindled tires of reresolutions relating to the resumption of
ligious zeal and intolerance, and should some specie payments referred to the Wavs and
oilier man be nominated, what then? Simply
Means Committee. This is a wise and
tii-* def- at ot his >u -essful opponent. If (irant
proper determination, but nun lead to an
annot be renominated, lie i> bound that no
oilier republican shall be elected. **i will light interesting contest in the house, as Mr.
il <-ut on tlii' line if it takes all summer,'' is a
Cox and the gentlemen ol' the banking
k»ai :i' good in polities as in militan allairs. and
eurreney committee will naturally enIt i' as good fora political campaign in IsTtJ
deavor to have ail such mailers referred
lor the possession of Washington, as for a milTan campaign in istU for the possession of to the banking and currency committee.
It will be remembered that in the last
liicimiond. (irant i" no less a bulldog now
* mm
In was then. JI* fought and broke up house this
question of the relative rights
tin rebellion, and In* is just as ready to light of
reference of the Ways and Means Comand break up the republic an party, if indeed lie :
mittee and the banking ami curremw comini' not accomplished the latter task already.
Tl.i' i- becoming more and more the doini- j mittee arose, and that alter an exciting
mint feeling her** each day.
Not much is said discussion, Mr. Dawes yielded the point
about it as \.-t, but on** feels it in tin* air and on behalf of the
Ways and Means Com-nitls it in the hree/e. It will make no ditferand allowed a proposition relative
* n*•<•
who i- tin* successful man. lilaine, or mittee,
liristow or W’ashhurne, or Morton, or Logan, to the resumption ol specie payments to
be referred to the banking and currenev
>r < -inkling, oi; Hayes, *»r llartranft, or Fre11nu 1 n»\ '«*n. or II:iwle\, or Waite, or Dillon, or committee, and afterwards to lie
reported
A'lani', or anv body else. It i' all the same to to the house
by the chairman ot that comhim. (irant means to have the next republiMr.
it
is
claimed
on
mittee,
Maynard,
can nomination, or if he cannot, he means that
the Ways and Means Committee that it i.s
the man who does get it shall not he elected.
entitled to take charge of all matters .per1N>U AGAIN.
In a word, you need not be astonished in ea>e taining to legal tenders, the banking and
Grant cannot secure the coveted prize, to sec a currency committee having proper cogp p' tit ion of the democratic
campaign of 1S00, nizance only ol legislation concerning the
which I have already made allusion. In national banks.
that campaign President Buchanan made lip
Mr. i ernando « ood, whose views on
Ids mind that Mr. Douglas should not be elect'd, though he might be fortified with a dozen the question ol resumption uudoubtcdlv
nomination*. And history records how well
agree with those ot many ol' the hard-moiih»* kept to his mark. Douglas, though backed ey men on the Democratic side of the
by a popular enthusiasm such as has been house, said to-night that it is his intention
lareiv witnessed, was overwhelmingly beaten
whatever a resolution is ottered in the
by Mr. Buehanau through his officeholders and
through his imluenee at the south. Douglas, I house to repeal the resumption act ol last
he lie \ e. carried four states, possibly only three.
winter, to oiler as a substitute a hill lor
the amendment ol the resumption act in
W1IAT GitANT ( AN I)(» IK IIK TItlK.S.
Buchanan did not have a tithe of the popu- important particulars, hut leaving the
rity or strength that Grant possesses. And1 date lor the resumption of specie payments
I it was an easy dlort fur a president of sixunchanged. Mr. Wood believes that it is
:
n year* ago to accomplish the defeat of the
for government to reman In*
did not want, how much more easy entirely possible
would it be for so strong a man a* the presi- sume specie payments in lt>7‘J without
dent of to-day to accomplish the same end. any further legislation ; hut lie thinks ii
1
He has many more officeholders.
He has a
would he attended with serious drawbacks
greater -trength at the south in the negro ele- j and
would cause unnecessary embarrassmeld than Buchanan ever had in the white
ments to the business interests ot the
( lenient of the same >eetion.
He has by hi*
milI'ary career a popularity that Buehanau country. Mr. Wood says it is entirely
m
r dreamed of.
And he lias, bv bis appeals possible for the secretary of the treasure
to parti-all hate and bigotry, stirred
up an ele- to accumulate the necessary amount of
m-ut of -trength lor himself that Buchanan, i
to redeem legal tendurs'in 1 s7;i; but
with :ill the -ins charged against him. never gold
thought of. The defeat at the polls of his sue- says il would impose too enormous a bur* <‘--ful
opponent in the convention, would not den on the people while we are paying so
probably ho accomplished by a seceding con- much money in other directions as*we are
vention and another Breekenridge thrust in now.
He, therefore, proposes to stop the
the field, for no two battles are ever fought upannual payments lor the sinking tund now
on exactly tin
same plan.
Nor would it be
Blaine or Bristow, or whoever made, by which the public debt is reduciiooo.-.-nry.
might be tin* luekless Douglas of the occasion, ed by a sum of more than §30,000,000 an‘•an be nnrcli mop*
easily defeated than by di- nually. This is the most important prosiding tie party strength by means of a rival vision of Ills bill.
It is quite likely that a
mdi.bate, ( ireumstanees usually designate the
modus operandi of such an event*and the presi- bill of this character may he reported by
dent with his army of officeholders and his the Ways and Means Committee at the
'Warm ot negroes at his back, have the
capaci- proper time in the session. It will lie easy
ty for taking advantage of circumstances as for Speaker Kerr to sustain the claim of
they arise. But that it will be done if Grant the
Ways and Means Committee to all
do.
not himself obtain the nomination,
may
b‘‘ put down as one of the certain events of the
questions affecting the resumption of spefuture.
cie payments, and 110 doubt lie will do it.
I’i< a-e. therefore, to mark well these two
It is certain that the hard money Demofl-i. that Grant will get the republican
crats do not intend to allow
anything to
nomination if he can. and with the aids 1 have
pointed out, it now looks as if he would: 2d, he done which will bring upon the Democratic party the reproach ol weakenin'*
if he does not get it. lie will use the
power of
his administration to defeat whoever will get the public credit, hut it remains to he seen
it. Grant will be the republican candidate for whether
they can succeed in preventing
pr> -id'*nt. or lie will defeat the man who is.
the inflationists from
gaining the advantage which they seek to secure by repealA Ri.makkahi.f Ou> Max. Our l'rank- ing the
resumption act unconditionally.
lort correspondent sends us some ficts
SECRETARY I I.'ll SOON TO RESIGN.
about a remarkable old man in that town
Those well informed in political secrets
hy the name of William Carr, lie is the
assert that the President has had in his
son of a Revolutionary soldier who is
Imried at the foot of Mount Waldo, and hands since the Virginias affair sworn
is now in his 81th year,
lie has never documentary evidence to establish the fact
used spectacles and his eyesight is still as that Secretary Fish has, ever since FS69,
good as ever. He has never used tobacco inspired numerous newspaper articles on
in any lorm and never drank liquor since our affairs with foreign nations, which,
while they have been
unsparing in critimaking a profession of religion CO y ears cism
and abuse of the President, have alAgo.
Mr. Carr has always been a home body so been filled with praise of the Secretary.
arid has never been farther from the old These articles are said to have been writhouse in which lie now lives, than Castine ten for the most part by Sidney Webster,
and Belfast. He was never on hoard a Mr. Fish’s son-in-law, who is the attorney
steamboat and lias never rode in or seen of the Spanish government, and to have
a rail car.
He was never sick, and never been printed in one of the most prominent
liatl a doctor but once, and that was to Democratic newspapers in the country.
dress a wound in his foot. He has never It is also alleged that other evidence of
Mr. Fish’s duplicity have been accumulattaken any medicine.
Mr. Carr is a very devout man. He ing in the President’s hands. This is one ol
says that when he professed religion sixty the chief reasons why the early resignayears ago, lie hud a vision of heaven tion of the Secretary is confidently anticiwhich lasted some fifteen minutes. He pated. The discovery very naturally crea
deal ol talk in diplomatic and
was a
young man and engaged to be mar- ates great
ried. From that hour he held that it was official circles. Those in a position to
his duty, like St. l’aul, to remain unmar- know boldly assert that unless Mr. Fish
ried, and so he asked to he released from speedily retires from the Cabinet the
his engagement.
whole truth will come out. The SecreMr. Carrs first vote for President was tary himself refuses to say anything in
given to James Madison and he has never regard to the matter. Where the Presfailed to vote the Democratic ticket at ident will look for a successor to Mr. Fish
every election, State and National, since. is all a matter of conjecture. Washburne
He imbibed his Democratic
principles will be consulted, and most probably callfrom his revolutionary lather. In
ed home to take the vacant seat at the
appearance Mr. Carr does not seem to be over Cabinet table.
Our Minister to France
sixty years old. He still retains all the is one of the few men upon whom Grant
vivacity and cheerfulness ot his younger always relies in emergencies. A crisis in
days. He has but little property;; he has our foreign affairs is approaching, and at
never desired to
accumulate any more such a time the counsel of a trusty friend
than was necessary to sustain him in his is indispensable. Besides, Washburne is
simple mode of life. He is the very per- every inch an American, and, it is said,
sonitieation of contentment. In sunshine strongly sympathizes with the Cubans in
and in storm, in the winter’s cold and the their long and terrible struggle.
But
summer's heat, when the clouds cluster whether the Galena statesman is recalled
angrily and darkly around the summit of or not one thing is certain, we are on the
Mt. Waldo, and when the waters of the eve of interesting developments in regard
meadow dance in the sunlight, he is al- to this Cuban business.
A MYSTERY EXPLAINED.
ways the same, like the shepherd of Saulsbury’s Plain, a cheerful, happy, Christian
The secret of the mysterious
correspondold man. [Bangor Commercial.
ence between this Government and that of
is at last explained. In his
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European dependencies in
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powertul organization, which did not hes- of whom was wounded in the army, or
receive at least a lew friends on this great bet'll shrinking behind the woman and cryut to the Portsmouth almshouse on account
itate to employ unfair means and to squan- ever in it at all. The post oflieu force campaign upon live issues, which will tcstal
of general destitution, wa- discovered to have
day. Very tew are found too poor ing out in hypocritical tones “Oh l.ortl, it concealed
in a belt around her waist, the sum
der public money, in the vain hope of pre- does not include any soldier. These are certainly be a refreshing novelty. Their to
provide a simple cake and something was live did it! It was Eve did it!" I of >inr., ■>!>;. ot which was in gold coin. The
Convention
is
to
be
held
at
Jan.
belt
it.
Yoked
as if it had hern worn tor years.
Concord,
venting
nice to drink, if it be only plain eoll'ee or always did hate old Adam for that meanUndoubtedly the struggle lias about eight fat places among the county
Oth.
The
State
Committee
been prolonged by the vilest methods; ollicials, not one of which is held
Republican
Thomas
and
lack
of
ci
uT’ricn.
a
waiter at the P.angor
lemonade; whilst the officials and the ness
urago,
contemptible
by a
Huu-.
has expressed itself in lavor ol the
P.angor, fell out ot the fourth story
but truth is mighty, and must ultimately soldier,
J
think
if
1
had
1
would
calling
and
been
Eve
rich
vie
that
Col.
is
other
in
with,each
the
except
l'ogler County ol
magnifiattic window *n a brick sidewalk. His skull
a Constitutional Convention, and it is
have then and there given him a ] ieee ol wa- badly crushed, lb* died in a few moprevail. Great governments like ours Attorney, the least desirable place of all.
cence and costliness ol' their entertainment-.
iIe Was locked ill h room because he
said that the Democrats also favor that
cannot long rest upon a basis of public IIow does it
ments.
The lirst point of emulation is my mind.
happen that with the great
was drunk, and he probably thought he was
The
will
derive
addicampaign
l!ut to return to the cards and the rail- getting out.
peculation and robbery. These must give solicitude expressed lor wounded soldiers project.
the number ot calls—the one ease whore
tional interest from the (act that upon tiic
way, and the people must come to their bv the Age. it lias never insisted that they
the all important question of dress is su- ing.
Notwithstanding the commotion which Mi
Etiquette demands that you never
Kerr’s selection has occasioned among the deto be elected, will devolve the
should be considered in the distribution Legislature
rights, and regain their own.
perseded by something of more conse- refuse an invitation to dinner, unless there mocrats, it looks as though he had made up the
duty of choosing an U. S. Senator. There
Even so recently as three years ago, af- of desirable
places at home?
quence. J'n receive anything less that be sickness or death in the family, is to committee with special reference's to “sound
inonev.
revenue
reform and anti-subsidy."
ter battling the enemies of fair
In fact, now we think of it, there lias are two aspirants for the Democratic Gu- fifty calls is to indicate yourself only on be invited to dine is the highest compli- which is known to l*c his own
dealing
platform. [Chifor seven long years after peace was de- recently been an excellent opportunity for bernatorial nomination, Mr. Roberts, wh° the
Tribue,
all
bp
cago
rep.
paid you ; therefore
very outer ring of the favored circle ment that can
was
last
and
Mr. \V. !■'. ot
defeated
The plan for the payment of pensioners bv
year,
clared, t he Democratic outlook, to super- the editor of the Age to give practical cfsociety; and Irom this number they other engagements may be safely broken means
of chttf-k- drawn at W ashington and
ficial observers was not very encouraging, tect to his solicitude for the disabled vet- Daniels, I'or the U. S. Senatorial nomi- ascend
to dine arc
Invitations
one.
this
to
to
the
wealth
keep
delivered
to pensioners bv local postmaster-,
upwards, according
nation, two Democrats, Messrs. Sinclair and
but to those who studied the American erans of the late war. Hon. Asa
who
will
take receipts for the -.line, will probin
and
ten
or
advance,
days
Thuriough
prominence of the individual, to the issued eight
ably he adopted by lie pre.-ent sr-sion. It will
must be promptly answered within twen- do a wav with agent- and ngem-i.- and
pulse, and regarded with attention the a few weeks since resigned his oilice as and Bingham, are already contending in thousands ol the President.
prevent
a
a large cla.-s of fraud-.
manner.
The
Constitution
oi
friendly
predominating honest constituent which Judge of l’robate, leaving the unexpifed
Pint do not understand me as meaning ty-four hours. And within three days after
runs
through American character, that term of one year to be idled by appoint- the State, which it is proposed to super- to say that dress does not play an impor- the great event you are to call in person andTie* annual meeting of the Main KditorPublishers’ A--oeiation will he held in Auwhich has now resulted, was foreseen; as ment from the Governor, Col. Philo Hor- cede with a new organic law, was adopt- tant
part on this happy day. On the con- upon your host and hostess. All cards of gusta. on Tliur-dav and Friday, dan. “7th and
ed
in
and
has
been
little
“>th.
Among the e\i n-isesofthc occasion will
well as more to come. It is no merely sey, who was shot
1702,
changed trary, the most beautiful costumes and invitation to dine as well as other formal
through the shoulder
be an c.-.-ay by Mr. Win. II. Simp-on of tiesince
A
then.
Constitutional
Convention
of
one
ii.
S.
V.
E.
over
anat
must
letters
the
have the
battle of Irish Bend, and who, after
toilets of the season are aired to the notes,
ephemeral triumph
party
dournal. Hclfa-t. entitled
The Pres-, its Kwas held in 1801, blit the
other ; it is but the beginning ot the grand hovering for a
only change many admiring visitors, and modistes and (responded si vous plait) inscribed upon lations to its Patrons ami Public.”
long time between life and
The Journal -;i\" .M r. Johnson < lark of Topstriumph of popular right oyer enormous death, recovered with a crippled shoulder made was the dropping of the property needlewomen are kept in a state ot un- the right hand lower corner. In addressham, recently :iptur< I a 'Tow measuring from
for
certain
oiliees.
The
and
qualification
strict
those
be
ques- ceasing activity for months, as the cater- ing notes, except upon
business, lip to tip, t<»ur f**i*t and fun iu«-lu*s, and from
political wrong;
men,
they and arm, sent to the Governor a modest
tion oi revising the Constitution will be ers and cooks are
of hi" bill to the tip of hi" tail twenty-six
as high as the highest, who have
inaugur- application for the place, he is a Repubconstantly busy tor as write upon the envelope the words “eti tip
inches.
The bird was caught in a fox trap
decided by a popular vote at tiic election
ated and thus far sustained this great lican, a
many days, in looking alter the wants ot ville,” instead of “present’' as is common which he bore otf to the top of a high tree oO<>
lawyer, and a man of judicial
in March, it is proposed to reduce the the inner man. The
wrong, must go down, out of sight, and mind. His request was backed by nothtables are loaded in some other cities. Lastly, but not least- yards from the plan; where he was entrapped.
The Argus "ays in relation to <’apt. Siimson,
give place to others who will do their ing but the simple rhetoric of a soldier’s membership of the House, which now down with every luxury and delicacy in ly, your cards must be engraved not writof sehooiier Oregon, who disappeared from
numbers 380—the largest legislative body the
simple, honest duty to their fellow citi- record and a soldier’s wounds.
shape ot cold turkey, chickens, oys- ten or printed.
Bangor, and it was feared had been foully dealt
zens.
And now I wish 1 had time and space with. 1 hat oil the J71h the owners put a eaptain
Hie reader will perceive this to he a in the country—and to double that of the ters, sandwiches, salads, cakes, fruits,
on hoard the schooner at Bm-k"port.
When
Senate, which is now 12 only; the basis confections, wines and liquors, served up to describe to you how gay and crowded
There must lie no compounding of felo- case that we all can understand and
('apt. Stimpson left the vessel he look with him
apof
sjon.
The
now
is
that.
hi>
abseiiee
in
the
which
presumption
in every choice and possible way to the the streets are here to-day with whirling
representation
Legislature,
ny, no sacrifice of honorable principle, no preciate. The Age need not go five hunis eutireh voluntarx.
tampering with the rights ot citizens. dred or a thousand miles away to get up is now ratable polls, will also probably expense ol hundreds and frequently thou- carriages, and probably some whirling
The news savs the
bridge is again
be
a
changed; cheek upon the increase of sands of dollars. The wines alone of the heads, and go into details ot some of the passable. A" "oon asShrepsrot
Compromise, between honest Democracy sympathy for wounded soldiers, or the opit was known that the
been
had
carried
b\
indebtedness
be
bridge
iee, the peoand dishonest Radicalism, is absolutely
away
may
urged; reception ot a prominent official last year “perfectly lovely-’ dresses that are seeing
portunity lor gratitude to the nation’s de- municipal
ple of the villages on both sides of the river
biennial
elections
and
sessions
and
the
cost
one
this
sooner
thousand
for
the
time
occasion,
it
is
lirst
on
look
not
legislative
measures to repair damages, and
impossible,
dollars,
clearly fenders. We have it right here, daily
turning
including society
arc talked of; and the clause in the Conunderstood the better. No more Louisiana
other liquors or the more solid eatables, lint alas, if I once get entangled in the mit i'ii mass, in two days had up a temporan
walking our streets. The public would
structure, substantially built, and travel reinjustice, brought about by tyrannical po- of course expect that an influential and stitution excluding Roman Catholics and of which there was a lavish and tempting mysteries and beauties ot lace, jewels, sumed its wonted course.
litical action, culminating in a base comAbout fifty <>t the honest and innocent farmprominent Republican, holding the senti- infidels from olliec, will doubtless he re- display. When one considers that these satins, silks, bright eyes and bewitching
<»tA Imlmi and Benton, haw lieen deluded
promise to submit, as a choice ot evils. ments that we have quoted from the Age, pealed. Other less important changes entertainments are repeated on the same glances where should 1 end? 1 fear me ers
into giving their notes for s|.“>0 each for lots
are proposed.
The
and
No repetition of performances such as Mr. would have
smaller
tlie
scales
several
times
campaign, being
during the editor would have to be persuaded to of cloth brought to their doors by two plausisought out this deserving solble swindlers, who
them that the
Grant has hitherto carried us through to dier and
suggested, nay insisted, that he lirst ol the Centennial year and indicat- the winter, they begin to realize that it is the issue of an extra, that should be as cloth was cheap at persuaded
S.'lnn a lot.
It proves to
and the farmers are anxiously
prop up the waning fortunes of Radical- should take the vacant place. If those ing in some degree the issue of the Presi- an expensive luxury to serve one's coun- large as his olliee lloor. Hut 1 may just he dear at
to avoid meeting their notes in March
ism.
words and professions have meaning and dential contest, will he very animated. try—at least acceptably and gracetully. tell you that the prettiest girl in Washing- seeking
next.
in
To
who
invite
lew
chosen
There
is
a
fair
chance
of
Democratic
have
lie
would
have
you
your
carried
is
around
a
very
ton
Rings—robbing Rings,
existed, force,
pebright and radiant in a simple dress
Last week a muskrat worked a hole
and trusted triends, and treat them to the oi white muslin trimmed with white satin the dam to Mr. A. B. Farrar's lisli through
growing richer and richer, year after year, tition for the veteran’s appointment, and success.
pond in
since Grant became fairly seated in olliee. solicited for him the office
best and choicest that vou have in very and natural Uowers. She is herself the South Merrimack, and the result was ruinoii"
by personal inThen*
were nine ponds above the dam coverThe Prog. Age, notwithstanding its
Their existence was not only well known terview with the Governor.
heartiness and earnestness, this seems 1
some sixteen acres of ground.
These points
daughter ot a prominent newspaper man, ing
crocodile tears over wounded soldiers,
wen; well stocked
with trout, nearly all ot
to Babcock and Grant, but their leaders
like empty, sheerest nonsense; but here, and will receive all the members of that which were lost.
Did the editor of the Age do this ? Nay.
Mr. Farrar had spent nearly
does justice to one, whatever
were personal friends, in divers instances;
Let Freedom weep, and Patriotism blush very rarely
even dominant over the incessant whirl,
honored profession as her most favored live; years in breeding the lisli and getting them
his politics. For instance it speaks of Mr.
for
market.
ready
shielded by these national ollicers, and while we record the fact that he set indusand counterplots ot politics, are the guests.
I’kucik.
the prominent Illinois Demo- plots
At the annual meeting of the Knox Agriculprotected from exposure and punishment; triously to work to procure the influence Morrison,
demands of society, or sawsiety, as an
tural and Horticultural Society, held in .Rockcrat, now chairman ol the Ways and
while the stealing of millions upon mil- of the
ambitious but illiterate gentleman whom
Wednesday, the *J*Jd, the following officerparty ring, by letters, petitions and Means Committee, as
—The linn ol Emery & Butler, publish- land,
wen* elected for the ensuing year; N. A. Far“exceedingly small we know
lions of the peoples’ hard earned money,
it,
personal solicitation, tor the appointment
always
pronounces
repeating
J. J. Emery, O.soiir Davis, \\
well,
ers
of
the
President;
has
Bangor Daily Commercial,
timber,” and adds “he never rose to adpaid in by taxation, was permitted to go of another man. And that man wasW.
Oilman Ingraham, John D. Bust.
to our poor, tired, patient ears the
been dissolved, and Gen. Butler retires to Vice Bice,
but once, ami then it was always
chair
dress
the
1'residents; J. W. Fogler, Treasurer; F.
on unmolested.
Even now we have had himselt! Party influence was sufficient to
one retrain “To be in the fawshion, you
engage in another business. Mr. Emery W. Smith, Secretary; U. W. Bicker, Harris
upon a matter which made him appear
the spectacle of the direct interposition of obscure, down the vista of
L. S. Bobinsou, E. S. C randon, B.
one
must
with
Staekpolo.
know,
keep up
twelve years,
sawsiety.” will continue the publication of the Daily A.
silly and ridiculous.”
Emery, Trustees.
the President of the United States to stop the
And to keep up with society means an inmemory of the soldier stretched on the
Commercial and Weekly Democrat. They
The Portland Daily Press, quite as deOn Monday, evening, as the train from Portthe course of justice, which happened to
cessant round ot visiting, receptions, parfield, with his gaping and almost fatal
land for Lew iston was passing through Westarc both excellent papers, displaying una Republican sheet, explains
cidedly
why ties,
be directed too nearly in the direction of wound. As a
matinee
musidansantes,
brook, the engineer discovered something on
gormans,
consequence, the editor was Mr. Morrison don’t make
longer speech- cals and soiree conversations from New common ability in the line ot state and the track, and stopped the train just iu time to
the Grant throne.
appointed, is courteously addressed as His cs—
national polities, and constitute a power prevent *ts demolition. It proved to he a horso
It is a duly of the Democratic House
and wagon entangled in a cattle culvert. The
Honor, sits in deliberation on the estates
Hon. \\ illiatn It. Morrison, the Chairman of Years to Ash Wednesday. On Mondays
in the land.
driver, an old mail about eighty years of age,
the Ways and Means Committee, commanded one must drive to the
of Representatives to take note of these of the
Yard and the
Navy
departed, and pockets his salary. the Forty-ninth
was
very drunk, and hiccoughed as they helped
Illinois Regiment in the bloody
—In a great many localities the advent
and
act
The
things,
accordingly.
oppress- The soldier has only his wounds and his engagements on the extreme right of (Jen. Judges; Tuesday to the Northern part of
him out, ‘‘Fin much obliged to you.”
ol the new year was greeted with demonGrant’s line at Fort
ed and cheated citizens, the voters who record. The reader will
where he re- the
city; Wednesday the Cabinet MinisThe other day, Jacob Borneman of Leeds?
pardon us if we ceived a musket-shot Donelson,
through the body and
strations of joy, the tiring ot cannon, ring- was in the woods
placed these members on the watch tower, once more incorporate herein the patriotic was reported among the killed. He recovered,
looking after hoop-poles,
ters, Thursday the Senators anil Repreat a tall dead
ing of bells, &c. Washington, Now York when his dog commenced to bark
however, but was never able to return to ser- sentatives
look to them now for a,now deal in re- admonitions of the
the
West
Saturso
and
End;
;
and
Friday
Age,
tree,
stirring
thinking perhaps there might be a
vice, and the nature of his wound, a shot
Baltimore and various other
down
Philadelphia,
it
and
cut
niter cutto
the
notorious
villains
there,
and
happy family
gard
Rings so appropriate—
through the lungs, is said to be the cause of day the hotels and White House. From
the coming ot 1870 with ting into it, the axe struck something soil.
his present inability to make a speech ot any
which are so pestilent, costly, and demorNo nation can afford to be ungrateful to its
two to live is the fashionable hours for places greeted
Alter cutting a hole through, he found, to'hi*
defenders.
these midnight demonstrations, and cele- delight, three nice fat raccoons which he carWhen it turns its back on the length.
alizing. If the President,’ by his silence, maimed
and helpless men who have sacrificed
The reader will see how just and entire- calling, and the refreshments oil'cred are brated the
ried
home, dressed them and served them up
opening ot the second century for Christmas
or his ignorance, or his willulness, has themselves to preserve the national
cake and chocolate. The dressing is known
dinner. [Lewiston Journal.
liberty and
honorable is the Republican paper of
ly
the
of
Union.
it
loses
the
of
all
mankind and
respect
given aid and comfort to these thieves, integrity
as demi toilettes, or rich suits of velvet
Beware of peddlers of goods, who impudentpaves the way for its own disgrace and down- this locality, especially when a disabled
let him take the consequences: the House fall. What an example for the rising
—Ol forty two persons admitted to the ly intrude themselves into your houses, offerand silk, with lull dress hats and gloves—
generagreat bargains, and talk you blind and deaf,
tion I What an inducement to patriotism when soldier is in the case.
cannot sanction any sort of
Maine
insane hospital the past year, the ing
full dress being only admissible at dinner
compounding; a nation turns the cold shoulder to its crippled
and who will finally gammon you into a cash
their search must be unsparing; and their defenders 1
your better judgement, or the
—Phelan, the thieving mail agent on parties, evening receptions and other night insanity of thirty-two was caused by in- purchaseofagainst
a note, which other parties will comsigning
condemnation of rascals, big and little,
the Bangor and Boston route, had been entertainments. In making calls one must temperance. Boys, when you are invited pel you to pav. Many persons in Clinton,
complete. Certainly the real, predominatUnity, Albion and other towns around have
—George Hill attended a New Year let off with three years imprisonment in either send in a card by the usher, or leave to take a drop, just think ot that.
been victimized in this way. One who gave a
ing desire of the majority of the people of party at Lewiston, Saturday night. At 12 the Salem jail. With all due respect for it in the basket on
connote in this way is confident that they must
—Klwin W. Major was on Saturday
departing. If married
the United States is at this moment for
under mesmeric influence, for in
o’clock, while wishing everybody a hap- the court, we suggest that the punishment leave two, one for the host the other for victed of poisoning his wife, at Nashua, have put him can
he account for the delusion
no other way
fair play and death to Rings.
new
he
py
year,
was entirely too light for such a
the hostess.
dropped dead.
under which lie acted. [ Ken. Journal.
Should the persons upon N. II.
scamp.

itally to become free anil independent.
Recently he lias notified Spain that the Cuban policy oi that Government must be
changed, that the time lead come when
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Gil ls, 1870 is

City

leap year.
as

lively of late.
People with

legal

above the

bridges

length-

The Amateur Dramatic Co. present
attractive bill board.

has been very

The cold wave of

Tuesday brought

smile

a

to the faces of llazeltinc A Bickford.
their pond a good freeze.

The hay dealers in this city, complain of
scarcity of vessels for southern freights.

spring like days of the past week have
disappeared, and we are again having cold,
hard weather, with ground hare of snow.

la

Co.
The loud noise heard

.1. C. Wither, mail carrier between Hunger
and ltelfast, has sold his interest to Mr. Delano
of Hampden.

installation supper
hall in McClintoek

an

Friday evening.

block,

The proposed change in the time of the trains
will not go into efleet at present. The roads
beyond Portland objected.
Hie annual meeting of Phonix Lodge of Masons, for the choice of otlieers, takes place on

Monday evening of

week.

next

I la/.eltine a. Bickford have got the elevators
built to must ice into their new building, and

was

not

fast Reform Club.

making hut one
trip per week, leaving the Penobscot Tuesdays
and returning Fridays.
new

Tuesday

thunder as some supposed,
but the Ron. A. G. Jewett addressing the Bel-

evening

What's up? Sheriff Norton has applied to
the temperance organization for membership.

now

The Odd Fellows have

on

the streets

j

Re can't expect to be elected sheriff again, but
something is going on, sun*.
Some half dozen boys were taken before
Methodist church directors, for disturbing
watch meeting Fridav night. They were
off on informing the directors the cause of

the
the
let
tin*

merriment indulged in.
The Belfast Reform Club held a meeting last
week for the choice ot ollieers. Win. II. Sanborn was elected President with along list of
subordinates.
The Club is in a nourishing
condition, and numbers 17"> members.

Business along the wharves is unusually
rea l) for a freeze.
isn't it, when a man lias a lot of rub- quiet, and hut little is doing in the shipping
Pitcher A Gorham have loaded sell.
I trade.
Impose of. lie always finds a place in
Rarmona with hay and brick for Providence,
i!u- highway that needs filling up.
R. I., and are loading seh. Ralph Rowes, with
II will be noticed that the performance of the
for Baltimore.
hay,
Amateur Dramatic Club has been postponed
The Alfred W. Johnson charitable fund of
>
of next week.
Wednesday
iri'otherwise

‘jut
bt-b

r.

evening

Last

Sunday the steamer Katahdin was
whistling her way through the fog in the bay,
list as though it was July instead of January.
The usual number of persons have stopped
the use of tobacco at the beginning of the new
\ear. to renew
again in two weeks with increased vigor.
The mo*!
the stable

laneln>l\ person* just now arc
with their stalls full of horses
In ad- otf. and not a flake of snow

nit

men.

ng 11;i■ I
the ground.

e
•n

*t< im.T ( iara Clarita came up river Sunwall workmen from Hurricane Inland.

I
;:i..

Work has been suspended there, and these la»orer.- were going home.

$r>0n dollars annuallv, has been disbursed the
past year mainly by Daniel Faunce. It lias relieved the needs of seventy-three families, and
caused them to bless the memory of the generous donor.
The sell. Wm. Frederick, of Belfast, is meeting with misfortune in her present voyage.
Capt. Ilassel, who went on to Genoa to take*
charge of the vessel, in place of Capt. Me Keen,

Mild

*i
\«

added to

nr

our

list of building* the past

W. W. Castle lias drawn the plans for the
< ><i ! Fellows' Hall in McClintoek
Block,
and work will probably commence in a short
new

time.

It will be one of the finest halls in the

stale.

The bark building in Mel iilvery's yard for
C'apt. Partridge of Stockton, is nearly completed. and will launch about the 12th of the
month. Mr. Dennett commenced the setting
ot the masts Monday.
Excavation.* are being made for a pipe that
will tap a spring on the hillside west of Waldo
Avenue, and convey it to the houses of B. F.
C. B. Hazeltine, S. (;. Ellis, Owen <L
White and others in the vicinity.

Field,

The company that are working the Otis &
Ferguson quarry in Swanville, have got out and
hauled to the Point i>00 ton* of paving stones.
They intend to get out from fifteen to twenty
hundred toils, which will be shipped in the

On Saturday, ( apt. Crockett, who lias a weir
for catching smelts, just above the lower bridge,
found a white perch among his usual catch of
small salt, water tish. To anglers, who under-

stand the nature oi‘ the white perch, this i> a
singular occurrence. The white perch lias always been considered a fresh water tish. inhabiting exclusively streams and ponds, and
we ne\er before heard of one being taken in
suit water.
Geiiio C. Scott, however, in his
work on angling, speaks of the white perch as a
lisli “found at the meeting of the salt and fresh
waters all

Tm;

Sri-REAir. JrmciAi. Corur. Judge
Dickerson presiding, commenced it- ses>ion
in this city on Tuesday. The following is a
li-t of the Traverse Jurors in attendance:
nil.st .irnv.
>. h.

•Tulin l.oso last week removed

thirty-live

I.erry, 1- on-man.
George A. Avery.

iTit

in

height,

maple

diameter, from the cemetery grounds, and
in front of Axel Ilayford's resid'-ner. It wa> supposed to weigh nearly twelve

transplanted
and

m

required eight

haul it.

It will make

horses and four oxen
a

beautiful shade tree.

Tin’ question of appointing a eitv liquor agent
it. place ol A. 1>. Bean resigned,came up in the
in

government meeting

on

Monday evening,

w as laid upon the table lor future disposal.
committee was chosen to seal up and take
barge of tiie city liquor, and we are virtually
without a eitv agency.

Joseph

■

served, and the
concluded with a dance. During
the evening a splendid atlas was presented to

Mr. Lot V. Bartlett's clothes line was robbed
the week's washing on Monday night. Mr.
B. will lie remembered as tiie citizen against
whom a complaint for rape was recently made

ol

—and

he has lost his shirt. Joseph, we
believe, experienced a similar loss when a like
complaint was made against him. These historical parallels are sometimes remarkable.
now

It is

reported that

lie steamboat company
will sue the owners of tiie sell. Martini A.
Brewer, of Belfast, for injuries sustained by the
collision between that vessel and the steamer
1 it v ol
Richmond in Portland harbor last week.
The steamer claims that the vessel exhibited

light,

the law requires. The schooner
claims that her light was shown. A law suit
no

as

will probably settle it.
flic annual meeting for the choice of otlieers
tiie odd Fellows’ organization, occurred on

:n

I

iday evening last, and are as follows—F. A
Foliett, N\ <L; K. A. Staples, V. G.; it. G.
Dyer. lice. Sec.; q\ n. Mansur, Per. See.; S.
H. Walker, Treas.
on

Tiie

Lodge

was

the 4tli day of August last, with six charter
It now numbers 43, and between

soon

Moody.

O.

and SI,not) have been taken in work.

Mr. F. \V. Brown is canvassing this eitv and
ieiuily for a new book entitled Wife No. 19,
ife in Bondage.’’ It is an cx-

Winterport.
Troy.
Liberty.

Palermo.
lslosboro.
Swanville.
Stockton.
Leilas!.

SrPKHXl Mr.lMI.S.

•Janies 1*. Wight,
Asa A. Howes,
1 lie tirst case,

on

action of trespass

lie! fits I.
\\ «*«lnesijav,

trial

brought In

against Kenney,

was

an

Hohert Cushman
Mot finished.

of Morrill.
Martha K. Henderson was divorced from
Frederick 1*. Henderson, and custody of minor
child given to mother.

The

Legislature
Wednesday, the day
nal is printed,

Maine meets on
on which the Jour-

oi

unable to present anything of the
proceedings. The
Democrats have much greater strength in
the body than for many years past, both
in point of numbers and in ability and
so we are

The

majority will have
carefully and circumspectly

experience.
move

to
to

avoid entanglement. The session is not
expected to be ot much interest. Schemes
to amend the

liquor law, and for the abocapital punishment, may cause a
excitement—but nothing beyond

lition of
of

ripple
that

can now

instituted

members.

Morrill.
Freedom.
Jackson.

Thdodore Osgood.
El bridge II. Fhilbrook.
R'ehard Robertson,
Robert Small,
Jesse Townsend,

was

bouquet

Searsj»ort.

Wm. W. Wasom

amusement

the Rev. Mr. Bixhy, and a handsome
ol hot house flowers to Mrs. liixhy.

Nortljport.
Searsmont.

Fenj. F. Oyerlock,

The semi-annual parish party of the I'nitaian church was held at l’eirce's Hall on Thursday evening. It was a very pleasant affair, at

elegant supper

Frankfort.
Montville.
Pmrnham.

M'.IUMI .11 1: Y

A

an

mty.
Prospect.
Winterport.

Wm. 1*. Sawyer, Foreman. Soarsporl.
Abram Lander.
Thorndike.
James Mahoney,
Lineolnville.
Wales L. Miller.
Leltast.

and

which

I

Isaiah Baker.
Frederick Black.
<I*. Carter,
Henry M. < ole,
E. F. Cunningham,
George Donnell.
Micah B. Erskine,
Jonathan L. Hatch,
Elisha Johnson,
Joseph G. Kimball,

tree,
and fourteen inches
a

m

tons,

along

the coast, lrom Gape Cod to
the Carolinas"—hut the habits of that lisli are
different in Maine.

spring.

The

light

be foreseen.

Republicans

are

having

a

lively

the office of Secretary of State
—the candidates being cx-Gov. l’erham
and Chadbourne, late Clerk of the House,
it shakes the party to the centre, and
over

greatly excites the newspapers. It is
supposed that the earth will revolve just
the same whichever prevails. Emery, of
Ellsworth, will probably be elected Ather life among the saints, graphically narrated,
torney General, and Gen. Boynton Adjuand receives numerous notices from tiie
nism

written

by

Ann Kliza

Young, Brigham's apostate wife. It is a handsomely bound volume of 000 pages, and illustrated bv 200 engravings. It is a true story of

press.
A very interesting meeting was held at the
Methodist church on Friday evening, to watcli
the old year out. With prayer and exhorta-

tion. with memory busy with the past and hope
going out to the untried future, the last tlowing sands of the dying year were noted. Of
those who greet the new year, how many will
be here when it lays down its scepter and glides
into the eternity of the years that are
The hatches of sch. Florida at

gone?

Jacksonville,

(before reported on lire) were taken off Dee.
27. At first, on opening the hatches, the gas,
Ate., coming from the hold was overpowering,
ami Capt. Gilmore, descending too soon to look
after tin condition of the vessel, was
overpowered by the fumes, and was hauled out in nearly an insensible condition. After a little while
the men were enabled to get at work on the
cargo, which was being rapidly removed—all
the hay forward and some 200 barrels of lime

having been taken out—until shortly after dinner, when smoke was observed coming up the
forward hatch, the draft of air from the main
hatch to that

undoubtedly kin.lling the smouldering elements anew. The hatches were at
once put down and the Florida was towed to
a shallow place, where the steamer Islander
poured steam into her through a rubber hose
inserted in a hole cut in the vessel’s deck. As
the Florida had everything fastened down airtight, it was generally believed that the steam
would kill out the fire if the hatches were not
taken oil too soon. At last accounts the vessel
was not injured in
any material degree, if at
all, but the cargo will be of but little value.
The sails, &c., of the vessel were removed be-

towing her away.
Since the above was in type, another letter
has been received from Capt. Gilmore. A second attempt has been made at
fore

discharging her,

and three, hundred barrels of lime and all the

tant General.

The

thinks that the anti third
term resolution gave the Republicans a
coveted chance to dispose of the question.
It says—

Prog. Age

Now if there was anything which the republicans in the House especially longed for, it was
a chance to allay this third term
ghost. The
democrats have kept it above ground for a year,
to
attempting frighten timid republicans with it.

We don’t believe the
removed from

Age

is far

enough

of those “timid republicans” to dare to show its own hand on
that question. We shall be glad to print
one

its square answer, ii it dare

the

following questions:

favor of
man?

a

give them, to
1st, Are you in

third Presidential term for any

2d, Will you support Gen. Grant

if he shall be

Presidency?
see

whether

again nominated for the
speak up, and let us
the third term ghost has any
Now

terrors for you.

—Prisoners in the Ohio state prison
have been making counterfeit nickels to
be passed ior tobacco outside. The next

thing

hear, probably, will be that McDonald, Joyce and Babcock have gone inwe

whiskey distilling
itentiary.
—Timothy Dodd,
to

in the St. Louis pen-

the oldest merchant
in Boston, died on Saturday, aged 95
years 4 months. lie was daily at his store
the past summer. Joseph Bean, of this
city, has dealt in furs with Mr. Dodd for
over

forty

years.

—The Dexter Gazette gets out an illusso funny that
nobody
over it. There’s a
gen

hay in the fore hold taken out. They were then trated supplement
obliged to replace the hatches. Chains have can
help laughing
been passed around her and other
preparations

ius somewhere about that establishment.

made to scuttle and sink her if the fire can’t be'
in any other way. It is
—A Biddeford man thinks he has disthought
the vessel will not be materially injured.
covered a silver mine in his cellar.

extinguished

William Plustsch, of Philadelphia, a
steerage passenger on the Deutschland,
gave the following version in relation to

last week's

anything

flap-jack,

about

an

and

a man never

ice boat till he has

learned it by experience, one day’s experience
is worth a steamboat load of book knowledge.

(letting all ready the skipper gave her

on

on.

At about s o'clock in I lie evening the
from the captain,
rigged three pumps, and :ill tin: male passengers took a turn at them, and there
was constant pumping until il o'clock at
night. During the day there was several
steamers in sight, and also a number ot
fishing boats. We did all wo could to attract their attention, hut none came to
our assistance. The engineer, a little alter

engineer, under orders

!>

o'clock, told

us

to

slop pumping, saying

it was no use to continue, as there were
twelve feet ol water in the hold, and it
lictween Hi and
was constantly gaining,
11 o’clock, the first, second and third officers and all the passengers assembled in
the first cabin. It was a motley throng.
proximity. There is a gentle tendance up- Some ol the men had on only pantaloons,
ward, and as he shoots across the ice his eyes and others
only coats. The women were
hang out like knobs on a bureau drawer, and dressed in anything they could get. Some
before he had time to think, the skipper yells had
nothing oil except skirts and shawls,
“look out," which means to clutch hard on anv- and others were wrapped in Hags, presenttliing with a grasp of iron, and that the rear of ing a most ludicrous appearance. The
the boat comes round like lightning, and is go- water was lilling the cabin, and some got
ing back over her track again. In coining about on the tables, beds and chairs, to keep out
The captain
the boat is turned against the wind, and when of it as much as possible.
to go
she conies about, in a space not more than her and tne paymaster told all the men
on deck and get on the masts, and the
length, the tendency is for all hands to get off,
ladies were told that they must also he
and unless they hang like burs on a cow's tail
taken upon the masts it they wanted to he
till
all
were
they "'ill come off. After sailing
saved. A majority of tiiose who were in
tired, the Boston man intimated that it seemed
the cabin remained there until the waiter
a very easy thing to handle the boat, and as he
was up to their necks, and then there was
all
friends
about
he
to
tell
his
should want
it,
Most of the men
a Jjre-lk for the deck.
would just scoot across once alone and steer went upon the masts.
the craft himself. The man who steers lays
I saw a man, who was Mr. llamson, 1
fiat down and grasps the tiller with his right
think, a second-cabin passenger, knock a
hand with a linn grasp, clutches hold of some- portion ol the skylight off the first cabin,
thing with the other and trusts to Providence and take out his wife and two children,
three
for the rest. So started the Boston man, only one ot whom was a baby only
He put them on the skyhe diil not “grasp,” clutch or “trust” sutheient- months old.
and they were all saved. 1 saw a
ly. Tl in others stand on the ice looking and light
good
many get washed overboard, and
for
did
not
wait
long, however,
waiting. They
saw live dead bodies Healing in the cabin
as he neared the other shore, he gave the tiller
Men would every now ami
at one time.
a push, but alas the wrong way and the boat
then drop from the masts and he swept
“jibed" and came round with the wind, and away. 1 saw the captain tall down from
then there was a buttering of canvas and at the the bridge, and then get up on the mast
same instant a black form shot head first from
I saw the paymaster swept overboard and
lost. The whole of Monday night I saw
1 he boat and landed on the bilge, slid some hundred feet, rolling over and over, spinning and many vessels, hut none came to our help,
about !l o’clock the third
twisting, a hat going one way and a mitten la the morning
ollieer got down from the mast, and
a
little
1
ill
deposit
another,
suddenly striking
found a passenger about 7.’> years old
uf snow, it came up on end and spun round
He
on the deck, apparently frozen.
like a top for a few seconds, and then all was lying
had lain their all night, lie was got into
still. The rest of the party hastened to the the
wlieelhotise and rubbed until warmth
spot, and arrived iust as the man from Boston was got into his body, when lie was
lie was not hurt, hut
was getting on his feet,
wrapped up in Hags, and ho is now well
the next day lie visited every tailor's shop in
and going to his home in the outskirts of
Belfast, trying to find a piece of cloth that Philadelphia. The third ollieer told the
would match his trowsers, and when lie found people to come down from flic masts, as
the water was smooth and there was only
some, lie bought enough to make a new seat to
When they got down we
them, lfe says that tlie flash of lightning lias little wind.
succeeded in getting a couple of loaves of
never been horn, that could have caught him
bread and a raw ham which were floatwhen lie went oj§ that boat, and all who saw
in the cabin, and they made a breaking
him go are of his opinion, til all sport on this
fast lor the whole party. Tne steamer
globe, nothing can touch ice boating for exciteLiverpool came to within about one hunment and bard work.
After a man has sailed dred
yards ot the wreck, dropped anchor
a day on an ice boat, it is safe to calculate that
and sent two boats, which took oil’ tlie
ladies and children. Our captain fold the
you will find him occupying the easiest seat in
his store, the next day, and he don't get up un- captain of the Liverpool not to he afraid
less a customer really wants something, lie to come alongside, as there was plenty of
feels old, and his conversation generally runs water, and the Liverpool then came and
took off all the rest ol those on the Deuton such subjects as the flood, the revolution
or the war of IS 12.
Blit as a professional we schland and landed us all at Harwich.
THE STORY Ol' THE MO-1.1.
urge upon all our readers, never to let slip a
chance to ride on an ice boat, for it is throwing
Most of the cabin passengers who saw
away a fruit that don’t grow in warm latitudes. the
explosion were in too great haste tell
There
their story at the dock yesterday.
relics ot the explosion on
were several
Tramp Killing in Vermont.
of the Saber
1U;ti.axi>, Vt., Dec. 31. Thursday night board. The (Jhict Engineer
about 10 o’clock a tramp went into the had in his possession a piece of wrought
house of Franklin Munger in the north part iron, bent and twisted, which weighed
of Denson, Vt., and asked tor food. Mr. about live ounces. It was a portion ot the
wagon which conveyed the dynamite to
Munger had gone to bed, but his Avife was the
quay, and was found on board the
her
to
the
and
he
directed
give
up,
tramp
Saber, which was at a wharf Hilly halt a
Lo
She
bread
and
eat.
placed
something
milk upon the table, which the tramp ate. mile from the scene of the explosion. AnHe then commenced poking over a pan other was a portion of a calico dress, in
of meat which was on the table with his the possession of a steerage passenger, ft
hand. Mrs. Munger requested him to use is spotted with blood, and in the centre of
the knite and fork. He replied that lie the skirt is a large hole, burnt out by the
would do as he had a mind to. Mr. Mun- dynamite. Capt Kranckle, ot the Saber,
to be a witness of the fearful exger then got up and ordered him to fin- happened
ish the food and bo off. He said he would plosion ot dynamite on the quay at breand he related the scene yesgo when he got ready; that lie had friends merhaven,
outside and would do as he had a mind to. terday as lie saw it. He had come to the
He went to a door and called “Jack.” wharf to see the captain ol another steamAir. Alungcr followed with a shot gun er, and was in conversation with a friend
cooked. The tramp seized the muzzle of when it occurred.
He said: “I had no idea ol what had
the gun and as he was about to strike
Munger the latter pulled the trigger, the’ occurred when the explosion took place.
charge striking the tramp in the abdomen. It was about half an hour before the Mosel
Ho said, “You have shot me.” Munger re- was to sail, and the first thing I knew a
plied, “It’s your own fault.” The tramp terrible report was hoard and the air was
died this morning. He would not give full of flying fragments of almost everyiiis name but said he was respectably con- thing. 1 was thrown to my feet, and
nected, and would rather his friends should when 1 recovered from the shock and
not know of the occurrence.
He exonera- arose a fearful scene mot my gaze, beted Munger from all blame. He was ot fore the explosion I should think three
light complexion, sandy hair, five leet hundred people were on the quay, laugheight inches high, about Do years of age, ing, chatting, making adieus, etc. Imand had the appearance of being an Amer- mediately thereafter there were not more
ican. An inquest will be held tomorrow. than fifty standing, and the dock seemed
to be covered with dead bodies.
The
A Big Steal.
spot where the explosion occurred was
marked by a deep black hole in the
New York, Jan. 3.
The particulars of
and nothing more. It was as if
the manner in which a confidential clerk ground,
a blast of wind had
swept the ground for
embezzled $300,000, the long search for
I saw pieces ot wood
a lewr feet around.
the thief and his arrest, furnish one of the
and iron, chests, boxes, all in splinters,
narratives
in
most interesting
the police
about, and the air was lull of fragannals of this city. For two months past Hying
ments ol human bodies, logs, arms, heads.
detectives of the Central oflice had been
I’icees ol broken glass were showered
diligently and quietly at work hunting down, and the noise
partially drowned
down one of the most expert embezzlers
the screams of the wounded and dying.
of modern times, and the work ended in
I looked at the Mosel as soon as I recovthe capture of the man so earnestly sought
and afterwards went aboard of her.
ered,
is
now
who
an
of
a
cell
at
after,
occupant
Her upper works were nearly ruined;
police headquarters.
were smashed in, the navigaThe prisoner, Charles It. Beckwith, is shy-lights
tion-cabin a mass of
and the
thirty-live years of age. llis former em- rails and wood-work splinters, torn and
generally
ployer, Mr. Benjamin T. Babbitt, the soap smashed. The
hatchways were broken
manufacturer, had every confidence in
and the glass ports cracked and rent
him. Beckwith was in the employ of Mr. in,
into atoms.
Babbitt from 18C8 to the spring ol 1873.
He was linally promoted to the position
There was an exciting time in St. Mary's
of confidential bookkeeper and general financial manager, and it was while occu- Catholic church in Charlestwon, Mass.,
pying that highly responsible position Sunday morning. At about nine o’clock,
that he commenced a series of embezzle- while services were being held, a portion
ments, by- which it is alleged he robbed ol the drapery near the altar caught tire,
his employer of various sums of money and there immediately followed a rush to
amounting in the aggregate to $300,000. escape, although the tire was almost inIt is even said that the embezzlement stantly extinguished. Many jumped trom
reaches $700,000, and that several other the windows and others from the galleries
clerks are implicated. Beckwith has not to the body of the church. There were a
lived extravagantly and it is hoped that number ot bruises received by various
a portion may be recovered from the inpersons in getting out ot the church, and
one lady was injured so that she had to
vestments he has made.
bo carried home.
—A big meeting of citizens was held
at Rockland on Saturday, and resolved
—Bangor has just dedicated a new
a lull” and away she went across the pond at
the rate of about a mile a minute. At that gait
conversation lags and a man's whole thought
centers in the one idea of keeping the seat of
hi- trousers and the seat of the iceboat in close

Old Medford's dead, old Medford's gone.
We ne'er shall see him more—
He used to get us merry drunk.
But now lie's closed iiis door.

S!ie lelt her moorings Wednesday.

*. (

knows

end.

Too much Reform killed him.

The -ell. Mary, that lias been hauled into
winlet quarters below the bridge, lias been
lari- p i to load hav at Searsport for Bucksille,

a

there is less “slat" than there is toward the,

.'-acred to tin* Memory ot
OLD MFDFORD,
who departed this Lite
A. D. 1S7G. Jan. 1.

published last week.

ar. as

worth

Arriving at the lake they found the ice as
is coming home in ballast.
smooth as the talk of a hotel clerk, and a good
< >n AVednesdav morning the store door of A. i stitf breeze blowing. The safest place on the
boat is right at the mast. It gives one a good
D. Lean, late city liquor agency, was draped in
chance to hold on, and when the boat turns,
mourning, with the following inscription—

house built the past year by F. IL Durthe Hay Load, costing about #1,000,

A

;

deceased, chartered to load fruit at Malaga.
On arrival he found that his consignee hud
failed, he was unable to procure a freight, and

tm. tin

Mosel

The

Disasters.

the wreck : Wo sailed from liremerhaven
Dee. 4th, and had good weather until
Sunday night, the 5th. About midnight
on Sunday tiio weather became thick.
I went to bed at 3 o’clock on Monbut could not rest, and eatue
Ice grows wild and day morning,
ice farm is profitable.
on deck about 4 : :>0.
About 5 o’clock
nourishes best in cold wet places. It’s easily up
the vessel grounded, and her engines were
cultivated and a sure crop, and a farmer can
reversed to get her oft. 1 ran down below
take a crop oft’ every winter without ever ma- and cried out to the
passengers to come
nuring his ice farm. It is dug with a plow and on deck. Capt. Francke sent down word
stacked up in the barn like hay, and freezing to all the
passengers to save themselves.
rather improves the quality. The upper part The sailors were rough and
unruly, and
of a piece of ice is as slippery as a bald head, did nothing for the passengers, and some
and for ice boating and skating there has never of them got drunk and paid no attention
I saw two sailors
been anything invented that can take the place to orders given them,
of ice. A club of young men in l.elfast own go into a small boat and get it alloat. One
or two other sailors and two or three pasan ice boat which they keep at Quantebacook
sengers and the quartermaster got. into it,
Lake. It is a good boat. It is shaped like a
and 1 was about to follow, when the sailon
and
rests
of
three
cornered,
quarter
pie,
ors in the boat prevented me, and said
one
under
each
two
three skates,
corner;
being
that they would not take any more. 1
stationary at the bow, and the other moving on
down on to the dock ot the steamIt is rais- jumped
a pivot to which is attached a tiller.
er, and was thrown down \\ ith great force
ed about a foot from the ice and is provided
Then
two or three times by the waves.
with a bowsprit and mast, and carries a main- some sailors
attempted to get another boat
sail and jib. An ice boat is just as lively as an alioat, and the
captain told them not to,
old cheese, and as full of business as a box of as it could not live in that sea ; hut they
pills. The. club had a friend from lloston who said they would take it. The captain then
told them to stay on board, and that in a
an lee
never hud enjoyed the hospitality ot
boat, and he being in the city last week, they short time there would be low water, and
invited him to go out and have a sail, lie was they could be saved from the wreck ; but
they paid no heed to him and got into the
a medium sized man, shaped some like a pork
boat.
The rope at one end of the boat
barrel, only lie tapered more at the chimes,
and let all who were in it drop
lb- was a very self reliant man, and as confi- gavi way
int< the sea, and I think most all ot them
lie knew
dent as the multiplication table,
we e drowned. The captain then ordered
nearly everything, and what lie didn't know at all the crew and passengers to go below,
all, he was well posted on. Ice boating was
saying that they could do no good on
one of the few things that was new to him,
deck, and a good many obeyed him. The
had a comprehensive idea of it.”
though he
captain never left his station on the bridge
Now a comprehensive idea of an ice boat is not ot the ship while these tilings were going
and three undershirts to keep him from freezing, it is safe to calculate that there are plenty
of ice factories for canning ice, and putting up
artificial winters that can be trotted out and
sold during the hot weather of summer. An

Attention is called to the cards of Geo. T.

Lecture at North Church next Sunday evening bv the pastor. Subject, “Inspiration of the
Jtible.”

and dance, at their

their hats down over their ears and wear
arctics, ice is one of the inevitables. In a
country where a man needs two pair of pants

Read, machinist, and II. L. Lord, tailor. Also
to the notice of the annual meeting of the Gas

tvs.

Steamer Kutahdiu is

It gave

The

The Methodist wateli meeting at that church
New Year's eve. was disturbed by unruly

on

Terrible

Fiend.

London, Dec. 31. The London Times
steamship Salier, of the North < lerhas the following: A detective from Breman Lloyds Steamship Company, arrived
Ice Ho ytin'g. liv u careful inspection of at New York,
Sunday, bringing the sur- men has arrived in Liverpool to investitlic almanac you will see this bit of advice, viving
passengers of the wrecked steamer gate the operations of Thomassen, alias
About this time go ice boating.” In this sec- Deutschland and the passengers of the Thomas, with the view of discovering
tion of our fair land, where roses do not bloom Mosel who were unharmed by the fiend- whether the man had any accomplices. It
in the open air during the winter months, and ish plot of Thomassan to destroy that ves- has been ascertained that Thomassen had
made several trips between Liverpool and
where the little birds do not sit on the trees sel with dynamite at liremerhaven.
New York, and he once attempted to obTHE VVKECK OF THE DEUTSCHLAND.
and warble their matin hymn, but rather pull

very

a

tit out of sleigh and robes
have been very despondent of late.
a

Two

The

BY OUR GEORGE.

getting rusty.

is

new

a

Observations of Men and Things.

drink of

There has been but little business in the Police Court of late, and the Judge’s judicial mind

it has gone?

Can you discover that the days have
ened any ?

fishing

a

liquor

How do you like 1870, as far

Smelt

It is now impossible to get
in this city.

Connty.

and

that

liquor selling

must be

stopped.

000 schoolhonse, and is rather

proud

of it.

tain heavy insurance on goods, which he
wished to ship. The suspicion has been
raised that he might have been privy to
tiie loss of tiie steamer City ot Boston in
January, lb>70. Thomassen and w ife left
New York in June following that disaster,
and went to Dresden, where they lived in
a stylish manner. A short time before his
death Thomassen was asked if lie knew
the City of Boston. He promptly replied :
“Yes—the Inman rteainer; I knew her
very well.” The .Messrs. Inman have no
trace of Thomassen or Thomas in their
books at Liverpool, but the most careful
inquiries will forthwith be made at New'
lork into the Boston’s passengers and
cargoes, and the insurance on tiie latter.
Uan

it

St. Ai.i-.axs. A t

be

Charlie ?

.Inn. 1

AvKit's Amkrn ax Almanac is now ready
for delivery by the druggists, and we are free
to say that we have read this welcome visitor
with satisfaction and profit. It eontaius an astonishing amount of information which is useful to evcrbody, and shows how to treat nearly
all the diseases from which people sutler. It
invariably recommends the best remedies to be
employed, irrespective of AVer’s Family Medicines, and furnishes, indeed, the host medical
advice by which a great majority of ailments
The anecdotes,
can be treated successfully.
witticisms and jokes are the best compilation
that comes under our notice;, and the book is a
refreshing contribution t<> our enjoyments every year. [St. Clair Observer.

CONFESSIONS OF A VICTIM.
I’i

.Men

Editors and Publishers of Maine will lie. held
Augusta, Thursday and Friday. January
27th and 2stb, beginning at 7 oVIock Thursday

evening.

According

the now well established practice of the Association Ibis meeting will be derailed principally to business. Ipiestions alfeetiug the publishing and printing interests of the
Stale will be discussed.
\V. II. Simpson, Esq., of the Belfast Uepubliean Journal, will deliver an essay in the afternoon of the last day of the convention.
Friday evening the members of the Association and their ladies will be tendered a reception at tile bouse of one of the Augusta editors.
A full attendance of members is requested.
Publishers and printers, not members, are invited to be present at the meeting and become
members of the association.
W.M. NOYES, 1st Vice-President.
Jiisr.ru Wood, Secretary.
to

Legislative Caucuses.
At <;t'sta, Jan.

The caucuses this
evening were l'ully attended. Following
are the Republican nominations:
President of the Senate, Gen. T. \Y.
Hyde, Hath ; Secretary, S. \Y. Fane, Augusta; Assistant, G. F. Danfortli, llangor;
.Messenger, .J. 11. Hanks, Freeport.
Speaker ot the House, Frederick Robie,
<>f Gorlnim ; Clerk, Oramandel Smith, Liuneus; Messenger, J. H. vyalker, Turner;
Assistants. K. II. Ci'ie, Portland, and C.
H. Getehell, Jackson.
I.

ing his rules of Self-Cure, alter undergoing much
suffering and expense, and mailed free on receiving
Address NATHANa post-paid directed envelope.
IEL 31 AY FAIR, 1*. O. Box 153, Brooklyn, N. Y.
spfim:i2

MARRIED.
this city, Jan. 1st, Frank II. Stephenson and
A ngeiia F. Mace, hotli of this city.
Northport, Dee. 2‘Jth, Mr. George S. Dyer and
Eldu.'ta A. Drinkwater, hotli of X.
Rockland, Dec. 27, Mr. IleuryS. rinkliain and
IJzzic A. Post, both of I*.
Lnion, Dec. 2-.lth, 3Ir. Judson Gould and 3Iiss
Josie F. liiplcy, both of Hope.
In
Dec. ll'th, Mr. Samuel I). Simmons
of F., and Miss Lydia A. Simmons of Warren.
In Searsport, Dec. 2Uth, by tlie Rev. J. E. Adams,
Mr. Charles E. Adams and Miss Ida A Barney,both
ill' S.
In Winterport, Jail. 1st. bv All. Mayo, Esq., 31r.
Solomon R. Ritchie and .Miss Xellie *31. Clements,
both of Winterport.

Friendship,

something.”

A Century ok Inn i:\ iion. I ndoubtedly
111 <* great Machinery Hail will be the crowning
point of American triumph in the coming Centennial. While the latter half of the century
which our Union has been in existence proved
vastly more productive of valuable inventions
than the fifty years previous, America can
point with pride to the large number of remarkable labor-saving machines with which
her inventors have blessed the world. The
telegraph, the rotary printing press, the sewing machine. the other leading articles of universal use, have been widely.lauded ; but there
are innumerable articles, the result of American ingenuity, each of which is worthy a descriptive article of greater length than newspaper limits usually allow.
To protect the teeming brain that evolves
with patient thought and thorough !< >1 the perfected idea of some new or improved method
in machinery, manufacture, etc., ami to secure,
if possible, a suitable pecuniary return to such
inventor, the Patent Laws have been established and maintained; but the inventor has to exercise discrimination in the selection of :i solicitor. or he may sutler pecuniary loss in seeking Letter* Patent for an unpatentable article,
or fail to obtain a patent to which lie is justly
entitled on account of laulty specifications.
if a long experience and immense business
witii every department of I'm Pa’eut OJfice, a
thorough conversance with Foreign as well a*
American Patent Law* and Pules, and a success in procuring all desired papers for hi* clientage tha is unequalled, he the best recommendations lor a Patent Solicitor, then Mr. P.
11. Eddy, of 7ti State Street, Poston, *o widely
known as one of tin' most successful nun in
that line, is commended as strongly bv hi*
works to all seeking Patents, Renewals, Extension*, Trade Marks, etc., as he has been
cordialh indorsed for many years pa*t by hi*
patrons and the press of New England.

Ob it uk rn notires, bei/oml tne
must be paid for. J

DF.MOCU.ATK.'

NOMINATIONS.

President of Senate, C. 11. llaskel!,
Clarence \V. Hobbs,

Portland; Secretary,
1 feering.

John C. Talbot, Fast Machias;
H. Morton, Augusta.

Speaker.

Clerk,

C
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Convention at Augusta, Jan. I'Jth.
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We have this

Isle-boro; S

Ferguson, Fall

F.ili

G.

T

GOODS.

liiver.

READ,

and patients alllicted with it reconciled
themselves to death without making anefibrt
to escape from a doom which they supposi d to
he unavoidable. It is now proved, however,
that (JnnsuhipHt'ni ran
rurra', and that it
has hfirn cured in a very great number of« a*e*
(some of them apparently desperate ones) bv
Scheiiek’s Pulmonic Syrup alone; and in other
cases by the same medicine in eonm eiion with
Seheivk's Sea Weed Tonic and Mandrake Pills,
one or both, according to the requirements of
the ease.
Dr. Sehenek himself, who enjoyed uninterrupted good health for more than forty year*,
was supposed, at one lime to he at the very
gate of death, his ph \ sieians having pronouiu ed
hi* case hopelc*.*, and abandoned him
ty fate.
He was cured by the aforesaid medicines, ami.
since his recovery many thousands similar!}
alleeted have used Dr. Scheiiek's preparation-*
with the same remarkable success.
Full directions accompany each, making it
not absolutely necessary' to personally so* Dr.
Sehenek unless patients wish their lungs examined, and for this purpose he is professionally tit his principal office. Corner sixth and
Arch Si*.. Philadelphia, every Monday, where
all letters for advice must be addressed.
Sehenek’.* medicines are sold by ali druggi-ls.

Machine Attachments.

Splendid

to show

prepared

are

Assortment

a

of

-o-

.- Funicular addition gi\ en to Sowing Machine
!«'• pairing, shot (inns Repaired and l.ored to shoot
eh-,..
No. 46 MAIN STREET.
Jan. 1st, ore—if

LINEN HANDKERCHIEFS

CALL and SEE

Both

V-

good

a.,

all

WOOLEN GOODS!
of all

plain and embroidered,

in

assortment of

grades, usually found in

and

qualities

prices.

a

First-Class Tailoring Estamisnineiit!

Also Trimmings to correspond, which are being
manufactured to order by first-class workmen at as
low prhvs as the tine s will ail'ord.
:lt
F; tided to iii all its branches by my\j
t o ka self.
1 have also a line assortment of

rilTTiNR

FURNISHING GOODS
d all kind'. FAFF.R COLLARS, in all
all the oilier better grade of Collars.

H. L.

-i/es, and
H7

LORD.

Handkerchief Boxes,
PERFUMERY.

AN.M'AI. MKKTINt. of the Stockholders
1 of the above named company will be held at the
Treasurer’s office. at Belfast, on Monday, January
1, th, Wo, at I o’clock, 1*. M., for choice of corporation oilews tor th" ensuing year, and to tran>act
such other business as may legally come before said
l’er (truer,
meeting.
JOHN II. Vl IMBY. Sec’y.
Belfast. .1 an. 1, Wo.
-W.?

rpili;

Cookery.

The great and long felt want of housekeeper.*
for suitable cooking vessels, i* at last supplied
bv Patent (iraniU lrt>uir<trt, acknowledged
at sight to he without a rival in the kitchen,
li
is light, easily cleaned, handsome, wholesoim
and handy, it will neither corrode and poison,
like copperware, crack, like cast iron or artlieiiware, rust. Like tinware, or crackle and Make
olf, like porcelain-lined ware, livery piece warranted. J’.eware of imitation*, a*’every piece
is stamped, ‘’Granite Ironware," on the bottom. A good line will be found at Me>*rs.
Wadlin A Merrill. liellast.
tw •_!«;.

Steamship Company,

Habcock

Worsted

Handkerchiefs,

Silk

Fancy

Never Known to Fail.
iswery quiet just now.
—The trial of J.a Page for the murder
Dr. Morris' Syr; k of 1 vr. W ild < hkkuy
SIT, \MKU KATAll DIN,
apt. IJOIX, will
and Horeiiol'Nd has never been km*v\ n to t'aii
rpilK
of the Hangman! girl, began at Concord
L make one trip per week to JJostoi:, leaving 15el
in permanetly curing obstinaie Coughs. Folds.
o'clock. I’. M., and Boston Frilast, l
'-lays at
on Tuesday.
Croup, Whooping <dough, nor any di-ase* m the da's ai 1 o'clock, I’. M., arriving at Belfast Satur—
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ease,

our
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MJLGHI2TIST!
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usual assortment jf HOLIDAY

Hnnnona,

Meade, IlMmes, lioston.
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NEWS.
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incurable" deterred physician*
from attempting to find remedies for that dis-

in

j)ate, Xante and Age

In I.incolnville, Nov. Uth, Doyle Karnes,
aged 82
years, 9 months.
In Freedom, Dec.
.Judith F., wife of K. H. Banton, and only daughter of Ann S. Fuller, aged US
years, 7 months and -f days.
In Warren, It. I., Dec. 17th, Mrs. Clara I*. Griffin,
formerly of Stockton, aged .7 years, 19 months and
i day.
In Thorndike, \!Ud ult., Mrs. 31. .J. Blanchard, aged
■>1 years.
In Morrill, Dec. ‘J9, 3Irs. Betsey 15., wife of
Henry
Follett. aged <17 years, 7 months and 19 days.
In Sears niont, dan. 1, Hannah C. Knight,
aged f>5
<•
months.
years and
In I nion, Dec. lsth, Mr. John Thompson,
aged SU
years.
In Washington, Dec. Mth, Mr. John Nelson,
aged
•VI years.
la Friendship, Dec. -’J, Josiah Sterling,
aged SI
years, 1 month and .go days.
In St. George, Dec. -17, George Hart,
aged 9S yrs.,
7) nios., l.'{ days.
in Itoekland, Dec.
Harry I’ope, aged2S years.
Jn>outh riiomastoii, l>ee. g.>th, F.ben Sweetland,
aged «»t) years.

“Consumption is

Era

GOODS

DIED.

have for many years obst ructed the progress of
medical science.
Tin* false supposition that

New

CHRISTMAS

In
Mi'S
In
Mi'S
In
31 i"-*
In

Thus talks an old fanner about, iiis boys:
‘•From sixteen to twenty they knew more than
I did; at twenty-five, they knew as much; at
thirty, they were willing to hear what I had to
say; at thirty-five, they asked mv advice; and 1
think, when they get to be fen-tv, they will actually acknowledge that the old man does know

A

and others

DEBILITY, LOSS OF MANHOOD, etc., giv-

OUS

Advices have
been received here irom Miltord, N. 11.,
and elsewhere, which satisfy our'authorities that the hoy here claiming to be
Charlie Boss is not the boy missing from
Milford. The question then, is “Who is
he?”
Last evening he visited,the resilience of a citizen ot this town, whose
lamily are quite intimate with the family
of M. Hail Stanton, Esq., of Philadelphia.
On looking over an album, with one of
the lamily, he indentilied and called by
name two sons of Mr. Stanton, whose
photographs he saw. and said that he
knew them and had been at school with
one of them in Philadelphia,
giving the
name of the teacher of the school correctly.
An anonymous letter has been received by
Sheriff Morrill Irom Boston, advising him
to keep the boy for further identification,
the writer saying that he has reason to
believe that the boy is Charlie Boss, and
promising further communication. Mr.
Boss, of Philadelphia has been.again telegraphed to, and has answered that he
will be here on Monday afternoon. A
majority ot the citizens arc quite sanguine
ScilEXCK** Pl LMOXIC Svia !’, M A V. I «;I *
that the boy here is. after all,the long lost
Tonic, and Mandrake Pii.t.s,
These deCharlie Boss.
servedly celebrated and popular medicines ];:. \.■
Editors' and Publishers' Association. effected a revolution in the
healing art, and
The Annual Meeting of the Association of proved the fallacy of several maxims which
at

warning and for the benefit of
who suffer from NERV-

m.isiiKi) as a

Jackets,

TOW EES,

Mapkins, &c.,

&c.

Geo. W, Burkett A Go.
Block, Belfast.

Hayford

«

ei

—Theodore Tilton is to lecture
ger next Friday

in

Han-

night.

—Victoria Woodhull said in a recent
lecture tlial she once converted Henry
Ward Heechor to her

theory ot

“the prop-

agation of the

race on seientilie principles”
but lie hadn't the courage to stick !

“Pacts

are

Stubborn’ Tilings,”

Thousands of human beings are yearly borne
on the swii'i current of disease down to the
grave, just because they do not possess a sulticicnt knowledge of themselves. A man meets
bis neighbor, and the lirst salutation is. “How
or “Ilow is your health
are you
The reply frequently is, “Oh, I am well, with the exa
ot
cold.”
Most
persons
ception
lightly regard a cold. Reader, do you know that a* cold
is one of the nmd dangerous of maladies ? A
(•old not only clogs up the pores of the entire
system, and retards circulation, blit it is productive of Catarrh. which is quite apt to lead to
Consumption. “Oh,” you >av, “It is nothing
but acn/i/ in the head.”
'True; but that r,nl<t
is really a mild form of Catarrh, and if not arrested in its course will become chronic. Catarrh is one of the most disagreeable, offensive
affections in the catalogue of diseases.
The
passage to the nose is obstructed, the sense of
smell impaired, and there is a disagreeable sensation of pressure in the head. In the more advanced stages, there is a discharge having an
offensive odor. If the disease be allowed to
continue in its course, thick, hard incrustations
will form in the head, the bones of which sometimes become softened and break away in
pieces. Why will persons continue to suffer
from such an annoying, disgusting disease,
when they can just as well be cured of it ? ifc*.
Sage’s Catarrh Remedy will cure the worst
forms of Catarrh.; in fact, it is the only sure and
safe remedy which ln.s yet been offered to the
public. Many harsh, irritating preparations
may, for a time, relieve the urgency of the
symptoms, but they do not cure the disease.
Dr. Sage's Catarrh Remedy is soothing and
healing in its effects, and when used with Dr.
l'ieree’s Nasal Douche, according to directions,
does not tail to effect a cure. Sold by all Drug-

gists.

Pills, Potions und Pungencies.

respiratory organs—and it does it too nt <>,<>■.■
It is not iieeessay to take it for a long time before you can discover its beneficial eli' et*. Itsale in this community i* immense, and it* poouiarity universal. It is positirrbj gnarraub cn
to he composed of the purest and best material*,
and prepared in a scientific manner am! to alIt will not and cannot
ways give satisfaction.
A*k for Dr.
Try ii once.
disappoint you.
Morri*’ Syrup of Tar. Wild Cherry and Hon*
hound, and take m> other.
Trial si/e, in cents.
W. <>. Poor A Son. sole agents for I’.cifa*!. A.
J. .Ionian, agent for Oriaml. P. i». Mover,
agent for Jlneksport.

In

Forty-eight

hours a cough may become
dangerous; but within that time am cough can
he cured by the use ot‘ Hake's Honey of
HoitKiiorxi) an i» Tait. Sold by all druggists.
Pike’s Tooth-Ache Drops—Cure in one minute.
Some men, when perplexed in argument, get
as poor debtors in some states get out of
jail—they swear out.
out

Dr. Wistar’.s Ihilsam of Wild Cherry may be
well called a “wonder of medical science.” It
cures coughs and colds instnuter !
It soothes
the irritated parts;-it heals the inflammation;
and even consumption itself yields to its ma«ie
lnlluenec. .»() cts. und si a bottle, large bottles
much the cheaper.
“Mike! Mike! stop seratchin’ yerheud. bye.”
“I wont, marm: they began on me lirst.”
A Wonderful Remedy.
Reader if you
a remedy prompt, safe and reliable'get
“Jackson's Catarrh Snuff and Troche l‘uteller.” Persons who have had Catarrh, Asthma, Coughs, Ac., for years, after using it in
every instance, award it the warmest praise.
Such testimony speaks louder than words. As
tonly costs 3."> cents, try it.
want

A juryman remarked, “May it please yer
honor, l am deaf in one cur." “Then leave the
box,” replied the judge; “a juror must hear

both sides.”

Much suffering and often serious consequences
from neglecting a slight cut, bruise or
sore.
These might be avoided by applying
some healing remefly at once.
The best article
known for Ibis purpose is the “Forest Tar
which
all
contains
the healing properHalve,"
ties of the pure tar in a very uiee form. It is
used in the Hospitals ior dressing wounds and
healing indolent sores and approved by the
best surgeons.
Inquire of your druggist for
“Forest Tar Halve.”
come

“Sambo, sopose I gibs you a bottle o( wiskey
corked,—shut wid a cork,—how would you get

de wiskey out widout pullin’ de cork or breakin’ de bottle?” “I gibs dat up.” “Why, push
de cork in—yah! yah!”

The whole system is kept in a healthy condioccasionally pataking of Hunt's Heine-

tion by

dij. By the curative properties of this medicine

dropsy, Bright’s disease, kidney, bladder and
glandular complaints, diabetes, gravel, incontinence and rention of urine, female irregularities, nervous debility, errors of youth or ma
ture age,excesses,intemperance and maladies of
the urino-genital organs are entirely expelled
from the system, and the patient is restored to
hcallli.
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$2.00aC.40

Rouml Hog
Pork Backs
Lard
Beef
Veal
Dry Cod
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day.

355Cents.
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50

C. R. DAVIS’

11* served seats can he secured at the book
store ol NI. I’. Woodcock \ Son three days in adFor particulars see small bills.
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Good
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will sell

Asthma ?

Asthma ? !

on
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call.

Sure Cure

Relfast, Jan. 1, 1 >?♦».-- tf-f»

Vases. Marble Busts

Buffalo

NEW

MEDICINE,

d

12
1.00al.50

Horn

$5.50a«>.00
$‘».50a4.00
$150
$1.25
2S

and

quet,Tool Chests,

Balm of Life!

TO

BE

[ iTCall and liiul out about it.

Wui. O. Poor & Son,

&c., &c., &c.

NOTICE,

DRUGGISTS,

FOUND

AT

Agents for Belfast and vicinity.
plied at manufacturer’s prices.

xt^-TUe trade sup

MOODY’S
con.

mmx ,e

iimu

srs.

M ORTON’S
CELEBRATED

Just Received.

CONSUMPTIVES, TAKE NOTICE,
Every moment of delay makes your cure more
hopeless, and much depends on the judicious choice
of a remedy. The amount of testimony in favor of

A

Dr.

the following Wednesdays, from 0 to 3 o’clock:
Jan. 13th and 27th, Feb. 10th and 24th, and March
10th and 24th. Consultations free; but for a thorough
examination of the lungs, with the Kespirometor,
the price is $5.
Dr. Schenck is professionally at his principal office, Corner Sixth and Arch Streets, Philadelphia,
every Monday, where all letters of advice must be

Brushes

all Kinds,Parlor Cro-

$l.l0al.5o

Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup, as a cure for con
sumption, far exceeds all that can be brought to
support the pretensions of any other medicine. See
Dr. Schenck’s Almanac, containing the certificates
of many persons of the highest respectability, who
have been restored to health, after being pronounced
incurable by physicians of acknowledged ability.
Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup alone has cured many, as
these evidences will show; but the cure is often promoted by the employment of two other remedies
which Dr. Schenck provides for the purpose. Tnese
additional remedies are Schenck’s Sea Weed Tonic
and Mandrake Pills, By the timely use of these
medicines, according to directions, Dr. Schenck certifies that most any case of Consumption may be
cured.
Dr. Schenck will be at the Quincy House, Boston,

Back

Combs, Fancy Goods of

NOTICES.

PERSONAL

Finishers

C II RI S T M A S I

$7.00a*.oo

Washed Woo!
Unwashed
Hides
Calf Skins
Lamb
Hard Wood
Soft
Shorts per ct.
Lime
Butter Salt

Notice is hereby given that all officers, sailors,
anil soldiers, wounded, ruptured, or injured in the
late rebellion, however slightly, are entitled to a
pension, and thousands ol'pensioners are entitled to
an increased rate.
Apply immediately through
1)K. K. 11. .JACKSON,
Late Surgeon, 1. S. Navy.
No. 1 New Chambers St., New York.
spiyrU*

addressed.
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40a45 Hay
G0a$1.00 Straw
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Cheese
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Orchestra.

play will

Reserved

MAItKr.'t.

Lambs.
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&

Hy Chaui.ks II. Saiki kn i', No. 8 Main .Sti « i.
1 »ul
Flour
£5.0()al 1.00 Corned Beef

Drit d Appl“s
Butter
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Apples

of

Orphan

11

n

I lie

We

Oats
Beans
Potatoes

2Tew

Something

V, pee.

0 l-2al0e per lb.
Prices of Hides, Tallow and Skins
Brighton
Hides 7 l-2a7 2-4 per lb; fallow 0 l-2a7c per 10;
Country Hides <» 1-:, i? l-2e per lb; Tallow 5af»c per
lb; Pelts $1 OOal 50 ea -h; Calfskins 12a 12 1-2 per ib.

Rye
Barley

H0U3eT~

“Belfast Amateur Dramatic
and Musical Association,”

The

Cattle. Sueep & Lamb-. Swine.
in
Maine,
400
1250
dlnu
Western,
Prices of Market Cattle, live weight—-A few ehoiee
s7
1
2a?
extra
$b
;
$(> 25ab 02 1-2; second qualitv $ 1
u5 50; third quality $2 25al 50.
Prices of store Cuttle—Working Oxen, per pair,
$100, $ 150, $ 175a24u. Milch cows and Calves. $25a
02; extra $<»5a05; Parrow Cows $20u40.— Yearlings
$10a22; two year olds $ lSod2; three years old $2sa4i-.
Western Put Swine, live SaS l-2c per lb; dressed

Corn
(’ora Meal
Rye Meal

Agent.

BOTH OKXAMKXTAL \ I S!;| 1 i

with entire new and elaborate -cenery,
co**ijtines, and mu.'ic by the

Market.
N I IS I > A

>

usual.
I». LANK,

WADLIN&MEB RILL’S

—

W

as

fak* ph-u-uire in announcing their SF.COXl) F..Xi 17K l .\ 1 -N.M KN T
\N. 7, oil whirl-occasion they
"il! present the highly popular :.n.d Very fascinating
play of

MARKET.

Cattle

taken

Wednesday Kve., Jan. 12.

Monda ^ Jan. 2
Hi i' bit
\\ i- < | note tin N ^ ork a ml \ ermoni tail
made butter at dyadic; fair to good jIn.; ; common
20u2de; Western 2Sadoe; fair to good 2da25o; com111011 l'Ju21c; bakers’ 10aUse.
Ciikiim:—We qu<»te line factory, including North
ern and Western, at 12aldc; good do at ]| : j;1: v;
common and medium at lual le per lb.
Ivies—Pastern ddadlc: Western duadle.
It i; A Ns
Mediums $140al45; pea beans sib a
1 75; yellow eyes $2 25 per bush.
Pmt.TKY—Turkeys suite; Chickens iial2 l-‘„v.
Potatoes, itc.—iiose and Peerless •Jua-lde; Ja. k
son Whites at 50a55c jm
bush. Onions $1 ;>o per Id.
11AV AND STUAW—We quote Hay at $20a$2l per
ton for prime lots of coarse; $ Irakis for medium,
$12u$U for tine; Straw at $24a$25 per ton.

Brighton

Freight

HAYFGRD OPERA

■mu !■■■ maw —rwi-1-1 nr m ■wmm—a—kwibbm— ianr

BOSTON

ruing.

iiu

.Tail. 1st

Lyon’s Katifairox pr*\en!* the Hair from
falling out or turning gray, renew* it growth,
and gives strength ami vigor. It i< delightfully
perfumed, ami makes a splendid dre**ing. ! :
is the cheapest and most desirable Fair Tonic
ever produced.
Used bv th'* elite. Price onlv
;*i0 cents.
lyr

—

When you see a mail begging hi-: tobacco, remind him that beggars must not be chew-sers.

day

LOT

IMPORTED

OF

In consequence ot a constantly increasing demand
for my goods, I have greatly enlarged my facilities
in manufacture which has enabled me to make large
reduction from former prices of my

GERMAN

Singing Canaries !
i'.rcry
,6.5 Also

l'inl Warranted
a

a

Singer.

large lot of CAGES selling

low.

II. II. MOODY,
Cor. Main and High Sts.

^DRSINGI
good
experienced NURSE
at

Cold Pens!

A
and
may be found
No. 154 Main Street, by those in want.—Uw26*

Gold Pens, Holders & Pencils.
A large and complete assortment
be found at the

of my goods

can

Store

Jewelry
-OF-

CALVIN HERVEY
BELFAST,
Where every hand can be suited in writing, and
every pocket in price. When necessary Pens will be
made to order, (without extra charge), to suit pecu-

liarities of the

J. MORTON,

tyind.

‘,»5

Maiden Lane, New York.

Love and Ago.

In the winter oi l»72-d a sale in a store
at Deer Lodge, Montana, was robbed and
two Chinamen were arrested on suspicion

played with you 'mid cowslips growing
When 1 was six and you were four.
With garlands weaving, llower balls throwing,
Were pleasures soon to please no more.
! i :!*<»* groves and meads, o'er grass and heather.
With little playmates, to and fro.
W< wandered hand in hand together:
But that was sixty years ago.
!

You grew a lovely roseate maiden.
And still our early love was strong;
•" dll. with no cares our
days were laden.
Tlu*\ glided joyously along;
And 1 did love you very dearly—
How dearly, words want power to show:
I thought your heart was touched a*» nearly
But that wa* lili\ years ago.
hen oilier lovers came around you.
h our beauty grew from year to year.
And in.iiiv a splendid circle found you
flic centre ol its glittering sphere;
1 saw \on then, tirst vows forsaking,
< hi rank and wealth
your hand l»esto\\ ;
Mi! tli n 1 thought my heart wa> breaking
But that was forty years ago.

of being the culprits. One was acquitted,
but the other, named Yore, was louiul
guilty and sentenced to three years in the
penitentiary. It now turns out that Yore
is innocent ami that be consented to be
imprisoned, the guilty patties paying him
8;’> per day during the term of Ids incarceration.
The enterprising heathen has
already received over .*l'itt.tt) ironi his employers, and leels perfectly satislied with
his peculiar bargain.

:

Oregon has a cereal which looks like
wheat, rye. and barley, and isn't either of
them; and the “leading agrieultutfets” of
the stale are puzzling themselves about it.
Ifs history is strange.
About four years
ago a larnter living in Tilamook county,
<
tregon, killed a wild goose, in whose crop1
lie found a peculiar looking grain. lie
planted it ; it multiplied wonderlullv. and

1

:

And I lived on to wed another;
No cause she gave me to repine :
And when 1 heard you were a mother.
1 did not wish the children mine.
M own young lloek. in fair progression.
Made lip a pleasant Christinas row ;
M\ joy in them wa- past expression;
But that w a- thirty year- ago.
'i

raised forty bushels on
halt an acre ot land. Its growth is peculiar, from seven to ten stalks springing
from one root. The kernel is very thin
and compact, of a bright straw color, and

matron, plump end comelv,
dwelt in fashion's brightest blaze:
M\ earthly lot was far more homely.
But. I too, had my festal da *s.
N merrier eyes have ever glistened
\round tin- hearthstone'- wintry glow
I Man w hen niv younge-t child w as christened; !
But that was twenty years ago.
-mi g!'.’\v a
»>u

i

M\ eldest girl

pa--cd.

married.
1 am a grandsire gray ;
four years old 1 carried
Among the wild Dowered meads to plav.
In Mir old lields of childish
pleasure,
A
l.c-iv now. a- then, the cowslips blow :
lid- her casket's ample mea.-un.—
And tin- i- not ten 3car- ago.
me

\nd

«

was

now

he- p

of

li

A dead bear was boxed up in Kastport
and sent to Boston. The hind feet were
allowed to protrude through holes, and

were covered with
paper bags. On the
arrival ot the box in- Boston it was tound
that the bags had been exchanged for a
pair ol cotton socks and a pair of1-2 ladies' boots, which, as was expected, attracted the attention of the police. Orders
having been executed to convey the box

police headquarters,

was

Slave thought of you with kindness,
\nd shall do till our last good night.
cr-rolling, silent hours
A l| bring a time we shall not know,
A li. 11 <mr \
oiing days of gathering Dower'd .d 1* an hundred years ago.
1

extremely hard,

to

c-ugh tirst love's impassioned biindne-pa-sed away in colder night.

1-

subsequently

he

a

summoned !

t he Centennial

grounds

jury
at

ol'

inquest

Philadelphia

situated on the western bank ot the
Schuylkill river, and within Fail-mount

are

park, the largest public, park in proximity
to a great city in the world, and one ol
| t lie most beautiful in the country. The

1

Park contains MiiO acres, Ido o! which
liave been enclosed lor the Kxhibition.
I
l Sl'uCK \T I ill. t 'I.NTKXM XI
Hie Besides this tract, there will be large
; i,
agei of the (Centennial Exhibition ol yards near by for the Kxhibition ol stock,
and a farm of lo acres lias already been
'V' have leased, for the
purposes of the
•posed show ol live stock, a plot of suitably planted tor the tests of ploughs,
bout twenty-two acres, now in use
by mowers, reapers, and other agricultural
la IVnnsylvania Railroad
Company, lor machinery.
i
k yards, and situated within a few
A smart-looking boy about 12 years old
hundred toot oi tiie principal entrance to
'he Exhibition grounds.
This ground is called into a Detroit bookstore yesterd-.-v
passed by street railways, as well as bv and said his mother wanted same cards.
IVnnsylvania Railroad, which will 1 he clerk supposed lie meant playing
eel a depot
upon it. for passenger ac- cards, and accordingly wrapped up a
commodation, and has already sidings pack. 'The boy came back in the course
"id platforms within the inclosure for of halt an hour, thing the cards down,
he
unloading of animals, so that they and said: ‘-Mother dont want that kind—
‘■an be
brought from any point xvithout she’s got five or six pucks in the house
tr in-liipnieiu.
She wants some with marked
1 lie existing
shedding now. so
b be cleared
she can deal lone hands and
axvay, and the whole sur- backs
1
handsomely renovated and supplied warm it to dad !’’
i l * -dulls,
\\ ater is now distributed
A boy. aged ten
throughout the entire track by serviceyears, was -vnl to
The teacher, to
pipe' twenty-live feet apart; large num- school for the first time.
bers of
neighboring sheds and barns pro- test his information, asked him, --Who
vide sufficiently tor storage of
l’lie boy could not answer,
hay. grain, made you:
<Ve. : and hotels hard
by, formerly used l’he teacher told him the proper answer,
by the drovers, will accommodate exhib- and desired the hoy to remember it.
hours alter the teacher repealed
it01''3 and their agents.
Special series of Some
the question,
iive stock exhibitions have been
l he boy rubbed bis head
provided
;i' loHow,'
Horses from September in great agony, and at length answered.
i to September lo: neat
cattle, Irom Sep- “1 swow! I have forgot the gentleman's
name!”
temher l'u to October
o; sheep, swine,
dog'. Irom October 111 to October go;
The Danbury Nows mail, \vl:-> wears a
i"1111 ■!.' Irom October i'o to November 10.
very- promising boot, went home to tea
the other night, and being asked to get a
] lie J .(union papers describe a curious
scuttle of coal lie relnscd because of weacommemorative monument that is to be riness.
Said lie: "It don’t seem as if
witnessed in one of the most ireijucnted I
could put one foot before the other."
of
the
thoroughfares
Knglish metropolis. "Wbat’s the mailer ? asked the misera-Hi observant spectator will notice that
ble woman "jin' lucre room
lie got
the lirst floor windows of a
large house at the coal.
be corner ol Howard M. present a
peculiar
appearance. The shutters are up, am!
One of three gentlemen in a pew in
and they are covered thickly with dust,
while through the chinks rail be seen the church on Sunday attempted In build a
blinds, also thick with dust, and moulder- pyramid ol silk hats in the aisle. A lady
ramc along and her shirts
upset the structing away with age. These shutters and
ure, whereupon a wii ked little Imv in the
blinds have been in exactly the same
pobehind audibly said, "Set 'em up
tioa, untouched, lor about liltv years. pew
again.”
that
time
no human loot, it is
During
believed, has entered that room. And
A Duluth girl married a young man bethe reason i> this: bitty years
ago a cer- cause he lifted his hat so
beautifully as he
tain noldehian was
engaged to be married, passed her. She got a divorce because lie
the day was fixed, the wedding
morning lifted the table so beautifully when the
.10 ed, the breakfast was laid out in that
dinner did not suit him.
spacious and handsome room, the bridewas
to
to
groom
ready
proceed
church,
What can lie more foolish than to think
when h was discovered that the bride 1 hat all this
rare Inline of heaven and cart h
was
a
note
in
her handwriting could conic
missing:
by chance, when ill the skill
was found addressed to the
bridegroom, of art is not able to make an ovster?
briefly inlorming him that she had eloped [.Jeremy Taylor.
: ml
morning with his “best man.” a gay
and gallant captain of
dragoons. The JiltHeston has seven hundred haekmen,
ed bridegroom did not say much: but he and if
you ever go there you will wonder
w ent alone to the room in which
the wed- how the whole seven hundred can
get
breakfast
was
laid
ding
out, with his own hold ot your carpetbag and holler in voiir
nands pul up the shutters and drew the ear at once.
blinds, looked the door and took the key He
■avi orders that the door should be nailed
felly iianeroi'. :i 11 e ccnlri hermit, 7U t ars
up ami barred with padlocked bars, ami old, was 1. >11 in I head ill her Inn at fast Windsor.
(.'mm., on Sunday morning. Fur tliirti
tint no one should enter the room again.
year- -lie lived in an cxcavalion s, oofied 'Mil
When the house was let it was
stipulated in a hillside, and positively refused to receive
that the room in quest ion should remain I ally aid from her rclnlives or go to tile town
untouched, and a sum ol £->qo per an- house. Finaliv ihelown \oted to lca-e a small
site and erect abut for her, ami shortly afternum was paid to the tenant to
compensate
bail Ibi- the deprivation of tnc use of the ward- -iie moved inio her new quarters. i'p
to within a lew years she used to go around
room. The nobleman has been dead some
I coin place to piatr. I'anbtstieaily dressed, and
years, bid it i- believed the room has
wearing men's clothing u'that ot her sex wanever been entered since he closed it, and
searee.
Wlien preparing the body for interit was found covered with layer upon
|ben- are the wedding meats” moulder- ment,
of rags, the remnants ol elotliing she had
layer
ing -ilently away, and the ornaments put on from time to tmn- and never removed,
■
•rumbling into dust in the funereal gloom. and in tins mass of rags were found nearly a
hundred small bags and pockets tied up with
strings. In u inch were nickels and copper coins
A singular
scone, was witnessed in a and scrip, aggregating w-Jg. I ].
\ vv 'i ork court-room, the other
day, the
■pectators ni which could not but be
aio'ed to pity. It appeared that a
poor
"■'low named Mrs. Sharkey put out her
my eliiId tn nurse about lour rears ago
w it.li a (ierinan woman in
that city. Airs,
/ T AGENTS WANTED FOR THE
sharkey herself earned a living by nurs:ig tl e sic,',, and was unable to take care
■I the child. The Herman woman became
'-7
or the
attached to the child, however, and retuseil to surrender it when asked to do so
Tim great interest in the thrilling
liistorv/»i‘ u;
makes this the fastest selling book <\,r
by the mother, setting up an alleged lien country
li contains over -loo hue .-Yistormal enpublished,
tor a levy weeks
unpaid board of the child. gravings and ‘*oo pag< s, with a fall acont of the aj
Airs. Sharkey then applied to the Courts proaching grand Centennial celebrat ion. Send for a
iull description and our extra term- to Agent-.
tor redress, and obtained a writ of habeas
NATIONAL I'LliLIslI INC Co., Philadelphia. Pa.
from
orpus
.fudge Donohue. This tailshe
made
ing
iurther complaint, and Cl O a
day at. Iioine A cents wauled, Ouliitami
fudge Donohue issued a peremptory order v|£- terms free. TKl'K & CO., Augusta. Maine.
requiring the production of the child in
< ourt.
As soon as the Herman woman WANTED AGENTS. Canvassers should
cure territory at om-e tor l ie Lite and I'ublic
made her appearance with the child the Services ol' Henry Wil.-on. bv ld \. l-.iias Nason,
mother rushed toward her and attempted For 'I'ernis, address the I’ublislier, !L If KI'SSKLI.!
55 Cornhill, lioston, Mass.
to take possession ot her
offspring. The
woman, however, retained her hold, and ^Rnnn ,or :i
Cough, Cold or A-i Inna
QvlUUU ti,;lt ADAMSON s li. r. l;.\LS \M will
lor some time the two women til
ged at
,,ot <,un‘bv Druggists at :.5 cts.
fifl! n f Circular
the child, each striving to take it from UULU
free. Addre.
Di:. F. \\ KINSthe other. Iloth women screamed, and MAN, Augusta, Maine.
Hie child, apparently in utter bewilderNo Chartres for obtaining
ment, submitted to the strange handling,
Patents
successful.
TO INVENTORS Pamphletunless
lint not without considerable
A. Shaw,
free.
screaming.
ill) Tremout Street, Poston?
I he Court oflieers, as soon as
recovthey
ered from their astonishment,
I'l l: WEEK GCARANTKED to
separated Jit
the women, and the mother
M
M Agents, Mule and Female.in their
hurriedly
own locality,
m
m
firms and Outfit
rushed from the court room with her
J" M free. Address 1*. o VICKERY &
child. J he Herman woman .was so much
C<Augusta, Maine.
overcome that sdie loll into a lit of
hysterics and had to be carried out.
The scene CC
(JlOri per day at home. Samples worth £!
IU 4>£V tree. Stinson &
•Irow together a very large crowd and atCo., Cortland, Me.
tracted general attention, many
rushing
N
r>
R
I*:
A
DING, PSYCIR )M A N CY, IA SC IX A
out from other court rooms to discover
11 ON, Soul Charming, Mesmerism, and Marthe cause of the noise and altercation, riage Guide,
showing how either sex may fascinate
which was plainly audible in the streets and gain the love and affect it 1 of am person they
choose instantly. 400 pages. Pv mail*.'*'1 cts. Hunt
about the Court House.
& Co., m S. nil St.,
_:_a_

CATARRH.

H

Won id willingly have given one
hundred dollars for the relief
obtained from the first dose.

that ever afflicted mortal man. Whenever I took a
fresh cold it would settle in my head, causing the
most violent sneering, accompanied by excessive
discharges from in; ey« s and nose. For days and
days my -ullei iug would he intense, and finally settling in my loins and bowels would render my life
miserable for a month. Never, during all my suffering-, w a I able to obtain even temporary relief
from any medicine I ever tried. Three weeks ago,
while, .-atiering from the worst attack I ever had, 1
procured a bottle ofSA\mia>‘s Kadicai. Ci kk nut
< at \: i;11.
I he relief from the first dose was so
gratifying that I would willingly have given one
hundred dollars to obtain it. A few doses completely
cured me.
My head has since been perfectly free
from mucous accumulations, my breathing easy, and
not a symptom of trouble about my back aud bowels
has presented itself. Its effects in my case has been
truly rnnaikable. Very respectfully,
IF M. YALE,
Sail and Awning Maker,
South Market St.

CATARRH.
A Remarkable Case of Catarrh
Cured by the use of Twelve

Bottles.
We select the lollowing case ns showing how
frightful this disease may become, and as a convincing proof of the value of Santokd’s Kauk At, Cikk
as a reliable remedy for its cure even in cases of the
greatest
verity. We regret tli.it from motives of
delicacy, the gentleman declined to permit the use
of his name:
<
.1 o. 11.—T his is the cast* of a man in the
prime of life who had contracted this disease through
a
bad eoM six years ago. Favored bv a scrofulous
condition of the blood, the disease sent its acid poison into every part ol‘ the system, so that when he
commenced t he use of Samoa's Radical Ctlci
i; had become one of the worst cases ever experienced b\ any living man. The discharge at night
\va- thi'-k, putrid, streaked with blood, and so ex
ive iii quantity as in discharge itself upon the
pillow during si* ep, and collecting in quantities in
in- throat, would, at the point of -irangulation,
wake him. Several times each night lie was obliged
to get up and partially clear bis nostrils and throat
before lie coald sleep. From the use of the first,
bottle of the Radical Cure to the present, the cure
has been gradual, satisfactory, and permanef. He
!.a
used in .iU twelve bottles, and now experiences
it" retina of
he discharge nor any of its disagreeable
symptwM-e besides enjoying unusually good health
olerwis

«

©
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CURE

Philadelphia.

A \\ KALTiiv \ orxi; Man*.

Journai

announce.,

of tliis year Joshua

tained his

ma

jority.

that

on

The Boston
Christmas Day

Montgomery Sears,
The father left

at-

an es-

tate valued at his death in 1N7>7 at about

million six hundred thousand dollars,
which he placed in the hands of
Alpheus
Jlardy, lloratio Harris and Hugh Montgomery to hold in trust. The education
of the son has been
carefully looked after
by Air. Hardy, who is known to many of
our citizens as a summer visitor at Bar
Harbor, where he owns a cottage; and
the business ol the estate has been so judiciously managed that its total valuation
is now estimated in the
vicinity of nine
millions. The investments are largely in
real estate, and the city of Boston is indebted to the good taste of the trustees of
the Sears property for the erection of
its noblest business structures.
The will
of the late Mr. Sears was somewhat peculiarly worded, but the son has a large fortune to start with and it is likely that the
whole property will fall into his hands.

DEVOE’S

—Briniant—

one

1’roctor, the astronomer, who is only
years old, already has eleven
children, with a very promising future yet

thirty-nine

to hear from.

SAFE, ECONOMICAL, REST, FOILS A LE BY Ai
GROCERS. SAFE. ECONOMICAL RES 1.

A series of

uninterrupted Cures

effected with it by a we! 1known Boston Physician.
From

Dr

Chas

Main-

Catarrh is the op/trol/ium nmUcorutn ol the medical prolession, and by many i~ f nought incurable.
'* ie 11, therefore,
a preparation is presented to my
• mtice, endorsed by s
responsible a firm as Messrs.
AN <•* k> A I’otter. 1 am bound to give it a lair and unprejudiced trial, and when such trial results in a
i''-; ot uninterrupted curss, 1 cannot allow
professional etiquette to interfere with a candid expression of my regard for it.
I therefore give Sanif v • i< a i. (ini-: mm: Catakkh
my unqualii;ed approval, and consider it as a
remedy for the
treatment ot
wry form of Catarrh superior to any
prepara, oi laid down iii any text-book with which
i am faoi.jmr.
Vcrv respectfully,
1 >i:. CllAlli.KS MAIN,
• >''
1 ■_* Harrison Avenue.
May l1'.
>

1

sst'ul in tin treatment ot Catarrh that
now
'miuend it * xelusively, and consider it far supeto any preparation ever before
prepared for this
ISAAC 1. CAMCBKHL,
Hr; -gist, Broadway, South Boston.
And Cxaminer of I>rugs, B. C. H.

siu-e*
■''>
u'
w

-•

I- .cli package contains a Treatise on Catarrh and
Ik. Santbi I's Improved Inhaling Tube. Brice $ 1 no.
sen! prepaid
aiiy part of the l uited States tor
•S'--’1- I-"i'- ;:le !•. 1
everywhere. \\'KICKS
A B< > I fl.l,’, Boston, (leneral
Agents.

iruggists

l
^ANI’OKl‘'S JAMAICA (iINHl il for
siu.pl*- Colds and Chills.
bw'.’l

Sewing

Machines

HAVE YOU SEEN THE NEW

WHEELER & WILSON

I in

r-I'tling all othci> in tin market, and
an n •. oluiioiti/ing tie- whole
wing machine trade.
( ';mpetent judges ot't Ik various machines
agree that
the
u
!ie< 11
& Wilson Sewing Machines are
up<

>

superior to all others now iit u-e.
Iteinember they
;ak< the Lock Stitch ami iu- no shuttle,tints obviate
the use of a elattering shuttle, ami does away the
!m aking of t hiv;i<l and needles so much
experienced
in tIn- >\<r of shuttle machine'.
Au*l Imre I wish to >t:ite that a great many por"i:- liiii a
-ewing maching without the knowledge
'“tistrio t ion of an
and they are afterwards sorry
tor it ; ami for the protection of those who are about
io purcha-e a machine, should not be
governed by
w!i it agent- for ol her machines td! you that their
nim hine i- tIn* best.
I'he Idea that this or that mayhim- the In m is nothing to do with the true merits ol
sewing- machine. Therefore examine the
m
v
productions of tin* Wheeler & Wilson Manuiactunng t ompauy and then you will be convinced
ti e best sewing machine.
The work runs
’\'-:rli
li'lwr way on these machine'-.
They use any kind
t thread and sews front the tinesl muslin to
heavy
-•sillier; il I ell', il< ia-. Hruids, ( mils, lucks, Hinds,
and makes beautiful 11 cm Stitching and Puffing.
M ichim set up on trial on application at thisolliee.
.Machine'- sold on easy monthly installments. Old
machines taken in part payment for new ones.
I
k< ej) oil hand needh and attuchnents for till kind of
machine
I keep a superior ipiuntiiy of needles, which I sell
:i? .••«■!' per do/en.
Orders for needles tilled by
'"••til when tin* ca-It accompanies fcthe order. All
goods warranted to he the li -t ijualitv. or money
lelttc.ned.
Call on or address
-.

I V. MILLER,

RHEUMATISM & NEURALGIA
This remedy is the result of the research of one of
the Proprietors who had been a great sull'erer for
years and who had tried all the advertised remedies
and .■'kill of many physicians without obtaining relief. A radical cure was obtained and numerous sim
ilar cures effected among his friends and acquaintances without an * xception, induced him to put. it
before the public. That it will cure the most sever*
cases of Rheumatism we have abundant testimony
to show, which may be found in our circulars. All of
which proof is bona tide and from those who have
been benefited bv its use.
S A. HOWES & CO., Agent*,

Belfast, Maine.

For sale by all Druggists, price one dollar per
bottle. Liberal discount to tin* trad**.
PIERCE RR<» niF.KS,
Manufacturers and Proprietors,
(imL'g
Bangor, Maine.

Railroad Whai*J‘, Portland
e v ]■: n \

Thursday Eve., commencing

“Harper’s

ii

o:!h

Church

Belfast, Me., Box 1$5.
St., under the Journal Office.
tl'Jg

THE

O’CLOCK,
For Kockland, Camden, Uelfast, Searsport, l.ueksDeer
Isle, Sedgwick, So. W. Harbor,
port, Cantine,
Mt. Desert, Millhridge, Jonesport and Machiasport.
will
leave Machiasport every Monday
Iietnrning
morning at 5 o’clock, touching at the above named
landings, (except Huckspoit.) arriving in Portland
same night.
i11 take passengers and

neeting with the railroad

new.

To the Honorable
of Waldo :

Judge

of Probate for tin

hardly surprising that

“L’EMPERATRICE.”

cure

con

ox

ii h

i

OSBORNE
bombs.)

the late Chas. It. i

to

salil

m;^klh:r.s
1>KA I.KIM

Sails made and
Swan <N, Sihlev 's \s

H'

at short notice. Loll *01
hart', loot of Main street.
.JOHN 11. IIIOMHS.
Clio i OS BOHN 1
-J, li>75—limos.'i

lfa.-'t, .Jul)

MAKY

Upon the foregoing Petition, Ordered, t hat the
petitioner give notice to all persons interested by
of said petition, with this order thereon, to be published three weeks successively in the
Republican Journal, a paper printed at Bel fa-t, that
they may appear at a Probate Court to be held attic
Probate Office in Belfast, aforesaid, on the second
Tuesday of January next, at fen o’clock in tlie forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have, why the
same should not be granted.
\\ M. M. R l ST, Judge.
A true copy. Attest
B. P. Ftt:i.t>, Register.
a copy

S T K E E T»

In (lie room lately occupied
.H'in, has been named t he
and

by tie late David Dur-

TEMPERANCE SALOON,
will be strictly run on that principle.

Oysters Fresh from

the

Shell !

c* lb- i-getting ready for the Holidays when
Christmas tree will be set up. ijee small bills.

G.

W.

hsH

>•

a

CL/VEK, Belfast

corn!

\\ ili

\Y. 1’. Fa

until furthe- notice- as follow
Wedm-.-'i.-ty, Dec. L'dh

run

Belfast,

Leave

;\^woi;
on

-,

ii,

building south of Court House.

isr m w

Wharf,

Sanford

FOR CASTINE AND BROOKSVILLE,
On Mondays and Thursdays,
at 2 o’clock 1
M.
on We duesdays ami Sat unlays,
at !a o’clock A. M.
.May la\ until 10 o'clock for Ihe.-ton boat.

brasliy, weak

Monday, Tuesday, Thursday

&

>: !.'• A. M*
>
ho A. M
e-aeh way.

Friday

at.

C'astine

at

Touching

at Dies boro

Ryder’--

<

d\

•

-F A It F
From IW-lfa.-1 to islesboro & Ca-timlJrook^vilb-'

Return, 7.‘.e\
#1.00

oi

FARM FOR 1 f I K ROUND

Judge of Probate

forth* Countv

1 it i I

From < 'a-tim- N U-h-sboro,Monday N Thm>day, SI.on
For the Rouml Trip from Brooksville-,
$ 1.2->

MERY SAWYER, Administrator of the estate
_J of Augustus Lanpher, late of searsport, in said
County, deceased, respectfully represents that ticgoods, chatties and credits of said decease d are not
sufficient to ansyver his just debts and charges ol
Administration, by the sum of eight hundred and
lifty dollars. That the real estate, being the homestead of said deceased, is so situated that a division
thereof cannot be made without greatly depreciating
the value of that portion thereof as would rema n
unsold.
W11 KKEi <»kk your pelitioner pray.' your honor to
grant him a !h use to sella ml convey a II of the al
estate of said deceased, to >atisfy his debts and incid: ntal charges, and charges of Administration.
EMERY SAW i LIE

171

At a Court, of Probate, held at Belfast, within and
lor the County of Waldo, on the
*c• *:
i Tuesday
of December, A. D. is; 5
-•

Fpon the foregoing Petition, ordered, That the
petitioner give notice to all persons interest' d In
causing a copy of said pet ition.with this order t hereon, to be published three weeks successively in tin
Republican .Journal a paper printed at Belfast, that

they

may appear at a Probate <‘ourt. iu be held at
tlie Probate office iu Belfast afo-e.-aid, eu the second Tuesday of January nexi, at ten o'clock ii
the forenoon, and shew cause, if any ’bey have.whv
the same sh. uld not be granted.
WM. M. RL'ST, .Judge.
A trim copy. Attest— B. P. Fll-:i.l», Register.
To the Honorable
of Waldo

.Judge

thin hair thick* ns; and failed or gray hair resume
original color. Its operation is sure and harm
ft cure- dandruff, heals all humors, and keeps
h-.-s.
the scalp cool, (lean and soft—under which conditions, diseases of the scalp are impossible.
As a dre, -ing for ladies’ hair, the \ i*;<>i: i.- prais
ed for its grateful and agreeable perfume, and valued
for the sol: lustre and richne-s of tone it imparts.

Will. Wasson, Agt., Broe.ksv ille; Hooper & Shepherd, Agts., la.-tin'-; Be nj. Ryde-r, Agt., lsb-sbore);
Howarel (dnant, Agt.. Bedfast.’
Belfast, Dec. It, Is,'.).

and Carvers' Harbor
Fall Arrangement.

yacht I*. M. IJonney, ( apt.Thos.
*
llurgess. will make weekly trip* between thi> eit v and < ’an it’s Harbor, on
II' and
al'ft
flumday, >ept. Kith, Wo.
Count ry produce of all kinds will bo
at
market
nongrit
prices,
eople who wish to dispose of the same wid do well to give us a c.\ li. May
be seen a", the store of Woods, Mathews, ,v Baker,
or onboard the schooner, at Hamden's \\ harf, where
she may be found when in port.
Fare for- Passengers. $1.00.
K
rjpil
JL.

Sold

Belfast, Sept. Util, 1?>75.

lltf

Commencing
Danville

!25,

Oct.

1815,

Junction

and

(Irani

Trunk

Kailway, and via Kastern and Boston & Maine Kailroads, arriving in Boston at 7:55pm
I.cn"e Belfast 3:00
p. m. "connect ing to Devter
anti Bangor, and with night Pullman Train, for
Portland ami Boston, arriving at 6:15 a,, m,
PAYSON TUCKER, Supt.
tf5l
Portland, June ee, 1875.

BUI GENERIS,

chatties and credits of said deceased ar* n<>! suillcient to answer his just debts and charges ot Administration, by the sum of six hundred dollars.
Wn i:i:i:i < tUK your petitioner prays your honor to
grant h* r a license to sell and convey the homestead farm, boiii«j all of the real estate of said dedeceased, including the reversion ot the Widow’'
dower thereon,) as will satisfy his debts and incidental chargf s, and charges of Administration.
License by private sale.
A BUY D. MOIRLW.
A: a Court ol Probate, held at Belfast, within and
lor the County of Waldo, on the second Tie sdny
of December, A. D. 1870.

Mil. F. W. COLLINS
Belfast and vicin-

Patterson’s,)
\\ here he will keep a complete stock of
Smoked, Dry, Salt and Fresh Fish.
<5 Nice Oysters and Clams a specialty.
.‘{m'Ei*
&

Petition. Ordered, That tin
petitioner give notice to all persons inten sled by
of
a
said
causing copy
petition, with this order thereon, to be published three weeks successively in the
.Journal
a
Republican
paper printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probatt Court, to be held at
the Probatt Office in Belfast. aforesaid, on the second Tuesday of .January next, at t< n o’clo.-k in tin
forenoon, and hew cause, it any they have, why the
same should not be grant' d.
WM. M. iri s 1. Judge.
A true copy. Attest—1L P. iiia.u,

Register.’

At a Probate Court held at B< tfast, within and for
the County ol Waldo, on tin- second Tuesday of
December, A. 1). 1875.
AXX I.IBUY, widow of Lewis Li bln
late of Winterport, in said County of Waldo,
deceast d, having presented a petition for an allow
ance from the personal estate of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said Mary Ann give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy of this order to
be published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate < ourt, to be held at Belfast, w’ii bin
and for said County, on the second Tuesday' ol
January next, at ten" of the clock before noon, ami
show cause, if any they la ve, why the
prayer of
said petition should not he granted.
WM. M. RL'ST, Judge.
A true copy, Attest •.B. P. Fii.i.n, Register.

MARY

At a l’robate Court held
the County of Waldo,
December, A. D. ls?o.

on

The second

Tuesday

-A N D

ol January next.at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, whv the
prayer of said petition should not he granted.
WM. M. BI ST, Judge.
A true copy, Attest -Ij. P. Fn;i.i>. Begister.
At a Probate Court held at Belfast,within and for
the County of Waldo, on the s-coud Tuesday ol
December, A. D. lt>75.
F. Mc’CABTY, widow of William II. McJJ Carty, lat.- of Belfast, in said County of Waldo,
deceased, ha\ ing presented a petition that an allowance may be made her from the
personal estate ol
said deceased.
Ordered, 1 hat tHe said Ella F. give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy of this order to
he published three weeks
successively in the Bepublican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at 11 Prohate Court, to he held at Belfast, within
and for said County, on the second
’Tuesday of
January next, at ten ot the clock before noon, and
show cause, it anv they have,
the prayer of
why
said petition should not be granted.
WM. M. BUST, Judge.
A true copy.
Attest—B. P. Fiki.I), Begister.

IT^LLA

in the County ol \\ aldo, deceased,
by giving bond
as the law directs; he therefore
requests all persons
who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to
make
immediate payment, and those who have
any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for
settlement
tohimJ. D. LAMSOX.

MABY E. PAGE, late of Belfast,
in the County of Waldo, deceased,
by giving bond
the law directs; lie therefore
requests all persons
who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to
make
immediate payment, and those who have
anv demands thereon, to exhibit the same for
settlement
to him.
EDWABD L. WIUTTIKU.

AND

i:i:m:i:s to:-

Kearsport,
Georgetown,

Me.
s. (;.

IKE OTTOES
■>

ots. to 50 cts.
At li. F. WELLS’.

^TOTICE!
All
indebted

to me by note or account
persons
requested to settle at once, by check or Postal
Money Order. After Feb. 1st, 1870, they will settle
with my attorney.
are

ARNOLD HARRIS,

Dec.

and tedious than by the old methods. Teeth inserted in Kubber or Celluloid Hase, as persons prefer,
lie has the country right for the us< of

Dr. Folsom’s

Improved Dental

Part ieular attention
artificial teeth.

SHOP

AND OTIII K 1I.LS OF

wrapper.
50 cts. and

Manhood:

tf'-iti

Mathews Pros.’ Steam Mill, Cor. o!
and Miller Sts., licit a st, M<

and excellence bv any others

How Lost. How Restored!

»*

VIENNA, 1873; PARIS, 1867.

,,r

1

tin

tion in a f..rm to secure fortlnm. an
earl) ami favor
able consideration
rh. Pa: cut <'dice.
l.l'MI .\ l> Iil.'KK K late <mVr of Patents.”
“>fr. P. 11 lit.i v lias i:.ad. for in. w-r 'I'll IIM *
applications for Patents, having be. n >ii<*(*t*>sful in
almost ever.'
>u. ! utimi-taiciMo proof
ofgreat
tal.-i;! and ul-ilitv on i i- part .-ads in.-torecommend
\i ! inventors to
up; i, to him to procure their pa
tent s, as 111» y may !•■
ur
-! ha\ing the most faith
tul attention ‘>. .-tou .1
up m tin ir cas.-s, and at verv
•rea-onahle eharg
JolIN 1 At.'.AIM."
Uoston, Jan 1 I
lyr .T.

1

s
urcran

CATALOGUES

T H K

HAMLIX
KG AN CO.. IT. I Tremont Street, I’.os
TON
Union Square, NEW Vt >UK ; oj M* & s*i
Adams St., CHICAGO.
■

For Sul<

i:i Bella-t bv

TUTTLE,

Chartered by

Agent.

WINTHROP

l.’i\tv
P»i io

A. Naylord. 1
P.elfast, M
Lx-Mayor,
Israel Cox, lien’I Ins. Agent,
44
llarri- >n llayldrd, Parmer,
I*. M. .Moody, Horse Trainer,
S. .1. Dean, l’rop. of Livery Stable, Poeklaml
Pben W.Seavey, Hotel Keeper, .No Searspori,
Robert C. Ames, Team-ter,
d. \'\ Pilack, Deputy SI: eri tl",
L M. Hale Sc ( o., Stage Props. Lllswonh,
AV. L. Cleave-, Prop of Liv. Stable Stockton,
41
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powerful
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FURNACE

DOMESTIC ANIMALS.
win,

act

an

PORTLAND.

itself
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of tin- most capable and
with whom 1 l:a>.- had <> f
< HAPl.liS MASnN,
(,'omVr of Patents.”

on.

“I have no he-iiation in
assuring inventors that
hey ran not employ a man mo a
<in/u‘h ut nntl trust
worthy and more i*:ip:i!>|<* of putting their appina-

designs,

t

1>T1MUMALS.

1

PIANO-HARP CABINET ORGAN
qm.-ite combination of these instrument?.

iN ALL

In- mimes of 11en! bum
M/j A ii neto its extraordinary merits

,,,,,

"1 regard Mr. l-.ddy .i
successful prael it iom:
licial intercours.

NEW STYLES ^rsi"«taiE£
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a-
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All 'i.'i'C'-uy of a jourii y to
Washington to pro
Patent, and the usual great delay there, are
hen saved inventors.
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OF PATENTS
Fr;n!f‘ lark' or Ihsigns,

of upwards of .50
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cur. Patents in the I'uited
also
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■Mates;
P.ritain, I-ranee, and other for
eign oiiiitri'-s. Caveats, Sp< ■.mirations, Assign
in. lit
and till papers lor Patents \.-ru! ed on reason
aide terms, with despatch. Kesi-urche* made to determine the v alidit v and utility of Patents of I u\ en
tioii', and ley I and other advice rend, red in all
matter Pouching t In -aim*. < 'opic* of tin- claims .d
anv patent I'urni>!:e.; i,- remitting one .Jollai
Assignment r*-corded in Wa -hi igton.
A" \<j< )>•'!/ m r!" t uii'iif <tut- >• p,assesses superior
fiin/iti< s tor ol>{uiaim/ /’uh nts vr
vseertamiuy the

JU WAY?

EASY PAYMENTS.;rented until
payments:
pays

PATENT-

H. EDDY
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American Organ? ever awarded any medal
in Europe, or which present such extruordi
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a? to command .1 wide sale there.
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For Iiiu-ntimis.

THREE HIGHEST MEDALS

This
Cross
ir.n'

much the

.In-i published, a now edition ot Or.
uherxMdri ( elebraleil K%on tinni'/irul care
without
medicine; of Srr.iiM a mi;Hiin- a or
.seminal Weakness, in\oluntarv seminal
l,os>'-.,
Imi’ot: \< v. Mental ami Physical incapacity, 1m
< < ».\-i .w ri in.s,
t‘>
Man
al
ia^e,
.•!»•.,
u,
pediments
KI’l i.rsi and 1-i rs, induced by .-elf indulgence or
>e\ual extravagance, \.r.
X & -Price, iu a sealed emulope, only six rents.
I lie celebrated author, in this admirable Kssay,
churl; demonstrates, from a thirty years’ successful
practice, that tl
alarming eon-< ipuuices of sellabuse may be radically cured without the dangerous
u-e i,f infi-rtial medicine or tin
applicatioi: ot the
knife; pointing out a mode of cure at once simple,
ami eth-cmai, by mean of which e\ >iy sull'erer, no
matter what In- condition mu !
may cure himsell
cheaply, privately, and rtnJit
K/j I his 1 eel nre should he iu the hands of every
youth ami e\ ery man in the land.
>ent. under -eai. in a plain envelope, to any ud
«lre-s,^u,./ ^./itI, ua n >'i ipt o| i\ c.-nts, or two po-1
age st amje
Andre- tin PuIhislier

WROUGHT IRON

SHOP!

large bottles

<

No. 76 State St

KLUNAPPRO ACHED
UNEQUALED
capacity

Plates.

given to making ami insert ing

UOe»

SK I I! W. Ft>\V 1 .K & st)N>, I’ropiietors, Boston*
Mass. Sold by dealers generally.
lyeowhy

SOLICITOR

CABINET ORGANS.

C.

WHICH

I! Kl'.KY

I'^J Bmifn. \,.« I ork:
lV’-ll
l'u-i Ollio.- llox. 4»Mi

MASON & HAMLIN
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$lH

cheaper.
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HORSE-FLESH!

BOOTS,

SHOES,
a

—

A

hl.I.KIHTH

Kllii*]lt

Of all tirades, and

RUBBERS!

W ill most positiv ely cure any ca-r of rheumatism
rheumat ic gout. m» mat ter hove long standing, mi
the face <.f the earth, lteing an inward application
i: does th. work jiiickly. thoroaghl> and permanent
ten,' -troiig and’ healthy
ly, h aving tinWrit,
to any prominent person in Washington City, and
you will learn that the above statement is true in
e\ err part icular.
« uNPPN>PP
CJ.K I !! ICA I PS.
N r11 *\ vi If..i
Is?!
Washington. I». C., P* c.
Messrs Ilelphetistit:.- N lt< at
v
Cent
I \eiv .'liei rtaliv -late that I used Pur
aim's Kheumatic I.'emedv With decide,I heiielit
A. II. S IK I’ll 1 NS,
Member of tuigres--, of Uu.
I’m -11 • I ,\ 11 \ t. M wmmn.
1>77,.
Washington, p. t
April
Me- r- lie!;,: eii-tim \ 1. lit lr;
Cents
I e
ev "it
vv ifV has be. n
a great sttUVrer from
lean ttism, her doctors fail
ing I" giv e her relit f, >l»e use.! three bottles Purang -t
IIlu-iimat ie lo-tin I,, and a j-i inam-ut cure w as tin
W M. 1!
result.
(KOOK.
I\<nit ive < lerk to President < Jrant."
I>.
March
C.,
Washington,
dd, 1>7‘.
lu lie sjiace of twelve hours my rheumatism vva'
gone, hav ing taken three doses of Parang's Kheii
matie hVnn-dy, My brother. ,1. 15. Cessna, of Ih I
ford, Pa., wa- cured !•} a similar ameiint.
dull N <
N A,
Member of < ongivss of I’a.
Price, one dollar a boiti- or -i\ bottles for live
dollars. Ask your drimm c fa Pur.mg’s Kheumatic
Kemedv, manufactur'd K
II PI. PI 11. Ns 1 INI .v I’PN N.PY,
Imiggist and < ’hemists,
Washington, P. (
For Sab- !o DIM CC IS I S PYPKYWUPKP.
Sold l,v W l|o|.l.>A 1.1. Phi C( 11 SIS in Poston,
M «'-.
;.nn -1::

J.

W.
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rock left to

II

Rubber

I
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This

I,

AND PLKASAXT lllt.MKDY

Remedy

does not‘‘DRV UP” a Catarrh Imt
LOOSENS it; frees the head of all offensive matter
quickly removing Had Rreathand Headache- allays
and soothes the burning heat in Catarrhis so mild
and agreeable in its effects that it
positively

Cures Without

Sneezing!

As a Troche
Powder, is pleasant tot lie taste
and never nauseates; when
swallowed, inst-nnlf5
gives to tlie Throat and Vocal Organs a

New ^ ork < ity, No. 137 Fast 61th Street.
23, 1«?6.—tf2C.

A 15. -All wlio are indebted to t he linn of K now I
ton & Nash, are requested to settle within ;;udu\>,
or their accounts w ill he left for collection.

Ilellast, Sept. 8,

187;>.

t.i<> w knowr/ro\.
ALn;ij;r.it \ k mi,h r.
tfi l

and

E

wales

!

BOOKS

&z,

>KN

wants of those requiring work in their line.
Carriage and Sleigh Painting and Trimming is our
specialty. We will paint and trim new carriages or
varnish old ones and repair trimmings at reasonable
rates on short notice, guarranteeing satisfaction in
all cases.
WALES & BiCKNELL.

BLACKSMITH IN G-!

Sold by Druggists,

or

and

only 35 Cents.

mailed free; address

COOPER, WILSON & CO., Prop’rs,

Philadeipia.

W. W. Whipple & Co., Portland,
Me.; Geo c
Goodwin & Co.; Weeks & Potter; Rust Urns *
Bird, Boston, wholesale agts.
]y.(*

200 QTLS. CODFISH!
well cured, to be sold at WholeA. 1*. MA.VSKIKL1) &
sale and Itetail by
£(>.,
J
Loot ot Main St.
and

!>

I <*i;

«

IU< 1 l.A

i:.)

-0-

Ktut salt, i:v

car-

riage painting and trimming, to
the shops over Damon's, in rear
>of the American House, and
would invite their old Iriends and patrons to call
upon them at this popular old stand, where they
may be found at all times ready to attend to tin-

R. F.

dark, Belfast,

Agent for Belfast, and vicinity.
angStl.'*

Butterick’s Patterns
Belfast Hardware Store

HAVENER’S

IIAYK FITTF.D UL* a Carriage Shop in Hurear of the old Treadwell ic Nlanslield stand,
where I am ready to attend to all kinds of Carriage
and Sleigh repairing. New work made to o-der.
tIVl
H W. TRUKDY.

Lunch Rooms

John S. Caldwell.

A L S O-

Valuable Real Estate for Sale,

x77^i7cTc

j.

MOODY’S
IS THE PLACE TO BUY

YOUR

Christmas Goods
‘W

No

11

k: e

,

PHCENIX ROW.

Otters to sell his stock of furniture at cost.
Now is
the time to buy to advantage all such household
in
found
a
w
ell
as
are
stocked
Furniusually
goods
ture Store.
As seen elsewhere in this paper I also otter lotsale my house and land, situated on High street.
Also my store No. 11 IMuenix Bow. A rare chance
for a good investment.
L. I.OCKH.
Belfast, Dec. Hi, 1875.

AND

SEE!

—OF—

Cor. Main & High Sts.

For Christmas.

Patterns!

From Cl' cents up.
At B. F. WELLS’.

MOODY’S
Cor. Main and Iligh Sts.

I.W

VIR1 I

15
15

Tap every day),

Valuable

I'resb
5

«*

Ctioirr (7f/ar.-i <nul Tofntcm,

Confectionery, Fruit,
A

Bond's

Xufr.ilr.

EAIKJE \ AKIETV OK

Cakes

and

Crackers!:

1

House for Sale,
Tilcupied

new, with

on

Union Street,

quarter acre of land. The house is
iMxot), two stories, Kll one and a half
►stories: three large rooms below and
Kircnen; tour rooms and kitchen above, besides
attic. The house is thoroughly built, and in excellent condition throughout, and adapted for two
families. Will be sold on reasonable terms. InW. II. SIMl'SON.
quire of
Belfast, duly ‘.’<5, 1S75.—tft

Canaries.
(

ANA
each.

THURLOW,

Property

for Sale.

The subscriber oilers for sale the
hoiiM- anil land known as the “Locke
I jouse” situated in the center of! he
-city, nearly opposite the Mew Kn^land I louse,, on Hi^h Street. This
properly eousiMs oi a UOUDie tenement, two story
tuul
house,
stable, about l-_* an acre of land witii
fruit tr« es, and a never failing well of water. Said
place is situated on three streets, and the land is
available lor house lots, stores and shops. \ rare
chance for a good investment.
.1. L. LOFKF..
1875.—‘J.'ltf
Belfast, Dee.

Musical Notice.

oc-

by T. ,J. Furrow. It is
good cellar, well of water,

even
or

POST OFFICE.

s

5
5
5

...

women

HART/ MOUNTAIN
hand,ami selling rapidly at

tf io

s

-----

and

MURK

S on

II. M.

,s

Pumpkin
Collee,
lea,
Milk,
Burkhadt’s Celebrated Eager,

men

G-errnan

"5

Apple

Free to All!

when-, hu nted and to travel. l
particulars addn-., witli stamp,
.1 M. (i K'ioW,
•"•ml :
1J! Main St., Bangor, .Me.

15 Cents.
15
15
5
;io

K house

CHRISTMAS GOODS
TO BE FOUND AT

Slipper

W
A MT P n T
II nil I L. J

FAFF.

Jinked Beans,
Jioiled Eggs,
11 am and Eggs,
Jieef Steak,
Brown Bread and Milk,
Crackers and Milk,
Mince Pie per quarter,

!

LARGE ASSORTMENT
CALL

Catalogues

imss

OF

i:i:< i:i \t.i* nv

Orders can be filled at onto
for any PATTERN which is in
the Catalogue.

MAINE.

lieef,

r

s

11. 11. JOHNSON & (0.

FOOT OF MAI.V .S'TllFE 7\

BELFAST,

Clam Chowder,

O

.11

Before purchasing vour goods. There vui will
tied (ieiieral II A UDW A Kh, I'AIM'S, oil.s
\ A K N I SI I L*, A AILS, (i LASS, an.I
and
I AliM l.li's I < M >LS, constantly mi hand and
for sale at LoWKSf BUHLS. Don't forgot
the place, A N< i 11*.It'S, No. 1 1‘henix. |{o\v.
til:
April ‘40j lsr.>.

BILL

L

3000

Ne w Carriage Shop

HOLIDAYS I
BY

15 V

9S North St.. Boston, Mass.

In nil its branches at the obi stand of Tread
well & Mansfield.
Carriages repaired at
Horse Shoeing promptly atshort notice.
tended to. All work warranted to give satis(action.
J. G. DAMON.

-FOR THE-

DMA

D1GUT0N FURNACE CO.,

Bicknell

Have removed their business,

*•

M ANTFACTUIiKD

REMOVAL!

15. F. WELLS’.

best Voice Tonic in the world!

Try if! Safe, Reliable,

Light salted

House.

IX

Jlronehitis, Coughs, Deafness, ,jV.’
all disorders resulting from
COLDS in

Is the

t ourt

Carriage Making, Painting,
Blacksmithing.

Sheeting

FOR SALE

>

That can bo-bought cheap for cash.
«.v'Don't forget the place. Church Street, opposite

he almost

Griven Away.

\\r

Groceries

Goods Delivered to ail parts of the City
FREE of CHARGE!

Prescott & Co.)

(i.

&

choice lot of

Tobacco die Cigars
the

MR.

a

Cold Corned

rna,

And

Ia-rd, Beef, Fish

x n—

Head, Throat and Vocal Organs.

consignments of
PKOIU'CF., ami

For Christmas.

From

eluding
MORRISON’S DENTAL ENGINE!
by which tie process, is rendered much less painful

TROCHE POWDER,

Cutarrh, Tleadache, llad Hrealh, Hoarseness; Asth

CHARLESTON, SO. CA.

1 w'-iUeow

improved

Streets, lias all the latest
instruments lor operating upon teeth, in

I.

CONSUMPTION CAN BE CURED

A.MEIMiAN

In

\\ I

CHAS. J. C. KLINE & CO.,

ol

Jackson’s Catarrh Snuff

SHIP BROKER

-:

Successor to Dr. C. MOORE.
May '‘till !*«■ found at the old stand of
Dr. Moore, corner of (..‘1 lurch and

W< >i;i\ that is usually done in .> firs;
machine shop promptly attended to.

<

|

Belfast, within and for

at

as

CONGDON,

'apt. Win. MeGilvery,
\i.Congdon, Hazara & Co.,

DENTISTRY!

F. A. HOWARD, Proprietor.

upon himself the trust of Administrator ofthe
estate of

V Particular attention given to
MAY and all kinds of l-.ASTKKN
F reights obtained for Vessels.

—

SCRATCHES VIJ,

subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
MARKET. THE
concerned that he has been duly
appointed and
taken

EIIGfl-I STREET

GEO. E.

N. II. CATAKitir, Stuck At. and CintoMf Dt>
liAst.s, witli those peculiar to WuMA.N and I’lin
ion.
n
l>l:i.N, will receive tiis Si• i:« At. At
Ki i.iTi:kttv used in all its form.where this
valuable agent is indicated.
ll< will \
-ir i*.\ rit.N s at tlu ir houses, who
are unable to call at Hi- rooms.
Oi in: Hol lo—From lo A. M. until 1 I*. M.
From
1'. M. until •'*
M., and Horn 7 1*. M. until
U I*. M.
117;:;

CURES

AND .SOKKS

•-;—
'JMERUITF ERATf

>!

by a timely resort to this standard remedy, as is
proved by hundreds of testimonials it has received.
None genuine unless signed *’i. BL l ls’’ on the

\B73.

foregoing

the

SAMUEL 15. PABKIIl BS T, late of Unity,

Gray

S

Office,
Sleeper & Sen, BELFAST, ME.

OINTMENT MACHINE

THE

N' M door to

r

QU I

PALM AM

1ST E W

taken upon himself the trust of Administrator of
the estate of

-ON-

58 Main St., over store of

ARABIAN

subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
concerned, that he has been duly appointed and

FISH AND OYSTER

Late from

and Surgeon.
Boston.

Physician

spring

Belfast at 8:00 a. m. connecting diBangor, Dexter, Skovin gau, Farmington,

LewDion.

HOMER,

DR. JOHN

Maine Central llailroad.
rect to

by

Bank.

Savings

AVF UKMOY F.D to their new Hanking Hoorn
ill Custom House Square, are prepared to re
ceive deposits, placing tiie same on interest on the
lirst days of June, .July, August and>»q>t«uiiber, and
December, January, I-Vbruary and March. Interest
being computed on same, tin* lirst Mondays of J line
and December.
Deposits received daily, (except on Sundays and
Legal Holidays,) from to 1J A. M., and ^ to I 1’. M.
Saturdays think closes at 1J, noon.
John if. ni i.m t'.Y, Treas.
A>A FAI XCK, 1’re-t.
tf
tie! fust, June «th 1n7L

DR. a. P. LOMBARD.

Trains leave

Lowell, Mass.,

Practical and Analytical ('hemi-a.
ail l) 11«■.
in .M edioine.
all |>
gg is:

HAM L H

tuom \s bfkof.ss.

( ait.

e.v

AYER & CO.,

Dr. J. C.

ISAI..-AM

S

a cough and leave the cause behind, us is
with most remedies, but loosens it, cleanses
lungs and allays irritation, thus removing the
cause of the complaint.

dry up

case

I'itkr.i:.

of Probate for the Count\

\ inn I>. MoRc.yX, of Burnham, in the (’ounty of W'aldo, Administratrix of the estate ot
Ceorge t Morgan, late of Burnham, in aid County,
deceased, respectfully represents that the goods,

Cpon

H. F.

FRKKiUT TAKDN AT FAIR RAIDS!!!

Belfast

hair regrows with lively exchecked and stablished;

is

their

('caches to convey passengers to and from t he cars
and boats.
Sample Looms free to guests.
Livery and Hoarding Mable connected with the
1 louse.
Belfast, Sept. t>:;, !s77.. -tfl.'l

—

To the Honorable
of Waldo:

sickly hair becomes glossy, pliable

or

strengthened; lost
pression ; falling hair
and

Held.

kkij.

Belfast

Leave Brooksville for Belfast,

has proven that it

\\|Si \ K

not
the
the

-o-

It i: T L It N 1 NO

For Sale at

Would announce to the citizens of
ity that he ha> opened a new

J. 1). Tn

Yk.ok-

stops the falling of the
hair immediately; often renews the growth, and
always surely restores its color, when faded or gray.
It stimulates the nutritive organs to healthy activity,and preserves ! oth the hair and its beauty. Thus

Main Street, Belfast, Mo,
TUCKER BROTHERS, Proprietors

ami after

Tuesday

-ox-

CiJUli C 11

Caj't.

County

E. STAPLES, Administratrix of the
estate of Benjamin F. Staples, late of Monroe,
in .said County, deceased, respectfully represents
tliat the goods, chatties and credits of said deceased
tire not sufficient to answer his just debts and charges
of Administration, bj the sum ol‘ four hundred and
lift y dollars.
Wm:hi:t ouk your petitioner prays your honor to
grant her a license to sell ami convey so much of
the real estate of said deceased, (including the reversion of the Widow’s dower thereon,) as will satisly
his debts and incidental charges, and charges of Administration at public or private sale.
MAKY E. STAPLES.

causing

American

i i; a m 1: k

aii;

IN.

Paper Stock,id Iron, Jnnk anil Metal.
repaired

:

to

by long and extensive

rui-'.fAUiii)

a (A i x

nor t ]•:

A

THOMBS

A N I

PIONEER,

I\DIA

W. G. CLARK

THE FRENCH PILL

The “EMPRESS” PILL will prove an infallible
for most of the ailments of the human system,
he should take such an interest in “Other'
and is an unfailing specific for “Female Irregulariworlds than ours.” The earth is a little ties.”
and further instructions
planet, and there is such a thing as crowd- toSend for box ($1.50 each)
G. D’ALBERT, Sole Agent and Importer,
ing it.
218 East Thirtieth Street, Mew York.

It is

iiangor,

for

Iineksport1EKSOX, Agent.

Belfast, and fastinr Line!

P.108ATE NOTICFS.

Delicious Sensation ot Coolness & Comfort

It sells like fun.
Strike while the cream i> on it.
Sample mailed for 25 cts. and two stamps. < 'irc.ular
free.
T. It, Staynkk & C<»., 995 Eddy St., Providence, It. I.

freight

at

prepared to do SHIP and HOUSE
PAINTING in all its branches—both plain and
ornamental—at prices that will suit the times.
Our long experience in the business, and our past
labors with tlie citizens of Belfast, will, we think,
be a sufficient guaranty that woik entrusted to us
will be faithfully dime. Consult us before going
elsewhere.
Shop over the Marble Worxs, High
Street.
JOHN II. BOOK.
Belfast. March 18, 187J. tf MAT!' WKBS1I.

iSuccessors

Avkk’s 11

1

'use,

arc

CYKl S I*A 1

s

KUNA’EBS,widow of Samuel Y. Bunnels,
_J late ot Stockton, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition for an allowance
from the personal estate of said deceased.
That the said Lydia
Ordered,
give notici
to all persons interested by
causing a copy ot
this order to he published three weeks succes>i\. ]y
in the Kepuhlicau Journal printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a l’rohate Court, to he held at
Belfast, within ami for said County, on the second

NEW

WANTED.

Agents for tin* best household article out. Bran

2,

Dec.

AT 10

it

incline

shed prematurely.

or

Commission Merchant!

pays lor a Postal Card, and, on receipt of your ad'
dress written thereon, wc will semi you a sample
copy of our great illustrated Literary and Family
Journal, “THE CRICKET ON THE H EARTH,”
mammoth 16-page paper (size
Weekly,”i
containing splendid continued and short stories,
sketches, poems, etc., etc. Only $1 a year, with
elegant premium portfolio, “Cents of‘American
Art,” executed by Aldine Co., or 7.i cents without
premium. On trial throe months for only 15 eenN.
Write at once to F. M. I.L'PTON & Co., :\7 Park
ltow, New York.

\v.

WILL LEAVE

<

From the Drug Examiner of the Boston Custom House
>
ni'hkp’ K \ n;« ai. ('I K!' lias proved so uniform-

I.

ONE CENT

the hair gray, and either
of them

of Richmond, painters;!
CityCAPTAIN
C. KILBY,

P*

Rains or Norenes*
in the Chest or hiile,
II I e e <1 i n «r at the
Taints, ami every aflection of the throat,
i.iNiis and chest, are
speedily and permanently cured by the use of Du.

sick-

disappointhereditary
predisposition, all turn

Belfast, Me,

.lore

Whooping
Croup.
Coug-li, Hoarseness
Liver
Complaint,

ness, care,
Hient, and

POOR & WELSH

S T K A M E R

CO

&

Advancing years,

4m All business entrusted to him will receive
rompt attention.

£

p»l

Rrouchltls,

Throat, Influenza,

VITALITY AX!) COLO 11.

XATl'H.1L

Colil*

Cougrh*,

Vigor,

FOR RESTORING GRAY, HAIR
TO ITS

at Law!

IIARUW BLOCK,

©

©

Hair

Ayer’s

ALLACE,

Attorney

WEEK!

PER

■

MI

GEO- E- W

^d

©
©
•

THE

■-o-

ONE

at Law!

14 MAIN STREET, BELFAST.
Ollice formerly occupied by K. k. Boyle.

Penobscot. Mt. Desert & Machias

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and lor
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ol
1‘eceinber, A. 1). ls?o.

1 ERITEfJNIAL

u. S.

CO
H

JOHNSON,

E.

Attorney

UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE.

dr

a

ARRANGEMENT!

G.

—

Jlctn ^bbertiscmcnts,
1 jiSTORY

WINTER

B

45

From the well-known maker of Yale's
Mammoth Tent.
(ientlemen,- I have suffered ten years from tlu»
worst forms «.!' Acute Catarrh, or Cold in the Head,

■

1

Pro Bono Publico. STEAMBOAT

ABBTK K. KELLS, "ill receive a few
pupils for instruction upon the Piano and Fab
inet Organ. Special care taken with beginners. For
terms inquire at H.i Main Street.
Nov. t£5, 1875—till 1

MISS

SP«.fASTHMA.

KIPPER S PASTILLES.iby mail. Stowell A

(V*.

^Charlestown, Matt**

*■

